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ABSTRAC'f 
A form of apparent visual movement which occurs when spatio-temporally 
random visual noise is oonfined in an annular channel has been investigated. 
The phenomenon, known as the Omega Effeot, does not seem to be related to 
the phi-phenomenon, although there are formal similarities with observations 
sometimes made in certain stroboscopically illuminated fields. 
The period of' omega movement was found to be independent of' most of 
the statistics of the visual noise used to evoke it. 
Over 100 subjects were tested with a variety of' stimulus-annuli. 
Although large individual differences ocourred, the mean period and varianoe 
of most Ss did not generally vary, although there was some dependenoe on 
Derformance in t!1e recent past. Signifioant sex dif'ferences were found in 
estimates of the mean period. 
~he mo~e of observation had little effect that oould be measured. 
Simple, circular annuli evoked the clearest and most consistent reports 
of apparent movement. The two parameters which conditioned the mean period 
p were found to be the annulus diameter j) and the channel thickness T. 
~\or large enough groups of' Ss , it was shown that 
p = K1 D log T + K2 log T + K3 D + K~ 
fitted the experimental data very closely. 
It was demonstra.ted that both changes in distance an,i changes in angle 
of' regard affected the mean period, there existing a negative and a poeitive 
Correlation, respeotively. The 1'ormer f'in::iing was in agreement with pre-
diction, but the latter was not. It was postulated that the e~~ect depends 
to at least some extent on the presence. oi' long-range interactions which 
possibly exceed the limits normally f'ound in the retina. 
Some suggestions are made for possible ~uture work. 
PREFACE 
A new phenomenon of apparent motion, the Omega Effect, has been 
studied systematica~ly to determine what relation, if any, it bears to 
other known aspeots of apparent motions of different kinds, and what 
parameters are involved in its produotion and modif'ication. 
An appendix describes three series 01' experimen~s performed in an 
attempt to find a physiological oorrelate of' the eI'i'eots oj:' oontour interaotion 
in the visual system. Sinoe the results of all three series were negative, 
the appendix is restricted mainly to a description of' the methods used, with 
possible reasons f'or their failure. 
A reprint of the paper "A test of the hypothesis of bioluminescence 
in the human eye", written in oollaboration with N. de M. Rudolf, is enclosed. 
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Since about th8 time of \/ertheimer (3), a wide variety of 
apparent movement [>henomen3. has been the subject of much quantitative 
study in connection with iifferent contemporaneou.s theories of visual 
perce',tion an<l. orC:-2.nization. Some of them. are 01.' c~uite recent ori;::;in, 
havint; been ·.i.etected 'lurinG investiEations of :?reviously-kn07m effects; 
other~. in particular that which is now knoY'm as t!'8 phi-phenomenon, 
must have been frequently observed luring much earJier times. Phi-
movement requires very little apDaratus :for its production; it may be 
eas ily evoked, for examplp, by the simple expedient of' alternately opening 
and closin::; tie contralateral eyes while :L'ocussin.::- a point ~o:newhat 
beyowl ""n obj':ct i· 'che net~,r visu.:il l'ir.llrl. For a suitable rate of 
alterDation, the (lis)8.r'l,:~I'? ima:::;es Cive f-' convin0in:.; illusion 01' 
~J.)~x-trent motion 0.-' t:F; object. (It is telllptin2:- to specula~G that 
Cro-:iagnon m'l.n was aW3.l'e of the ability 0'::' successive, relatively 
displaced imae;es to evoke t'1e impression of motion, ani, with this 
knowled~e in mind, provi!.e i. various of the animo.l subjects o. his 
engravines with multi;:>le le2s (1)). 
In the nineteenth century, Plateau devised a ·Use, arounil 'che 
circumference ol' which were depicted (;0e successive stances 01' a 
dancer executin::; a turn. By rotatine: the disc and viewin.:.; each frame 
in [\ miilrror positioned to exclude :.dght of the others, appa.rent 
animation or the . ')ncer was obtained. Devices ot' t:ds type proliferated 
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d.urin:~ t:c(c ensuin:1ec c,.de, 1830-181,.0, ~md as interest in apparent 
move.nent Grew, so did the number of reports of its other i'orms. Thus 
the after-effect of' soen movement (althouc::h knovm by the ancient Gr3eks 
and possibly noticed also by Purkinje) was described by Addarr.ls in 183Ij., 
and eye movements were shown not to be implicateCi., in this C·lse at least, 
by Plateau's demonstration of his spiral (1850). Bit by bit the idea 
grew that movement is a .?henomenon ~ bjeneris, dependent neither on 
continuous displacellents 01' retinal images nor on b).le presence of 
tracking eye-movements. (For an account of' this development, as well as 
that of the early stroboscopes, see (2)). 
After Wertheimer's study of the phi-~henomenon (3) delineatel 
some of those conditions favourable to the perce~tion or' apparent 
:novement 01' i;h'lt tYr'8, an' :::'urther helped to e:>tablish the impression of' 
movement as not ine :tricably rlepenietJt on sllatio-tenporal f'actors, 
Korte (4) attempted to qu':tntiL'y the relations betweeE optimal movement 
(defined by \lertheimer as -:;rlat seen t·) occur v;hen the second stimulus 
a<·peared 'l.t approximately the same ti:ne as the f'irst:i.isappeared) and 
stimulus intensity I, stimulus Juration t, spatial sepa.ration d and 
temporal separation T. J.'hJt these relations were not as si!!lple as 
Korte supposed tho:n to be, an'l that they in f'act hel-i. only over certain 
ranGes of' the variables, was a.emonstrated by Neuhaus (5). Vii thin these 
ranges, the laws, as restated by G·raham (6), assert that, for a report 
of optimal movement, 1) fo!' constant t an, T, d increases as I increases 
2) for constant t and Cl, I decreases as '1' increases 3) t'or constant I and t, 
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d increases as ',' increas8s and. 4) for consta.nt I and. d, t decreases as 
T increases. Strictly speakin.:." these lL'"w3 ',"ply to, or at least their 
originl3.l l)urpose W9.S to describe, onl} vi:}at Ken:ceL (7) called beta 
mOV(c!lent. This is identif'ie,j by Borine; (2) an::' by r.;.rCiham (6) with 
'ife~'thei::ler' s optimal nov,.o::,ent, but the latter than states Korte's laws 
aS3.pplying to "optimal beta movem0nt" (pg. 900), a seeminE;ly retlundl3.nt 
terminoloGY, I3.nd VernOil (t» ref'ers to it as ap:)ea.cini,: w:',en there is a 
dirf'erence of' size between the two stimuli. For t;le 'purposes of the 
investisation to be reportecl,che terms "phi-~" and tlphi-move:~enttl 
are usecL interchanceably to denote the illusion of' movement. which occurs 
whfm one tachistoscopically presented stimulus fo~:,lows harJ on another, 
th~' move;~!~nt occurrin:,; fro!l the spatial position ot' tile f'irst to that 
(JYi;:"~ se'Jon'!. II!-'ure phi-pheno;nenonll then refers to that impression of 
pure ;!lOV8rnent, not contincent on th,; presence of an actual object perceived 
to be !!lovint:, which was orit-;inally cal1e1 t~le phi-phenomenon bydertheimer. 
'l'hese conventions follo'lv the terminoloc':y of mal1Y stand"lr,l textbooks 
(9,10,12 9.1so 11). 
Other types oE' a parent !llOv8:nent may be evoked by successive stimuli 
whose characteristic:.:, fall outside the ranee of Korte' s laws. Surnllaries 
of th,cse a,c'e toi:>8 L'ounl in (2), (6) and (8). 
Besides tht1 a('ter-ef'fect of seen mOV8Jent, brief.Ly referred to above, 
which in its i~ealized form is evokel by the continuous passaee over the 
retina of the imaGes of stimuli movinC in ::1. com'lon (~ir'e:;tion, so far as 
a sufficiently s,laJl retine.l ar'pa is concerne'i, repetitive arrays of 
c 




contour-stimuli, after beint f'ixated,'or 'i perioi. of tiI!!e, result in 
after-im~;5es that are oft'm seen to be in a state oJ' compellins and 
sOI!!etimes violent !!lotion (13, 15, 14) at right 8l1L1es to the ,l_irection 
of the repetitive contours. 'fhis effect is not to be mista..'i<:en for the 
ordinary, stationary, positive or negative afterimaces which may follow 
such stimulation, nor for the !:lhimmerine Hoire-like effects due to 
imperfect fixation and consequent superposition of retinal ima§es. MacKay 
(16,17,18,19), who rediscovered these an:') allied pheno:lena, has devised 
several patterns which can be used to evoke them, and has desiGnated them 
"complementary after-images", because of their Geometrical relation to 
the stimulus. (Fig. 1) That the well-known o_istortions of regular outline 
objects when presented against a background of the type illustrated in 
1?i cur"? 1 (Berinc;' s I,'igure, Wundt's Figure; Orbison's illusions (20) might 
bs :~ubsprvell by a :l,;ch2-!1is!::l similar to the one which produces complementary 
after-imaU:ls, ha!:; g,l:Jo ber;n pointed out by J.!acK_'y. ',Jilson, (21, 22) 
in his intensive stwlies of c012plementary after-imaCes, reported that a 
rudimentar:::- form of the effect coul,l be seen in association with even a 
sin,::,le contour, >,,'hen the present.3.tion of the contour (the border of a 
bleck disc) alternated with that of a plain, white f'ield. Besides the 
usual phenomena evoked by strobosoopio illuminatlon, Wilson noted 
1) fiGure :lnd t;rounrl bri~htne3s gra:tie~ts which variei with the relative 
t '3nl'Joral Dosi tions of the b'lo stimuli 2) an iml)ression of slow, continuous . ~ " 
e:~p8nsion or contraction of the ,:'!.isc, again sensitive to the inter-stimulus 
interval AB and 3) continuous rota.tion of the disc, of variabl e spee:t, and 
not p:articuhtrly dependent on .Illi. The effects were stront;est ror 
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:E'requenci8s 0" sti~!lule,tion in the ran.:.;p 15-25 cps. llthouvh dl::;0!1 
round th:"t stroboscopic £'lashes interactei with stimuli of constant 
bI'i:~htne'2~ to :..,ive sor!le ot' tl~c e:E'fects lJrocluce~\ by his two-flash method, 
:E'or ::,"",1. stroboscopic presentation, results were unc:mvincine. 
Z9- paroJ_:' an'~ Perl'ad1nL (23), however, in their investiL;'3tions of 
the effects of subfucion~,l stroboscopic stimulation on t,ll8 perc,'\:)tj on of 
v8riou:,: si!!l~le patterns, observed ano!'!lalous effects even t'OI' si pIe 
intermittent illuminr.tion. 'fhey used,;uch f'icures as circular, e ;liptic[;l,l 
anr'l polYEonal annuli, an:, tb eir ,iominant f'indin,::: vias that, 1'01' :mi table 
f'lash rates, !'lost oi' their patterns seemed to be in rotational move'len-c or, 
i, they were at r~st, a rapidly movint: light ":f:'lu;c" strearnei alone. the 
chn,nnol 0' "C:1" nnulus; usually both motions could be seen at once, and 
t'1::il' di!'ection;~ Yiere subjoct to the control of the observer. They also 
faun} tlnt any tendency- to',ar<ls non-ho!!log8neity of ill,,., stimulus (c:o"Used by 
chanein:, t;~G illu!llincltian i.,radient J t'or eJcample, or by usinC annuli of 
asymmetdcnl widths) enhanced tQe imI'ression of both ty~)es of apparent 
move,nent. 
Other investigators have also reported movement evoked by stroboscopic 
stimulation; this is usually radial expansion or contraction or the, 
stimulus, an.1 has been called "gamma-movement" (7, 24, 25), but the 
perception 01:' swif'tly rotating and well-structured artefacts is sometimes 
obtaine', at frequencies above those optimal for eamma-movemont (26). 
Durint:;; his investigations of the complementar'J after-effect (C.A.',~.) 
l1acKay foun:l that the use of a backeround of spatio-temporally rando!ll 
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visual "nohe" greatly 8Y:pedited his work. (16, 1-(, 27). Such a display, 
which .'} 'p0ars as:t :TIulti tude of randomly appearint.; an,l disa.'pearin,:; 
scintillations of light, such as is obtained by detuning a television 
receiver, when vieweL1 throUGh a transparency of one of MacKay's patterns, 
immediately becomes structured: the scintillations are still r3.ndom, but 
their chaotic, Brownian-like apparent motion now becomes oriented to 
directions at right an£:;les to the contours present on the transparency. 
Thus, a continuous im?ression of movement very much like that seen during 
the short duration of' the C.A.E. is obtained, and both MacKay and Wilson 
(22) argue that both are subserved by the same mechanism. 
Vfuen a transparency of Fie. 1 CA) is viewed against a background 
of' dynamic visual noise, besides. the continuous centrifugal or centripetal 
ra(:.ial strea::1inc of' the cO!Tlplementary after-image, another observation 
CWl be man.e. ',Vilson (22, (Jp. 84-5) describes it as "!Tlovement of the 
scintillations ••• along the ch:1nnels between the black lines". The 
mover,1ent was different from the circular streamin[: evoked by the ray-
pattern (Fig. 1 (b)), 'i'1'1ich exhibits constant angular veloo1ty and 
instantaneous chanGes of direction. The movement in the channels of the 
concentric-circle pattern, on the other hand, varied both with the 
diameter of the channel being observed, and with time; when it reverses, 
it slows dovm to zero and then aocelerates in the opposite direction. 
No corresponding movement was ever seen in the channels of the ray-pattern, 
i.e. between straight-line contours, but Wilson points out that this is 
understandable if' circular movement.Cl have a superior status in the 
perce~_'tual system. This last conjecture is ~UPl)orted b3' the 
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.dcl.enoe he obtainecl. froll noraal cOllpleaentary 1I0Yellent: the oircular 
monment produoed by the ray f'isure was inTari.bly d.aoribecl by hil 
8ubJ.otl as lIor. Itriking than linear, radial or spiral. 1I0yementa due to 
appropriate pa1;WrDs. ADo*h .. oODf'1rution of this oircular bias, thil 
ti.e tor real lIOYe .. nt, is of't'ered'b7 Brown l28). His .ubJeot. adjusted 
the .... looity Vp ot a apot 1I0rlDg iD a oircular path until 110 waa ph.OIl~ 
.qual to the Yelooity Va ot a .iailar .pot aoving through the .... tilt..,. 
iD • re.tanaular tield. ~ oorre.ponding cl1aeuiOlll. i'll. ratio V &IV , .ea p 
011,/ V.-25 seo,.. 1 .19, that is, the oircu1ar Yelooity .. pbeaoaeully 
lreater than the 1iDear .... 1001107 by .'bout 20!i. Dirt.reno. threahol4a ~ the 
two aoyea.t., aooordiag to :&rowa, would atud ill a aiaUar ratio: thol. 
tor oircular MYeaeats would be 2O'J' be10w tho •• tor 1i1l.ar lIewe .. atl. 
That the pero.ption ot .pparat aOftaent ot the aoil. -pari1ol .. - 11 
stUl posaible iD a aingle, azmu1ar traok (1 ••• when all ohaDa.1a ot Pis. 1 (b) 
han been auk.cl ott, .D.pt tor on.) ia probably aot .urpri.ing. laok,7, 
who tiel .0 •• preHa1nary inftlt1gationl ot this 101'. ot .ftllent, d. ••• r1be. it 
as tollows: 
-It you aake .. aDDUl.ar aperture ill aa o,..ue oard &ad hold it b.tore a 
yisual D01 •• 10ure., you •• e, ot oourl., aa aaaulus of rucloa lpeokl •• 
The reaarkabl. thing 11 that th1l annulus, att.r a •• ooad or two, 11 .... to 
be rotating, uauall7 in both directioas, rath.r like a population aoY1Dg alone 
a pan •• at in both direotions. It aow you tollow oa. ot the rotatioaa with 
your eye, you tiad that you OM to s ... exteat 1af'lUeDO. 1t. You 0&11 'tii,y.' 
110 rcnmd, up to a oertaia trequ.ncy, but then it sticks, aad 11' you try to 
FIGURE 2 (over, top): 
Conditions for the Omega Effeot. pynamic noise evokes 
an illusion of apparent motion. 
FIGURE 3 (over, bo.tom): 





dri.e 1t falter, you .e. 1t lagging behiDd you". {29) .ao~ fowad that 
the •• 1oolt,r of the ... eaent was not dependent on the .tat18t10a ot the 
.oia., •• r OD the angular .ubten.. ot the atiJl11lus, and oo •• iierH. 1 t as 
.. natural rhythm, analogou., perhaps, to the alpha rhyth. (although there 
..... little or no oorNlation with the latter) e Wide iD4iriiuJ. dittereDo, • 
.. pp.ar ia the e.t1aatea or the aoveaeat'. period, but .. t.Jp1o .. l tigure i • 
.. 'bout 1.,..aeoa/revene .tability &Dd ...... r et eYOOatioD ot the .ove •• nt 
.,sse.tea .. 01 ••• relatioD.ahip with &IV' ot tlle oth.r appareat ......... t 
pit ....... , ....... JIaox.,- _8tat1vel1' oall.a. 1t the "OIlega :aUeot" (27, 29) 
lHe. I,.· 
n.ther the ouga .tt.et is a Uique appareat Mv •• at, ant what am 
of paraaet.r. o .. biDe to iDnu ... it. pue.ptt.oa are two ot the .-atiGH 
the preaent stud)' waa d.a1ped to .. a .. r. Does it ... p .... ca the pre.u.oe ot 
oOlltoura iD the tield, aa do the oOllpl ... tar;y atter-images, .r ia it aB 
.tt.ot ot local f'lioker on the retiAa, due to the •• iatUlat1oas ot Tiaual 
JlOia.' It a1ght be argued fro. Begal' a work (26) that the latter is 1;8. 
oue, _ .... the ob.enation. ot Zappare11 aa4 Ferra&1ni (23) iap17 tiaat 
the .OY ... t aue to auple tl1ok:er oaa .... ilT b. oODditioaei 'by o_tears. 
tJatortuat.lT, thq giv. D. data oonc.1"Diag the .p •• , et the app&reat 
rotat1o. 'the,. .aw, .or oonceralDg the niot.r treqw.eno1e. 88oe.1&I7 to 
eftte it, .ave that th.,. are aubtua1oaal •. ~'l'IIore, both .ea&1 ..... 
Zapparoli .. ecl srosa tlioker, .ereby all parts ot their atial1 tliokere4 
. ill phaa.. COJlo.naiIlg "lI1ore.,opio" nicker - wh.re a.utereat, re.triotet 
areas ot the retilla i are atilNlat.d iad.,.a4eat17 - the ob •• natiOlll ot 
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JohaDsson are of interest (30). He varied sinusoidallY the intensities ot 
oonf'iFratioDa of 'bright lights alw&1's present iD the visual fi,ld, with 
sill1.1ar f'requenoies 'but with varyiDg phase differences, and produoed what 
he call.d .. W-ao •••• nt... Maoltay', using ~o visual nois., also reports 
apparent, Iro1lDi&n-like, movement (19, 27), 'but this is ooapletelY' UDstruobre4 
in the ab ••• e of' oontours, no intrinsio propensi t1' tor oircular .otion 'b.1D& 
indioawel. Tb" it !Iq b. oenoluieel that, although ussi •• , in-phas., 
s~ro'bcsooplc at1auJ.atioD !Iq, uaa..r suitable oonditions, result in the 
pere.ptio. ot reta~02.7 apparent .oti08, 1I10roaoop1o stilmlation abolishes 
thi •• tteot, Ol" at lea.t oazmot sllataia it. 
If' now the ooD4itioaa for the ,.ro.p~1oa of' oa.ga-.o .... nt'are .et up, 
the f'ol'lHrly randa. apparent _ft .. nt:: fit the nois. fi.ld 18 coaatraiael 
b.t" •• n the bouadarie. ot the aDDulus. ReDO. oae Id.ght .lIp.ot tbat t_ 
impression ot "oontinuous" phi-aovem.nt, which no doubt aooouats tor the 
Bro1lDiaD-like aotion "oraerlY' obs.r¥'eel, oould be aaa.. to "ciroUllJl&rigat." 
the aDDulus, •• p.ciallY' it the obs.ner "as "aet", .ith.r by' instruotion 
or expeotatio., to s •• mo ... ent al1f&1'a s..:l& 00lUl0D tireotion. Jurthe1"llOre, 
i) rotational ...... t, \1D4er such cirouaatano.s, is trequentlY se.n to 
osoillate or to ohange direotion, ~uat atter the atiaulus is first prea.nt., 
U) it oaa b. "'ri •• D" by' the obs.n.r up to & o.rtain 11111t, probab17, 
aoo0rd1rai to this hypothesis, iapos." 'b7 hi~ iD41:diual repetition rat. tor 
optiaal phi ........ nt 
Ui) it tak.s a lonser tilDe to tra.erse &D. aaulua ot large cl1aaet.r than 
one ot s.ner diueter (this tollon tro. Wilaon's report (22) that th. 
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angular ... eloolty ot the .ovement wu auc1:l. slo_r tor ol:lalmel. i1ear t1:l.. 
p.r1pl:le17 ot )ds oonoentr1Mloirole patteme Tl:da t1Dd:iD, .cull It. 
ae.e •• ar;y, as tl1ere 18 no reason to belleT' that pbi-aoTelWJlt 11 
d..pudent on the the ourvature ot the ohaDnel :la 1Ih101:l. ltllooutra1ae4) 
IT) tb. t1ae tor one reTolutioD pre41ote' It,. a phi-p1:l. ..... qpoth.ss"a 
11 et t1:l. ..... ori.r of apituie &I that aotually ob •• n_ tor •• , __ 
aoy .... t. ae ••• oala. all •••• to 1I&4ioate tb&t tl:le latt.r 11 .. t~," 
.,e01&1. 0 .... fit pbi.BT14eao. to b. pr .... tea. .latH' wUl, ....... r ...... t 
tJatt t~1I .. an· ~ 1'.ot a t88&\)l •. q,ota.t1J. 
c' •• .lI .. ~l .. 1,) .... ~. i ..... ~_;,t., .~ .. 01' ~"b1a (31), .... _Jed. 
tra a 41Itaao. ot t .. ,1' •• ~,,: •• t-~ ... ,.f,..l'.ettJ' __ ~t 1;",ld 
at 1 G4- .. , men .t1auli •• paration as two 1aob.e.. Aa. S-_mala .... a 
oirouaterenoe of about 2.5-, &Dd. at ~.&.t .... ,9t<.19· '~..:1.l>'''''f."'' 
trav.r •• d by 121' phi--JW4ps· 8&01:1. of two iaolle.. Ill .. t .... ,..,w..' --.,. 
"'UII1As the optimal tim. to b. 12.5 .... bout 1.6 ., ....... , -'1&7 .(If) ,,' 
report., u'iDs, ... hi. visual Doise so'w."o', a acvi. ,proleoter 11110 •• ape" 
ooula. be Tar1ea. bet_. 7 &ad 20 1'rtaea/.... !1l1I op1;iap ~t. 11, th .. 
within his ran,. lud oo~.,ODd. to 8 tftilea,l ... ·). &IldJI~ .•. "'~al" ~ 
•• 0. 
ot 1 .Jt. '/ rev, ••• t1Oll.a. .arlier ,upt ... ,. ~.,DP., .1Jl71'l~ •• ; :; ," ...... 
. . -. . " .,..-. 
ph1-pb.no •• nOD OaDDot aooo_t tor th ........ 1l("t.:_ ~~.:.t .ap~ .. -
true tntuao,. ... lJr1Tat. oeaanua1o.i1on). ~t1a £al •• , ~~t .•• ,~t 
tb, ,reoi •• b.UTloar et appar •• t., ...... t, tna.a· .1Igl~ph1!j1Qpoth •• ~. ' 
tor tla, 00.,11oat.4 .1tuation 1D wlU. •. the oa ... ..,n •• t 11 ...... B~I", 
a stapl. qualitative arpaent u:r iadloat. I'OUlhq 1IIlat 11 to '" upeotecl. 
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B7 Xort.'I5 third law (pg.2 above) tor cOll8tant I and t, d increue. as 
T inorea ••• , for a report ot optimum movement. Heno., a. the projeotor 
.p •• d ia d.crea •• d, th.reby inoreasin6 T, d tor optillua aove_nt also goes 
up. (It should b. not.a. that the ensuing variation iD t whioh would teDi 
to oause the opposite ilUt't in the value ot T (Xorte' a tourth law, pg." ) 
i. n.gl.otea u aall in the ruge 50-200 .s, i. e. 5-20 tra.a/a.o). !hua, 
inst. ad ot the continuous aOTement .e.n at higher traae trequenoies, dis.ret. 
j.ps ot the noiI5. n..ld would b. se.n, and it could .a.ily be that a t.w large 
juaps, .&Oh COI"IiN.joDi1Dg to a sucoeaaiv. noise true, could compl.te the 
trauit ill the ... tiae u a great II&D7 811&l.ler Jwaps at a high.r traae 
.p..... III taot, diaore. jUllps or j.rks ~ the noi.e tield at ,lOW true 
apee'a is .... ot17 what one ••••• 
Some oritici.m ot the applicability of Korte'. laD to the pre.ent 
oiroua.tanoe8 would probably ari •• trom Olitield (32), who pointa out that 
in compl.x .ituations, .uoh a. an ordinary movi., apparent SOT .... nt 18 very 
tol.rant of chana.. in I and 4. C.rtainq, a random noiae tie14, .u,ike 
... t laboratory apparent-move .. ent stiaull (33, 3It-), invar1.U~ .vok •• a 
respons. ot -llOve •• nt- tro. ob •• rvers. Thi. i. .poatau.ou., 8Dd 40.. not 
n.ea to b •• lioited b7 the .zp.rim .. ter, in spit. of aq .&Dal7tioal. 
attitud. ot the .ubj.ot. If Oldti.ld'a Ti.wpoiat appli •• , ODe would .xpeot 
that o •• ga-llove .. nt, al.o, would be very tol.rant ot .tiaulua ooDditon •• 
There also· remaiD. the diaorep&U07 bet.een the report a ot Jl&clCq, who 
ob •• rvel that the o •• ga .tteot·waa not oritio~ depend.nt on the angular 
.uhtena. ot the annulus (29), and ot Wilson (22) who tound that it was. 
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Neither .&oKay nor WUson stat. how u.ny sub~eots were involved in their 
respeotive experiaents, and WilsOl1 giTes no data oonoerning the par.etars 
ot his .timulus or ot the magnitude ot the velooity of apparent aoveaent • 
• ao~ tavours a difterent bypotbesia to acoount tor the o .. gaetreot • 
.la preTious1.1 Mntioned, he oona1dered it to iDdioate a natural bodil,. 
rhytlua, and iD his .ore reoent paper (27) he expands on this toplo. .otill, 
that a ooutantangular velorit,. is toraall..y equivalent to a oOl1stant 
propertion between aa angle and a the iDtenal, or a velooity Uld a radius 
et ourn.ture l»h Ulcl the probablliv et the exi.teDCe ot direeticmall,. 
..... 1ti .... ele ... t. 1a the dINal '7.tea (16, ,6, '7, ,8, '9, 40), he poiDt. 
out that a neural • staac1ard ot anplar. velooi tT' oould be eaboaied iD the 
latter. A pos.ible _thod ot acooapl:Lah1a& tbis W01Il4 be b7 oouplilac .leaents 
sensitive to suooessi.,.e iDcreaental ohan,e. ot 41reotiOll with· tta. las. 
roughly proportioD&l to those direotion ohanses. Howenr thi. s1apl1t1e4 
exaaple does aot aocouat tor all the .xperiaental tindiDgs, and so .aoIra.T 
ao.s DOt hope tor its eventual veritioation. 
That the pre.enoe ot oontours does,iIl tact, oondition the perc.ption ot 
Telocit;y in the hwaa.n obs.rver is known. It is a co_on obser...ation that aD 
0)3e.t aoT1ng &laiDIt an iDhoao,.neou.' background appears to be aOTing taster 
than when its baokgroUlld is unatruotured. Brown {Jt.1) adauoed evidenc. tor 
thi. ett.ot when h. deaODstrate", bJ' s7.t .... tioall.7 w.ry1.n& the iDboJllOgeneit7 
ot the tiela &laiDst 1Ih:Loh his .ub.1e.t. observed a ao'riRa black .pot. !he 
CODT8r.e etteot also ooours, and :l.Dd.loates that the aeohanis.tor • .,.e.nt 
deteotion is aore pria1tive thaD that tor the aeteotion ot oaa*ear.: UDder 
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suitable oondit!oo~,a moving objeot actually inhibits the perception o~ 
stationary oontours. This was MaoKay's finding for the monocular oase (42), 
and Grindley and Townsend (4.3), although unable to oonfirm Macltay' 8 report, 
~,they thought, to their less complete stabilisation (they used ordinar,y 
fixation), demonstrated that if a moving object were presented to one eye, 
it invariably result*d 10 momentar,y disappearance of a stationary obJeot 
presented to the other. 
This type of finding for real !IOvement leads us to seek parallels in 
the case o~ apparent movement, and 80me work ka. also been done in this 
field. Wilson (44) had his subjects e.tiaate in whioh of two pos.ible 
direotions apparent !IOvement was present or, if aovement was seen 
simultaneously in both (for the two, second flashes were presented at the 
same time), in whioh direotion it was aore striking. His apparatus was so 
aITanged that in one direction, the path of any apparent lIovement would a •. 
along a contour, while the other it had to oross contours at right angles. 
His subjects found 1. that the perception of apparent aoveaent was ~acUitat.d 
if' oontours were present across its path. 2. this e~tect *' almost of the 
same magnitude when contours and flashes were presented to opposite eyes 
and .3. the etteot of oontour orientation was about twioe as great tor 
binocular as tor monocular viewing. 
Wilson's experimental procedure is subject to oritioisa, however, as it 
does not exclude the possibility that apparent aovement thresholds are 
shifted up or down if oontours present run parallel tc the path of move.-nt. 
It this were the case, and if apparent aovement were iD fact facilitated 
(i.e., the simultaneity-movement threshold value for T becoming smaller, with 
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a oorresponding downward shift of T t)' optimal movement would no longer 
op 
be reported along the contours, but, by the conditions of the experillent, 
would still be reported across them. 
A finding of perhaps marginal significance in this conneotiOl'l is that 
of JeeTes and Bruner (45) who studied the movement-sucoessiveness threshold 
and reported, under some ciroUIIStanoes, that lIovement was better and more 
persistent when it oould ooour in anyone of eiibt direotions (high 
direotional information) than it was if only tw6 direotions were posaible 
(low directional information). They oonsider (Brown, (46)) that 1), OIl.: 
aaeending series, Sa have an expeotanoy for motion 2) this expectaocy 
predisposes S to see motion and 3) the effeot of expectanoy is inoreasei 
when direotional information is high. Now, if it aa;y be asauaed that this 
direotional information need not be inherent in the expectatiOl'l of the 
IIOTellent, and aay be provided by independent st1aulation, e.g. by the 
presence of contours, Jeeves and Bruner would prediot WUson'. t"inding: 
stronger apparent movement when directional intormatiOl'l is high (i.e. acro.s 
&Ol'ltours) than when it is low (along oontours). 
MacKay and Wilson' a observations on the direotion of the oomplementary 
after-images are of abTious releTanoe. 
Apparently arrq~d against these findine;s are those of the Gestalt 
psyohologists and the Field~eory sohool ot Kohler and Wallach (47). 
There are several studies whioh bear upon the general problem of interaotion 
or oontour and apparent I1Otion. Deatherage and Bitterman (48) found that 
the path or apparent movement ocourring between two flashes pre.ented to 
different eyes became defleoted atter a circular inspeotion tigure waa 
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present in the path for 1 minute, and tha.t a. rectangle intruding even 
further into the path abolished movement, necessitating an increase in the 
rate of flash stimulation to re-establish it. Similar~, Shapiro (49) 
deteoted a change in the apparent movement between two linesafter a circle, 
placed between them, was fixated for 3 minutes: succession was reported 
where be~ore there had been reports of movement. But both tbese inveltigators 
were working around the lower (succession-movement) threshold which il very 
sensitive to such factors as attitude, suggestion, expeotation, set and 
asoending or descending order ot' trials (33, 45, 50, 51, 52), and 
Deatherage (53) also found subjeots who, in order to reinstate movement, 
had to decrease the rate of alternation o~ the stimuli. Deatherage 
considered his earlier finding to be due to errors of expectation on the 
part of his Ss. Brenner (54) established the auccesaion-movement and 
movement-simultaneity thresholds before and after her Sa ~ixated a circle 
o~ light. She found that the continuous stimulation resulted in a contraction 
of the temporal range within which apparent motion could be seen, both 
thresholds being affeoted. 
McEwen (55), in his luoid suamary and oriticism of the.e and related 
experiments, is of the opinion that, by and large, results conf'orm to what 
the satiation theory of KOhler and Wallach (47) would predict. The 
peroeptual correlate of this tbeory is that the metric of visual space 
undergoes an expansion in the region of a oontour (56), resulting in, tor 
example, a phenomenal increase of distance d between two alternating test 
figures on either side of the inspeotion region. Thus, froll !Corte' a 3rd 
law, Topt should increase, and this is what is generally observed. 
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However, none of the investigations cited involved determining the 
effect on apparent movement of inspection-figures simultaneously visible in 
the field, and the indications are {33, 41, 44) that, under these 
Circumstances, movement, apparent or real, is enhanced (in the sense of 
"more striking"). Andrews (private oommunioation) is of the opinion that, 
in the latter case, one must conclude that the effect of oontours on the 
velocity-sensitive part of the visual system more than oompensates for their 
effect on the spatial metric, and that Korte's laws have, therefore, 
questionable validity. 
If this is so, then it is another aspect of the principle that the 
mechanism for velocit,y detection is an entity distinot and more fundamental 
than that for the processing of contour inf"oraation. 
Of' the effeot, on the perception of apparent movement, of single oontours 
permanent~ established near its path, nothing has been reported except for 
lIacKay's omega-phenomenon. It is therefore 01' interest to investigate the 
determinants of this movement to see what relationship, if aqy, the effect 
has with previously studied apparent movement phenomena. There also exists the 
real possibility that the results will help to clarify the role of short-range 
interactions in the visual system of aan. 
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.i!;xperimentation . The o.ega Effect 
The variable to be studied in all the experiments of this section is 
the period, p, of one complete revolution of the movement between the borders 
of whatever figure was presented to the subject. These figures were always 
annuli, sometimes circular, sometimes elliptical and sometimes po~gonal, 
sometimes complete and sometimes incomplete, i.e. partially ocoluded by 
opaque segments of variable size and frequency. The figures most often used 
were ciroular annuli of three different diameters, D, {3W, BW and 8W) and two 
different thicknesses, 1', {iW and i"). All figures were prepared trom black 
cardboard and white tissue paper. They were illWlinated from the back, so 
that S, who was seated in front of the figure, saw only that part of the noise 
field delimited by the boundaries of the annulus. 
The aotual visual noise source was a movie film, of the type previously 
found useful by MaoKay and Wilson, and was manufactured as follows. On a 
background of' black velvet-paper la type of paper with velvet-like texture 
and very low refiectanoe) was randomly soattered a large number 01' small 
{apprOximately i~ diameter) discs of thin white paper - the noise. The 
background and discs were even.Ly illuminated by two 1.50-watt reflector-type 
spotlights, augmented by normal room lighting. A 16 mm. movie camera, 
mounted on a frame at a distance or about 3 feet above the field, poinited 
downwaris at it, so that a photograph oould be taken of that part of the 
field directly underneath; the time-lapse setting of the oamera was used so 
that frames could be exposed individually. Since the field of view of the 





p : " ... -- rrojector 
F : f; I~ , prism, et", . 
M: PIClne ",irror 
A : O~1lt sc:rUn .,it" 
4Kn"lor "-'"9 S: S"ltjec;t 
Mirror is present or not depending on experimental oircumatanoes. 
FIGURE 5 \ over) : 
Photoe;raph of experimental setup. The mirror can 
be seen, partially masked, in the background. 
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A~"'4'& Per •• cls . Sc""",s IW\ 
Subject Da.rkened Semi.,. Norma. 
Roon Darkened Room 
Room Lights 
1 3.5 3.0 3.0 
2 2.0 2.2 2.0 
3. 2., 2.0 3.2 
4 4.2 4.0 3.5 
5 3.-' 4.3 4.0 
6 3.3 2.7 2.0 
7 3.5 3.7 4.0 
8 2.0 2.0 2.5 
9 6.0 5.2 5.0 
10 2.5 2.7 3.0 
Group 3.32 3.18 3.22 
Avera.ges 
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oamera at that distance was about t of the total field available, six 
completely independent regions were av.ailab~~, and since the whole baokground, 
~B on the floor, could be rotated, four different orientation$,at right 
angles, of eaoh region were used. One hundred and twenty suooessive frames 
were then exposed, the region an~or the orientation being varied randomly 
before eaoh exposure. ~he finished film was then developed and a number of 
positive contaot prints were made on more 16 mm film; on the latter the 
noise appeared as in Figure 3. LOOpS at' noise film could then be made, each 
suffioiently long to be threaded through a Speoto 16 _ movie projector 
l500 watts) Which had. a rheostat in series with its driving motor, thus 
enabling the film speed to be varied without a decrease in light intensit,y. 
'the projeotor was tnen plaoed about B feet behin(i the pattern lif the room 
in which the experiment was to be held was too small to do this conveniently, 
the projector was set roughly opposite the pattern and trained upon a plane 
mirror, whioh refleoted the projector beam onto the pattern. See ,ig. ~) 
and illuminated it trom behind. At this distance, eaoh individual noise 
1" 
"partiole" was about 10 in diameter. A photograph ot' the experimental 
setup is shown in Fig. 5. 
Depending upon the size ot' the room and the parameters to be 
investigated, subjects were seated in front of the pattern either 
individually or in groups of up to about twenty. 'they were given a form 
{Fig. 6) whose purpose, and that of the experiment, was explained to them 
in the following words: 
"'l'his is an experiment designed to investigate some of the faotors 
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which influence the perception of' motion. Before you, you see an 
annulus upon which I am about to project a pattern of visual noise lThe 
term "visual noise" was here explained). When you first see it, you will 
be aware that the noise is in motion around ihe periphery of the annulus. 
This motion, however, is not ver,y stable, and will be seen to oscillate, 
or to change its direction quite frequently. I am about to give you a 
bit of practice, and I want you to see i1' you can't overcome tllia tendency 
for reversal, and become able to follow the movement all the way around 
the annulus lHere the room was semi-darkened, and the projector turned 
on). You will find that if you follow the movement smoothly with your 
eyes you will be able, not only to abolish the reversals, but actually to 
force the movement around - up to a limit. It is this critical spee4 that 
I want to tr,y and measure, and we shall estimate it &8 follows". 
Af'ter each figure was placed in a position, ~. after allowing 30 
seconds or so inspection time, gave a verbal "re~" signa!,. followed by 
"go". E then started a stopwatch, allowing it to run for a randomly chosen, 
predetermined time. Meanwhile, S counted the nuaber of times the apparent 
movement of the noise was seen to travel around the annulus. When the 
predetermined time had elapsed, E instruoted S to "stop", and S then wrote 
down the number of revolutions he had counted, as accurately as he could, 
in the " Revs/ interval" blank on his form corresponding to the appropriate 
"Run" number. There were generally about 20 "Runs" li.e. different changes 
of figure) during an experiment, which took a.bout 45 minutes. If', say, 
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six figures were to be presented, this was done randomly, each figure 
being used three or four times, genera_Lly with a different exposure time 
for eaoh presentation. l!'or oonvenienoe, exposure times were ohosen either 
from the set {5, 8,11,14) seoonds, or from the set (6, 9, 12, 15) seoonds. 
When the experiment was completed, S was invited to add any further 
impressions of the movement he had obtained to any oomments he had alrea4y 
made in the "Comments" column during individual runs. He was then requested 
to leave his oompleted form in approximately the same plaoe in the room from 
whioh he did his observing, so that distances and angles of regard oould be 
measured. 
After these measurements were made, and the forms collected, E entered 
the aotual exposure times used in the "Time Interval" column, and frOll these 
and S' s " Rev si interval" entries, he was able to calculate the average period 
p for .aoh run. These values then fomed the basis for the subsequent data 
processing. 
A total of about 100 different subjeots were tested, about half of these 
partioipating in two or more experiaental sessions. Subjeots .. re drawn, 
generally, trom three sources: 1) undergraduate and graduate volunteers from 
different university department at Keele, and staff members of the Department 
a~ Communication 2) participants in an introduotor,y science oonference at 
Swanwiok, Derbyshire in July, 1964-. These inoluded individuals of widely 
varying educational baokgrounds. 3) undergraduate "consoripts" obtained 
through the cooperation of the Department of Psyohology at Keele, and tested 
during their nOrmal laborator,y bourse 
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Since the experimental design enabled se!eral aspeots of the omega effect 
to be tested during a single session, this was done as a rule. However, for 
convenience, in the aocount of the experiments which follows, the results 
pertaining to a single parameter have been presented individually, exoept 
where interactions have been found to arise. 
Similarly, where details of the experimental prooedure used differ 
from those outlined above, these changes have been recorded under their 
appropriate section. 
a) Parameters of the Noise J1eld 
i) The effect of ambient lighting. 
Ten volunteers, tested individual~, gave estimates of the period of 
apparent movement under each of three conditions of ambient lighting of 
the experimental room: ordinar,y room lighting (1.38 log. ft-lbts.), 
subdued room lighting (-0.97 log. ft-lbts.), and no room lighting 
(-1.93 log. ft-lbts.) except for light scattered from the projeotor and the 
stimulus figure. The illumination values given were obtained by using an 
S.E.I. Exposure Photometer to measure the apparent brightnesses of pieces 
of white cardboard placed a few feet aw~ from the figure. 
Three estimates of the period were obtained f'or each value of ambient 
lighting; the average of the three was calculated in each oase and is shown 
in Table 1. For each S it was found that the variation obtained under 
different lighting conditions was of the same order of magnitude as that 
obtained under oonstant conditons. There is no,obvious systematio trend 
associated with ambient brightness levels, and the t-test for paired 
FIG-UID; 1: ~1'fect of varying 
~noise brightness intensity. 
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variates showed no significant differences between their means. 
, , 
It may be ooncluded that ambient lighting, and hence the state of 
adaptation of the eye, has no effect on the period of omega-movement. 
ii) The effect of "noise brightness". 
MacKay (27) has reported qualitative differences in ~c noise fields 
as the intensit,y of the noise is changed. It is therefore worthwhile to see 
if any changes in p are correlated with this faotor. 
The noise intensity was changed by inserting Ilford Neutral Density 
filters into the projector beam. Filters (or filter combinations) used 
corresponded to, r.:etative light transmission .. &lues of 1.00 (no filter), 
o.so, 0.13,0.01 and 0.001. Sixteen volunteers partioipated in a group 
experiment. 
Each intensity was presented ~ times, and the mean value of p was 
calculated for each. Results are shown in Table 2. 
At first sight, it would appear that, as noise intensity diminishes, 
the period of perceived motion inoreases. It is probable, however, that 
this effeot is illusory, as might be indicated by the number of actual 
responses on which each mean value is based (Table 2). Remembering that 
the maximum possible number of responses in each oase is 4x16 • 64., it oan 
be seen that at the faintest intensity used, Ss felt oonfident enough to 
make a judgment in only *7% of presentations, and that this diffioulty is 
already evident by the time the relative intensity is 0.01. What happena is 
best illustrated in Figure 7, where results for relative intenaities of 
1.00, 0.13 and 0.01 are shown presented in a dit'ferent fashion. Here, all 
the Ss' estimates are assigned to classes each of width 0.5 seconds, and the 
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number of responses in each class, expressed as a percentage of the total 
number of responses actually made, is plotted against the class mid-value. 
Three dominant features emerge. First, all graphs show a maximum in 
the vicinity of p=2.0 seconds, irrespective of intenSity. Second, as intensity 
decreases, there arises a seconda~ maximum near p~.O seconds: the plots 
tend to beoome bimodal. Third, the number of responses equal to or greater 
than p=7.0 seconds increases as intensity decreases. 
It seems that the increasing average pts of Table 2 is an effect due, 
not to decreasing intensity, but to the relative importance of the seconda~ 
maxima obtained under these conditions. This seconda~ maximum occurs again 
in subsequent experiments, and so its discussion will be let't until later. 
T~ is nO signific8Dt difference between the positions of the first maxima. 
and so it may be tentatively concluded that, over a wide range, p is 
independent of intensity. 
iii) The effect of noise "particle" size~ 
Subjects were 13 volunteers who were tested individually. .l!:ach was 
seated 4~ feet away from an annulus of D=5", T~ and given the usual 
instruotions. 
Noise particle size oan be conveniently varied vdthin limits imposed by 
the dimensions of the laborator,y by either varying the effective distanoe of 
the projector to the stimulus-figure or, with this distance constant, by 
defocusing the projector. Although both methods suffer from the defect of 
introducing a diminution of noise intensity as noise size increases, this, 
in view of the results of the preoeding experiment, should have little effect, 
since noise size could be varied only over a factor of about 3. Thus, it was 
.: 
" 
FI~URE 10 (right): 
Method of' obtaining variable noise 
density. Prism is adjusted until 
noise fields ooinoide. 
D,: ......... . 
z , " s 
PfRIOJ) P (Sf CS) 
TO ANNULUS 
PRoJECTOR 
FI~URE 11 (left): 
~ 
Effect ot varying noise density. 
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not deemed necessa~ to oorreot for intensity ohanges by the use of neutral 
density filters. Seven Ss were tested by va~ing the stimulus-ppojeotor 
distance, and 6 by defocusing the projeotor. Results are shown in 
Figures 8 and 9. These figures demonstrate that, over the ranges tried, 
noise size causes no systematic change in Ss' estimates of' p. 
It was originally hypothesized that defocusing, by oausing overlap of 
the projeoted images, would tend to cause an increase in p (due to the 
inoreaseddifficulty in fo~lowing rotations, the greater number of mistakes 
made and henoe the higher proportion of mistaken, overly-Iarge values 
contributing to the averages). This effect is seen for subjeots GD and 
GMS, when the projeotor is greatly out of focus, almost abolishing noise 
structure, but, on the other hand, the reve rae is true of DM and SW CB'ig. 9). 
None of the differences is signifioant for any given observer. 
It must be conoluded that the peroeption of omega-movement is consequent 
on the presence of random inhomogeneities of the stimulus and, over the 
ranges tested, is independent of the precise form of these inhomogeneities. 
iv) Effect of noise density. 
In view of the findings of Experiment iii), it was considered unlikely 
that var,ying noise density (i.e. number of noise "partioles" per unit area of 
noise field) would have an appreciable effect. However, the only convenient 
method of doing so, with the apparatus used, provides a oheok on the er"fect of 
any intensity changes on the results of the previous experiment. This method 
was to place a right prism, with long axis vertioal, in the beam of the 
projector, in such a w~ that the plane of the base of the prism biseoted the 
beam (Fig. 10). Then, by suitable lateral translations of the prism, and 
GROUPl _ 
-
No. of' Subjects 12 12 12 16 16 16 
No. ot' Re!f.0nses (to 3" 4 .. " tA') 42 
3/j 44- 54 5~ 51 
Projector speed 0 12 16 16 20 24-
\. frames/ sec.) 
- 1.62 Avera~eriod p 2·31 2.25 2.10 1.93 2.11 he ,) ~-
G-roup means 2.24- 1.tl9 
Csccontlf) 
TABLE Ill: .l.!!f'fect of Projeotor Speed. 
No. 01' Ss: 16 
Projeotor speed 16 20 24-
(trames/ sec) 
No. of Responses to 50 51 53 
dot annulus 
p (scc • .J,) 3.22 2.94 3.02 
No. of resnonses to 104- 112 104 
both. 
p ~or both stimuli 2.55 2.53 2.33 
WWi ~i ~ffect of Projector Speed. (2,.0.,- 1. 
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small rotations about its long axis, two images of the noise field could 
be partially superposed after being adjusted to equal brightness. In this 
way, noise density could be effectively doubled at the oost of a reduction 
of its intensity. 
Subjects were 16 volunteers parti~ating in a group experiment. Their 
results were pooled, each estimate of each subject being placed in its 
appropriate class, and relative class frequencies plotted against mid-class 
values, as before. (Fig. 11) Neither means nor varianoes of these two 
distributions differ significantly, and it may be concluded that doubling the 
noise density has no effect on the period of omega-rotation. 
v) Ei·~~~t .~~.projector speed. 
The same Ss who participated in Experiment iv) were also required to 
estimate p as the projector speed ~and hence the rate of presentation of 
successive noise frames) was varied between 16, 20 and 24 frames/sec. 
Twelve additional Ss were tested at speeds of 8, 12, and 16 frames/sec, 
since these lower ~tes could not be obtained with the projector used during 
the first experiment. The results for both groups are shown in Table ,. 
Although a group difference is present t which is to be expected, since 
the two groups of subjects were tested under different conditions), as 
indicated by the difference in the two means corresponding to 16 frames/ seo, 
this dit'ference is just not signifioant (P.15%), nor are the differences 
between extreme values ot' film speed within each group. The differenoe 
between the two group means calculated by pooling all estimates for that 
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tested with an annulus of different diameter (n.8"); the results of this 
experiment are shown in 'fable ~, along with the oombined means of both 
patterns used. Again, none of the differences between means are significant. 
A peouliar effect was found to ooour in the first group for a film 
speed of 20 frames/seo. This is shown in the response distribution funotion 
(Fig. 12), and oonsists of a prominent secondary peak in its usual position 
of about p=4 seconds. The effect·· of this peak is to increase the average p 
oorresponding to this speed, although the amount by whioh this happens 
(estimated by averaging only those values less than or equal to p=3.5) is 
not enough to affeot the signifioance of any of the differenoes. 
We may conclude that film speed does have a real, but small effect 
(.ohanging p by no more than 40% when it ohanges by 300%), and that p tends 
to decrease as film speed increases. The value of 40%, sinoe the experiment 
was oomplioated by intergroup difterenoes, is probably an overestimation. 
vi) ~ffect of auditory distraction 
Several Ss partioipating in the preceding experiment informed E, 
at"ter the experiment was completed, that they had the impreSSion that the 
inoreased noise from the projeotor at higher speeds might have oaused them 
to over-estimate the speed of apparent rotation. For example, M.L., 
under "Comments", reports that she tends "to assooiate loud noise of 
projeotor with faster revolution" and P.M.I'I. reoords "speed of projeotor 
note might influenoe ideas 01' speed". 
It was therefore thought advisable to oheok this by presenting Ss with 
a noise not oorrelated with the actual projeotor speed. When this was done, 
by requiring 6 Ss to wear headphones through whioh oould be played a tape-
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recording of the noise made by a running projector, it was found that 
their estimates were independent of both the loudness and the frequency of 
the recorded noise, even though values in excess of those aotually 
obtaining under normal experimental circumstanoes were tried. 
As a further cheok, S Ss, who had not previeusly been partioipants in 
any of the experiments, were seated one at a time in olose proximity to the 
projeotor,whosebeam was refleoted onto a piece of thin white cardboard about 
3 feet in front of S. At El s signal, and studying the texture of the random 
noise field in front of him, S then procefdd to estimate the duration of one 
minute, and his aotual time was reoorded by E. Six estimates were made for 
eaoh of three projector speeds. None of the Ss showed significant changes in 
his time estimates for the three conditions, nor were the pooled value for all 
Ss significantly different. 
'l.'hat the actual projector noise volume could have had an effect is 
unlikely. Hirsh!:L!!. (57) found that the effeot of noise was to make 
their Ss overestimate a time interval of the same size used in the present 
experiment by about 2~, but they used noise levels differing by up to 60 db. 
Triplett {58) and Cohen et al. l59) found a similar overestuation to be 
assooiated with inoreasing frequencies, but nei~er used frequenoies of the 
same order of magnitude &s those of the present experiment, and again the 
effeot was generally small. 
The results would seem to indicate, therefore, that any eff'ect due to 
the auditory noise of the projector is not a~.~ipitioant determinant of 
omega-rotation within the ranges tested. 
FIGllR~ 1 3 (over): 
Alternative form of visual noise. 
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vii) E~~ect o~ noise degradation 
The negative results obtained by var,ying different visual noise 
parameters in the preceding ~ew experiments indicate that the perception o~ 
omega-rotation is relatively independent o~ noise statistics. As a final 
check, a loop o~ noise ~ilm was prepared, not by photographing confetti, 
as before, but by taking an exposed and developed length of 16 mm film, 
of uniform blackness, and scoring it with a piece of coarse sandpaper so 
that the dynamic noise field consisted, not of' randomly appearing points of 
light, but of straight line segments of various lengths (Fig. 13). 
The experiment was then set up as before, and a few Ss who had 
previously partio:i-pat.ed in other experiments immediately before were invited 
to compare their impressions of the movement caused by the new noise field. 
All reports were unanimous; ever,yone saw the omega effect and estimated its 
velooity to be indistinguishable from its previous value. It was not thought 
neoessar,y to carr,y the experiment further: the dominant i'actor involved in 
the perception of' omega movement seems not to reside in the noise parameters. 
b) Parameters of the Observer. 
viii) Inter-subject differences. 
At an early stage of investigation, it was found that there exist marked 
differences between the means and variances of individual Ss. Some idea of 
the magnitudes of these dif'ferences can be obtained from l!'igure 1lt-, whioh 
illustrates the mean and S.~. of the mean t'or 10 S8, each seated 
approximately 10 feet away from an annulus of D=8", T:,t". Bartlett's test 
for homogeneity of varianoe indioates that the varianoe values dit'fer 
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Subject: PMW AC DS 'l'S Le 
r , 0.69* 0.08 0.50 0.36 0.18 -0.17 0.58 
• SIG. AT 10% LEVEL. 
TABLE V: Correlation between estimates and run no. 
SubJeot: FKW AC DS AD TS Le AW JM 
Pi (se~f) 3.23 4.05 3.23 2.80 2.42 2.25 2.01 1.17 
P2 (secs) 3.98 4.67 3.11 3.26 3.14 2.49 1.88 1.52 
P2-P1 (,",) 0.75 0.62 -0.12 0.46 0.72 0.24 -0.13 0.35 
.11 !I: Comparison of 1 at and 2nd halves of experiment. 
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obviates a statistioal test of their signifioanoe. 
There is also to be found a high oorrela tion between means and 
varianoes tr=O.84 P< 0.01) whioh oomplioates the statistical analysis 
of the results. tFor example, Bartlett's test is as sensitive to non-
Dormality as to dif'f'erenoes in variance l60), and oorrelation between varianoe 
and mean is generally an indioation of' departures from normality). 
Fortunate~, Snedeoor's F-test is relatively insensitive to akew, provided 
that the distributions being tested are skewed in a similar way: it oan be 
used to oonfirm the inter-subject varianoe differences olaimed above. 
ix) Intra-subjeot differences. 
There exist the possibilities that a) the pattern of responses of an 
in(lividual S during a single experimental session shows a signifioant trend 
due to, for example, praotioe, adaptation or t'atigue and b) the average 
value obtained from an S during one session dii't~ers signif'icantly f'rom 
values x'ound during other sessions tlong-term adaptation). 
Four men and f'our women were eaoh given twelve opportunities to estimate 
p for an 8" annulus; their estimates are plotted against the oorresponding 
run number in Figure 15. About all that is obvious from this f'orm of 
presentation is that there is wide variation in the estimates ot' an individual 
S. Correlation ooeffioients were oaloulated for eaoh S, a&l are shown 
tabulated tTable 5). 
Analysis shows that only one of' the ooeffioients differs signifioantly 
from zero. Furthermore, when the 8 values are tested tor homogeneity, it 
was found that they oould all be oonsidered as samples from a single 
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population; their values were therefore pooled, giving r = 0.375. This 
value is highly signif'ioant (P<' 1%) and we may conclude that, for this 
group, as an experiment proceeds, there is a smail tendenoy for apparent 
rotation to slow down. This effect is demonstrated in Table 6, where, for 
eaoh S, the mean value 01' his first 6 estimates is oompared with that or 
his last 6. The net change is general~ in the expeoted direction. 
To oonfirm the above results, data obtained from other groups of Ss 
were subjeoted to the same an~sis. Thus, another group of 11 Ss, wno 
had the 8" annulus presented to them 4- times during the oourse of' an 
experiment, showed a oorrelation of r = -0.15 (N.S.) between their estimates 
and their respeotive run numbers. Yet another group l20Ss) showed the 
oompletely insignif'ioant value of r • 0.07. 
It would seem, therefore, that whatever eff'ect was oausing the 
signifioant oorrelation obtained with the first group (where each S was 
required to give twelve estimates during the oourse of the experiment) has 
not yet had time to beoome established when S has only four estimates to 
make. It was deoided to look at the distribution of oorrelation ooeffioients 
oaloulated from the estimates of Ss in the latter oategor,y, in the 
expeot_tion of obtaining a mode at some small positive value of r. 
Aooordingly, ooetrioients were found for 60 Ss partioipating in an 
experiment for the first time; these values were grouped in olassesof 
width 0.25 and are shown plotted in l!'igure 16. 
It oan be seen that the results are the oomplete reverse of expeotation. 
The ourve obtained is olearly bimodal with a m,inimum in the vioinity of 
r = 0, and maxima at both large negative and large positive values of r. 




Subjeots divide themselves fairly evenly into two groups: those who give, 
on the average, progressively larger estimates of p as the experiment 
prooeeds, and those who give progressively smaller estimates. There is no 
relationship between a subject's mean estimate of p, p, and his correlation 
coefficient r (Fig. 17), as might be expected were group influences at work 
oausing, for example, a S whose p-esttmates were muoh higher than the group 
mean to regreas towards that mean. As a further oheok of this hypothesis a 
test suggested by the following argument was oarried out. If there exist 
either praotioe effeots oausing progressive oonvergence to a value of 
perceived velooity oommon to all obsefvers or a general tendenoy for subjeots 
to regress towards a group mean (beoause of, for example, group interaotions) 
then the varianoe of all estimates mad.e by all subjeots should deorease as 
the experiment proceeds, refleoting the increasing unanimity of those estimates. 
Thus a oomparison of the run varianoes of the estimates is well worth ~{ing. 
This has been done for the same group of 60 Ss in J1gure 18. It oan be seen 
that the trend is in a direction opposite to that predioted which again 
indioates that the factors mentioned play no large part in the determination 
of the rate of apparent rotation. 
It might be noted that the large varianoe value obtained tD~ run 
number 3 is significantly different (P = ~) from the estimate of varianoe 
obtained by pooling the other three values. This is a feature that was 
found in several of the groups tested, and oould easily be due to boredom 
and oonsequent Iritts of attention. The varianoe reoovers somewhat at run 
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x) ~2,ne-term changes. 
When subjects are given an oPP9rtunity to re-estimate the period of 
apparent rotation of an 8" annulus days or weeks after making their first 
estimate, it was found that, as a general rule, there was only a small 
correlation between test and re-test values, but that this correlation was 
not significantly dependent on the time elapsed between experiments. 
Figure 19 shows :lflotted values for 25 Ss, 16 of' whom were retested only a 
~ or two afterwards and 9 of whom were retested after a month or more. 
A least squares fit was made to these values and compared with the fit that 
would be expected were the results perfectly reproducible; both these lines 
are indicated in Figure 19, and it oan be shown that the slope of the 
regression line is significantly different (P=1%) from that of the expeoted 
value. 
It must be concluded that, although test-retest reproducibility is 
significantly greater than zero (f'or these 25 Ss, r=O.54), this reproducibility 
is modified by other factors in such a way as to cause regression towards a 
common mean value. 
No signifioant differenoeexists between either the test-ret.at mean" 
or their respective varianoes, indicating that nO,long-term practice or 
adaptation ex'fects complicate the measurements for the number of 
presentations most commonly used. 
Figure 20 demonstrates the same effect for a group of 39 Ss, 22 ot whom 
were re*ested within two days after the first test and 17 of whom were not 
retested until a month later. The differenoe is that in this oase the Ss' 
estimates were for a 3" annulus; data will be presented later to show that 
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estimates ror this size annulus and for a given S are much more consistent 
than for the larger annuli, that is, a S's variance is smaller in the former 
case. The test-retest correlation for the f'irst group (retested 2 da.ys later) 
was found to be r=O.71 (P=1Jo). 'l'his value is to be contrasted with the value 
r=O.29 (N.S.) obtained f'rom the group retested after one month. 'l'he difference 
between these two values is just significant at the 10,70 level and so, since 
the groups are comparable in other respects, it may be concluded that, as time 
elapses, test-retest correlations become smaller until, after a month or so, 
Ss behave essentially as if they had not participated in previous experiments. 
The exact process ot' this "regression to independence" has not been 
investigated, as a number of Ss sufficient for comparison purposes has not 
been retested ai'ter appropriate time periods. Indications are, however, tnat 
there always exist positive test-retest correlations even i'or periods of time 
up to 1t) months and that these final values are reached within a few ,days of 
the first test, provided that each experiment is restricted to only a few 
(3 or 4) presentations of' the stimulus. If more intensive, training is 
given, correlations are, of' course, higher, but any changes they might 
undergo with time is unknown. 
It should perhaps be emphasized that the r-valuescalculated above are 
essentially measures oi' the amount of group" structure", a high value of I' 
indicating that subjects tend to preserve their ranked positions within the 
group. As such, they would ordinarily be measures 01' both subject sel1'-
consistency and group stratification, and a.lthough these are to some extent 
interrelated, especially if the former is great, a high value of' r would be 
obtained even if all Ss were biassed in the same direction, tending,for 
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example, to give progressively bigger estimates as time went on (provided 
that the biases were in the same direction and of about the same size). 
However, if we impose the restrictions that both means and variances of 
the groups are equal for the first (test) and second (retest) presentations, 
(a condition normally found in practice), then it can be shown that r is 
given by r" ~ , - f I(Kj -n% (f, - ~t 
where Ri 'and Ti are the retest and test estimates, respectively, of the ith 
subject and R = T is the common mean value for all subjeots. Thus r 
becomes a measure of the general consistency of the subjects under these 
circumstances, even though any given subject's results are equivocal due to 
his personal variance and the small numbers of estimates made during each 
experiment. 
Figure 21 shows, for example, the means of' estimates made on 4 
observations of' a 3" annulus by each of' 10 Ss on each of 4- separate ocoasions 
during a six-week interval. It can be seen that both means an(l average 
deviations differ from time to time for a given Sj however there is general~ 
no reason to think that these values refleot significant changes. 
xi) Short-term effects. 
As has already been pointed out, stimulus presentations were randomized 
with respect to exposure time, that is, during the course of an experiment 
which involved the presentation of stimulus A six times, S would perhaps 
follow the apparent movement in A for 12 seoonds during its first appearance, 
for 9 during its second:,. for 15 during its third, for 6 during its fourth, 
and so on. 'l'he question to be investigated in this seotion is that of the 
possibility of differences between estimates given for the various 
presentation durations. 
-Time Interval (Secs): 6 8 9 11 12 14 15 _ 
1'.130 (11 Ss) (A) 2.66 2.47 2.38 
D10 (20 Ss) CB) . . ~ 2.04- 2.05 2.04 
SJ9 (22 Ss) (C) 2.58 2.44- 2.58 
-Va.riancea 
KJ30(A) 1.78 1.27 0.86 
RF10(e) 1.45 1.21 1.29 
SJ9(C) 0.86 0.88 0.92 
.., 
TABLE VII: Comparison of Time Interva.ls 
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Three different groups of Ss were used, two of which, A and B, were 
oomposed of naive individuals, while the members of the third, C, had 
already participated in a previous experiment. Although four different 
presentation times were used in eaoh experiment, only three of these oould 
be matohed on the basis of frequency of ooourrenoe and stimulus homogeneity. 
The average estimate and varianoe i'or all stimuli and for all Ss, were then 
caloulated for each of the three time intervals (Table 7). No signifioant 
differenoe was found between any of the mean values within a given group, 
and only one of the groups, A, showed any systematic trend at all. 
It must be concluded that, for the pu~oses of this investigation, 
short-term adaptation or practice effects do not exist. 
The variance differences between groups A and B, and group C is not an 
effeot of oonvergenoe of the more experienced Ss; in agreement with previous 
findings, their group varianoe remained unal tered with practioe. 'I'he 
di~erenoe most probably refleots the faot that a less varied set of stimulus-
annuli was used with these latter subjeots. 
The extreme varianoe values found for group A are, however, signifioantly 
different tP" 1%), even though their oorresponding means are not, and the 
values obtained from group B, although not signifioant~ different, show a 
"tendenoy to deorease as the time interval inoreases. A possible reason for 
this ohange will be disoussed in the next seotion. 
xii) Distribution of errors. 
It was usual to find that a subject ocoasionally found himself unable to 
make an aoourate estimation of the number of apparent rotations he saw, 
beoause of' shifts of attention, reversals of the movement, miscounting and 
Group Hi Pi H2 P2 Totals Hi' H2, !" 
A. (11) 25 0.66 13 0.34- 38 22.4- 16.8 39.2 
B (20) 51 0.63 30 0.37 81 4-0.6 30.7 71.3 
C (22) J2 0.4-7 25 0.53 4-7 44.8 33.7 78.5 
D (16) 4-2 0.53 38 0.47 80 32.5 ~ 2Z.&. 
T.tals : ( 69 ) 140 0.57 106 0.43 246 
i 140.3 105.7 24-5.0 
, 
TABLE VIII: Errors made during first and seoond halves of experiment. 
HI: ~jyd ~ .. I.f P, ~ I' ... ,,rfi~" of tKYt>rf ......le j" fi.-st Uf 
H1 : St~o...l "-l~ Pt : " ",, 11 "S'~ "-If 
HI,: "...,tA»t~ ~~,., ;.,. ~rst "-If } ~st'" -' VIs J.S' ·ynrt'S/""jcct 
t-Itl' : 11 11 11 sec-J ,,-'f 
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so forth. Some estimates, as indicated by Ss' comments, were based on 
extrapolations from those complete revolutions actual~ seen, and it is to 
be assumed that sometimes suspect reports were made without an indication of 
their unreliability being made in the "Comments" section. It is of interest 
to check the distribution of the suspected errors actually reported, to see if 
there is any systematic trend which might indicate the effects of, for example, 
practice or boredom. A response was considered "suspect" if 1. S reported 
his own suspicion in his !'Comments" 2. an estimate was not made at all, 
the corresponding space in "Revs/interval" being left blank or 3. an estimate 
made was of such a size that it resulted in the calculated value of p being 
equal or greater than 7.0 seconds. (This last criterion is perhaps overly 
generous; by Chauvinet's Criterion of Rejection, a value p may be omitted 
if l p-p'J/0")2.8 (for p based on 100 estimates). Since typically p .v2.5 
seconds and 0".v1.0 seconds we may ordinarily reject a value p if P ~ 5.3. 
The extra allowanoe was made to decrease the danger of rejecting a p belonging 
to, perhaps, a secondar,y maximum occurring at a larger value of p.) 
When all errors from these three sources were counted for a given group, 
it was found that, for the case of single stimuli, there were not enough 
errors to make differences significant, partioularly for the more regular, 
simple oircular annuli. Therefore the results for all stimuli were pooled, 
and the number of errors made during the first half of the experiment oompared 
with the number made during the second half (Table 8). The null hypotheSis 
of no differenoe between the first and second halves of the experiment was 
tested for four groups, the first three of which, A, B & C, partioipated in 
Experiment xi) and the fourth, D, being oomposed of 16 additional naive 
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subjects. This hypttthesis was confirmed f'or groups C and D, but A and B 
showed signifioant differenoes (P41~fo) between the two halr-experiments. 
A. test, was also made of' group dift'erenoes, basing the null hypothesis on a 
246 . . 
'figure of ,/b9 = 3.5b, the average number of errors per subjeot. It was 
found tha. t the groups differed signit'icantly, mainly beoause group C was 
repponsible for many fewer errors than expeoted and group D f'or many more. 
C, it should be reraembered, was oomposed of experienoed Ss, while the other 
groups were not. 
As a general oonclusion, therefore, we m~ say tha.t naive Ss tend to 
make fewer errors as the experiment prooeeds and that experienoed Ss, while 
not showing this tendenoy, do make fewer errors during an experiment. The 
mean number of errors per naive S is almost twioe as great as that per 
experienced S. 
Knowing this tendenoy for naive Ss, we oan attempt to explain the large 
variance value found t'or the six-seoond interval of group A in 1!;xperiment xi). 
Checking the sequenoe of time-intervals used for this group, it was found 
that, by chanoe, and in contrast to the other groups, 4 of the 6 times the 
six-second interval was used fell in the first half of the experiment, and that 
a fifth fell just at the beginning of the seoond half. On the other hand, 
4 of the six times the twelve-seoond interval was used fell towards the end 
of the second half. Thus, if a higher number of errors (presumably indioating 
a higher level of' dil'fioulty) is assooiated with a greater varianoe, we would 
expect to find -.hat was aotually observed. 
A diffioulty with this explanation is that, if the general tendenoy ia 
the only faotor operative, we would expeot to find signifioantly more error a 
made during the aix-seoond interval, f'or this group, than for the twelve-
Time{s~~~erval 
,. 
Group 6, 8-9 11-12 14-15 
A 11 12 10 
B 1~ 24- 22 
C 9 20 18 
TABLE IX: Errors by Time Interval 
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second interval. In fact, this is not i'ound; to the contrary, the number 
of errors made during a given exposure-time increases with that exposure 
time, although not to the same extent in A as in B and C. (Table 9). 
xiii) Effeot of E's suggestion on w-movement. 
It has been shown in previous experiments that there exists a fairly 
wide range within Which an individual S place his estimates of the rate of 
apparent rotation. Within this range, an experience S tends to base his 
estimates on those he has made in the recent past, indicating that expeotation 
or "set" is exercising some influence on his judgements. The question to be 
answered in this experiment is whether .J!; can influence the estimates of' his 
subjeots by making overt suggestions as to the velocity of the apparent 
movement he is about to show them. 
two groups ot' naive Ss were used; eaoh was oomposed of' 10 Introduotory 
Psychology students who had never before seen the phenomenon to be investigated. 
Six different stimulus-annuli were chosen and their presentation randomized in 
the usual way. The ordinary instruotions were given and, in addition, group F 
was informed that the period of the motion about to be seen was, i'or most Ss, 
about 2 seoonds li.e. the approximate mode for uninfluenoed Ss). ~ emphazied 
this point by traoing his finger around the annulus for a few revolutions: 
"About this speed". Group S was given similar instruotions and demonstrations, 
but the period they were told to expeot was of the order of 4 seconds. It was 
not thought advisable to use a wider range for fear of making the disorepanoy 
between expeotation and observation 80 larse as to arouse Ss' suspioions. 
Since estimates as low as 2 seoonds or as high as 4 are not uncommon, even for 
the same S at different times, this oomplioation should not be involved. 
... 
,[,!.GUHE 22 (right): 
Effect of instructions. 
Distributions of 'Slow' 
and 'Fast' groups are 
compared. 
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, 
Et'f'ect of' alcohol. 
Period vs Run Number for 
subjects and controls. 
CON1ROL S : -- ---
SU81fCTS:--
.-
STIMULUS: aN 8NB 5N 3W OCT 
G~: 8 2 ! 2 2 2 m m 8 m 8 m 8 m 8 
S 2.52 1.42 1.70 1.21 2.56 2.24 1.72 0.95 3.39 3.59 
2.56 • 1.16 • ". 2.96 • F 1.24- 2.80 2.0lt- 0.32 1.53 0.31 0.91 







S 2.445 2.Jq. 136 
.. 
• 
• SIG (po( 1%) wrt corresponding S value 
F 
-. 
2.398 1.07 189 
TABLE I: S vs F Groups. rr\: ",eAfl ($e~ncAs) 
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The distribution of' responses for all stimuli is shown in Figure 22. 
Contra~ to expectation, it appears that, on the whole and except for 
concentrations of' responses at larger periods, group S tends to see faster 
rates of apparent movement than group F. 'rhere are two possible signs of 
the effeots of group S's instruotions: a signifioantly larger distribution 
variance, and a very much larger proportion of n errors" (acoording to oriteria 
a1rea~ mentioned). The latter proportions, for oomparison, are plotted 
against p=7.25 in Figure 22. 
When the means and varianoes of' the p-d.istributions for the two groups 
and for the six different stimuli are compared it is found i) that differences 
in mean values are not signifioant (nth the exception of stimulus 8NB) 
but ii) that differenoes in variances generally are. (Table 10). Furthermore, 
variances of the S group are alw~s larger than their oorresponding F-group 
values, while mean values are sometimes larger and sometimes smaller. If the 
results for all stimuli are combined for eaoh group, there is no signifioant 
difference in mean values, but the s-group is subject to a larger variance. 
We may conclude that expeotation has a negligible effeot on the group 
mean; its effect does, however, induoe Ss to make a larger number of' errors, 
with an assooiated inoreased variance of the estimates aotually given. If 
these two measures are conneoted, as seems most likely, and if their size is 
an estimate of the diffioulty of the task to be pe rforaad , ',the results agree 
with the hypothesis that Ss find it more difficult to make an estimate if their 
expeotation is not in aooord with what they would normal~ report without 
being influenced by E. 
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xiv) Effect of the gr0!l:.E..;s.ituation. 
Since the large majorit,y of the experiments performed was with groups 
of Ss, some of' whom presumably know each other well, it is necessary to know 
the extent to whioh one S is able to influenoe his neighbour. In experiments 
of this type individuals are often influenoed by the judgments of others 
(61,62,63), and although the experimental conditions were such as to preclude 
gross interaotions (semi-darkened room; estimates made in silence), still some 
Ss indioated the rate of tha movement they saw by following it with visible hand 
or head motions. Furthermore, when the experimental room was small and the 
number of Ss large, they inevitably were positioned closely enough to each 
other to make interaotions a real possibility lnot to mention consoious 
cheatingl) 
To see if any such ei'feots were present, the members of a group were 
-listed, along with eaoh's average estimate p of the period of one of the 
annuli used. Each subject's neighbour was then determined from the reoords, 
and the neighbour's average estimate of the period of the same annulus was 
then paired with the subject's. For the purposes of the investigation, eaoh 
Subject's neighbour was taken to be the subjeot on his immediate left; if 
there was no subjeot here, "neighbourship" reverted to either the subject 
on his right, or to the nearest subjeot in front, whichever was the olosest. 
Thus two lists of p-estimates were obtained, the seoond oonsisting eS8ential~ 
of a re-distribution of the first. 
If the latter were a completely random re-distribution, we would expeot 
the coefficient of correlation rSN between the two sets of estimates to be 
lero, and any deviation from this value must be taken as evidenoe of 
Group No ot 8a' Average Neighbours' Correlation Correlation 
Sa. & Variation Average & (..e,'hbot,.rs) (NW'-~,\.~~) Variation 
ms 152 DIJI ~ rSN rsNN 
A 16 3.04 0.74- 2.97 0.63 0.210 -{) .004-
B 14- 2.25 t.06 2.51 1.62 0.215 -{).098 
C 20 1.85 0.70 2.02 0.91 0.222 0.063 
TABLE XI: Proxim1fly Effect. 
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non-randomness of the pairings, that is, of sUbjects influencing one another. 
rhe correlations caloulated for three groups of subjects, along with other 
data, are shown in 'l'able 11. 
Although the analysis was performed on the results of a different 
stimulus-annulus for each group (in the hope of finding a level of 
susoeptibility to influence whioh was sensitive to task difficulty), all three 
rSN are ver.y close to the same value. None are signifioant, however, beoause 
of the low number of Ss in eaoh group. The values rSNN were computed for 
subjects and randomly chosen non-neighbours; they tend to be smaller than 
the r SN, as is to be expeoted. 
If the three rSN are oombined, they result in rSN=O.216 whioh is just 
not signifioant at the 10% level (P=1 ,30))) • It is probable, however, that the 
signifioance ot' this result should be amended by the reports made by Ss when 
questioned after the experiment: several admitted that they were in fao* 
influenced by others, partioularly when the found difficulty in making their 
own estimate. All things oonsidered, it seems likely that the group 
situation does slightly modify the responses of' individual Ss. 
xv) Dependenoe of estimates on preoeding estimates. 
It has been shown that various external influenoes can affeot S'a 
estimates of the omega et'reot to a small degree and that S also oarries over 
a oertain degree of similarity from day to day. The latter effect oan be. 
interpreted in two ways: either it is a straightf'orward reflection of a 
tendenoy to base estimates on a more or less invariant, and probably innate 
standard (MacrKay's "standard of angular velocity"), or the similarity is due 
to the fact tl~t S bases his estimates on his memor.y of estimates he had made 
11 
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previously. These interpretations are not mutually exclusive; it could well 
be that S's estimates are indeed based on an innate standard (with presumably 
a certain associated range of seleotive sensitivity, analogous to those 
found for direotional and velocity-sensitive reoeptive fields in the 
rabbit (38, 39) and frog (36, 64» but that the exact position in the range is 
to some extent adjustable by influences of the seoond type. 
The effeot of immediate memory is to be tested in this experiment. 
The results of 48 Ss, who, as a whole"showed no signifioant tendenoy to 
either increase or deorease their estimates during the oourse of the experiment, 
were analysed in the following way. Each S had been required to make 4 estima~ 
of the period of stimulus SW; eaoh presentation of SW was, of course, preoeded 
by the presentation of another stimulus-annulus, generally eaoh time of 
different dimensions. A typioal series of responses is shown in Figure 23; 
E'S oaloulations are also indioated, as are the positions of the estimates 
here of interest. 
The estimated periods of those stimuli immediately preoeding SW are, 
sucoessively, 1.55, 2.20, 1.47 and 1.67 seconds. Of these the seoond and 
fourth are larger than the first and third. The responses to the SW stimulus 
were now divided into two groups - the S group, preceded by small estimates, 
and the L group, preoeded by relatively larger ones. In the present example, 
2.50 and 2.00 seoonds would be assigned to the S group, and 2.00 and 3.20 
seoonds to.,the L group. This procedure was oarried out for all 48 Ss; 
eaoh of their estimates was assigned to one or the other group acoording to 
the magnitude of the immediately preoeding estimate. 
\ 
<a) Group p(s~) s 2 Cb) p(5teJ) s 2 n n 
S 80 2.70 1.17 80 2.69 1.33 
... 
L 80 3.01 1.28 80 2.84- 0.94 
J( 17 3.22 1 .54 17 3.28 1.81 
Immediate~ preo. stim. Seoond preoeding stim. 
TABLE nI: Effeot of preoeding stimuli on estimates of 8f 
f I o"''''tJl' p,y.cJ .f 'W .,,,,10&1"-1 
,1: vdI'io\,\ce 







The hypothesis to be tested is that there will be a difference between 
the means of the S and L groups, and that that dirferenoe will reflect an 
effect of expeotanoy similar to those already found under different 
- -oiroumstanoes, i.e. PL)PS. 
Table 12la) shows the results. The difference between PL and Ps is in 
the expeoted direotion and is significant (P • 7.~~ for a two-tailed test). 
The entries in the table opposite N are based on those estimates made whioh 
are not im;,1ediately preoeded by another estimate; sinoe these oases are 
more likely to ooour for subjeots who find the measurement task diffioult, 
and sinoe there exists some evidenoe that these Ss often give larger estimates 
-on the whole, it is not surprising that PN is larger than the other averages. 
To see how long the memo~ of a response is able to affeot suooeeding 
responses, the same ana~sis was performed on the estimates of stimulus 
sw and the seoond preoeding stimulus, i.e. the ones immediately preceding 
the ones treated above. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 12 (b); 
none of the differenoes between the S and L distributions are signifioant, 
although the differenoe in means which does exist is in the same direotion 
as before. 
The conolusion must be that S's estimates are influenoed to some 
extent by the stimuli he has previouslY seen, that the influence of the 
immediately preoeding stimulus is small, and that the influenoe of the rest, 
individually ~t least, is negligible. 
xvi) The effeot of objeotive movement • 
.. I 
Both MaoKay and Wilson have reported that omega-movement is to some 
extent variable, although MaoKay would prefer to reserve the term nOmega" 
-~-
~or the upper limit to which apparent movement oan be driven by, ~or example, 
eye movements. The question still remains: oan objeotive movement oondition 
the period of' apparent movement seen simultaneously? 
A small projeotor was built, consisting of' a 6.3 volt bulb and condenser 
lens, in such a way that it was light enough to be attached, at an oblique 
angle, to the shaft of a variable-speed motor. The motor itself aoted as one 
of the connections to the light bulb, while a sliding brush completed the 
cirouit. The apparatus, when started, thus aoted as the source of a spot of 
light following a oircular path, the diameter of whioh oould be adjusted by 
varying the obliquity of the angle between the projector axis and the shaft of 
the motor. The intensity and size of the spot o~ light were then set so that 
the latter could be easily observed even amongst random visual noise, and a 
circular annulus was then positioned so that the spot, amongst the noise, 
was always visible in the channel during a full revolution. 
Ss were a group of 15 volunteers who were given the usual instructions. 
It was explained that they would also see an aotual revolving spot o~ light, 
and that they would be later invited to oompare the speed of this light with 
that of the apparent movement. At no time during the experiment were they 
permitted to see apparent movement in the absenoe of objeotive movement. 
Three different objective velocities were used, having periods o~ 5.0,1.0 
and 0.3 seconds. 
Results are tabulated in Table 13. The motion of the spot of light is 
seen to have no significant effect on Ss' estimates of the period of apparent 
movement. Eight of the Ss partio~pating in the experiment were retested on 
a subsequent data (which was a suffioiently long time afterwards to prevent 
p (se,,) n 2 N_w,," Period o£ rev. (seos) 0 ift ,~ 
5.0 2.97 26 0.88 15Ss 
1.0 3.19 30 1.21 15Ss 
0.3 3.00 27 0.96 15Ss 




TABLE XIII: Jlorlng spot of light in annu1us 
I-
SV8Jl'CT 1 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Mean Variance 
Praf. rate 5.0 1.9 1.3 2.5 1.2 4-.3 1.5 2.0 5·0 4-.2 5.7 3.3 3.16 2.4-2 
CS«f' 
p(suo~) 3.0 2.0 1.9 4-.0 4-.3 3.0 4-.0 3.5 5.2 3.0 2.3 2.8 3.25 0.90 
TABLE XIV: Preferred rates and 1f-movement 
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them ~rom using their previous estimates as standards) and, as a group, 
showed no change in their mean estimate, nor does this mean ~~er 
sign~icantly ~rom those o~ten found under normal experimental conditions. 
Several Ss reported, however, that for the higher objective speeds 
at least, apparent movement tended to be seen in the opposite sense, that 
is, if objective velocity was counterclockwise, apparent move~ent tended 
to be clockwise, and vice versa, although reversals still took place either 
spontaneously or voluntarily. 
xvii) Correlation with "natural" velocitz. 
Much evidence has been presented in support of the notion that Ss' 
basic physiological processes can influence their performance on various 
grouping and time estimation tasks. Miles (65) ~ound that each S established 
his own preferred range of' free tapping rates, some showing much less 
variation than others, and that within this range, much like the present 
experiments, the immediately preceding performance could exert an effect. 
Seashore (66) had previous~ tested 117 Ss, with similar findings, and 
Miyake (67), Who instructed his Ss to tap irregular~ about 100 times, 
reported that they invariably reverted to periods of regular tapping. 
Koffka (68) performed similar experiments with light flashes, and found, 
unlike the oase f'or sounds (69, 70) no definite correspondenoe between rate 
of stimulus presentation, and the ability of Ss to group them in various 
ways (that is, preferred rates were invariant within their ranges). 
More, reoently, Baddeley (71) has adduced more evidence to Hoagland's 
"chemical clock" hypothesis (72), whereby such measures as time estimation 
and preferred rates of response are subjeoted to an internal standard, based 
probably on the velocity of a continuous chemical reaction in the ne270US 
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system (although other faotors, suoh as sensorimotor aotivity, may modify 
the "olook's" speed, and henoe subjeotive time). :&xperiments in test of 
Hoagland's qualifioation have, at least in so far as a wide range of 
variables are conoerned, proved negative (73, 74), perhaps, in view of 
the chronio nature of' most of' the f'actors involved in these studies, not 
surprisingly so. 
In view of these results, it is relevant to ask whether the velooity 
of omega-movement is oonneoted with any pref'erenoe Ss might exhibit for the 
speed of objeotive rotar,y movement. 
Twelve naive Ss were asked to adjust the speed of the motor of the 
apparatus desoribed in the preoeding seotion until they considered that the 
speed of the revolving spot of light was, for them, "most satisfaotory" 
and suoh that it could subsequently be easily reproduced "for comparison 
purposes". After they were satisfied with their setting, and the speed 
recorded, the revolving projeotor was turned off' and, the usual instruotions 
given, random visual noise played on the annulus instead.~stimates were 
then obtained of the period of omega-movement. VI\able 14). 
Although differences between the means and variances of the two measures 
are not signif'ioant, indioating that, on the whole, preferred rates of 
rotation occur in the same range and are about the same magnitude as rates of' 
omega-!ovement, there exists no correlation between paired values 
lr=O.007 N.S.). 'l'hus it oannot be oonoluded that a given S's pref'erenoe f'or, 
say, a relatively high rotational velooity will be refleoted in his estimate 
of omega-movement. 
If', as was hoped, omega-movement oan be oonsidered as a oorrelate of 
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some intrinsic sensitivity to a particular angular velocity, then Ss' own 
prei'erences tat least for a single revolving spot of' light) ciO not acourately 
refleot this sensitivity. 
An analogous result was obtained by ~ahagen t75) in a study of visual 
ef'f'icienoy as measured by dominance-aouity relationships tso that maximum 
visual ef'fioienoy ooours in S' s preferential use of' whatever eye has greater 
acui ty) • G-ahagan f'ound that 271" of' his Ss showed minimal visual effioienoy, 
and that of these some oould as muoh as double their ef'fioienoy by shifting 
their eye dominanoe. 
xviii) Effeot. of' aloohol. 
It is known that various drugs oan af'f'eot subjeotive timing, the general 
rule being that stimulants t thyroxine, caf'feine, meta:nphetamine), which 
aocelerate vital functions, lead to overestimation oi' time intervals, While 
depressants (pentobarbital, nitrous oxide) have the reverse ei'i'ect. 
(76, pp. 228-30). Certain drugs oan also inf'luence the thresholds ot' 
apparent movement (TI). As f'ar as aloohol is ooncerned, it is probable that 
moderate doses act as a stimulant, while larger doses are depressants l12, p.3d). 
Il<eda l78) also I'ounci that therapeutic doses oaused changes in the human 
~.ll.G. normal~ characteristic of dark adaptation (increased amplitude of 
the b-wave, with decreased rise and reoove~ ti~es). 
Sinoe the larger doses necessa~ for depression were inappropriate 
lor inadvisablet) i'or the experimental conditions here of' interest, and sinoe 
the preoise parameters of alcohol metabolism obtaining were not atailable, 
only a crude tBst was possible. The alooho1 was provided in the form of a 
stanciarci "double whisky" (two English measures • approx. 40 cos and. contains abru' 
14- oos pure a100hol) administered to the experimental group over a period 
Stim: 3W 5N 8N ALL 
1st 1.63 2.60 2.56 2.199 
Controls: 
2nd 1.60 2.32 2.43 2.120 
1 st 1.58 2.16 2.34- 1.981 
Expmtls: 
2nd 1.54 1.92 1.95 1.802 
TABLE XV: Alcohol Experiment: 1st and 2nd hed..f mean :<ralU8S. 
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of' 10 minutes. 
Subjeots were 9 observers Wll0 had already experience the illusion; five 
additional observers, WhO disliked whisky, acted as controls. ~hree 
dit'f'erent stimulus-annuli were used, and ail members 01' the group were initially 
required to make 3 or 4 estimates Of the perioti of' each. 'l'hose acting as 
subjeots were then given alcohol and the experiment was continued. 
Results are shown in ldgure 24 anri 'lIable 15. 'llhe former indioates how 
the average estimates, for both control and experimental groups and t'or all 
three stimuli, varied over the course of' the experiment. The table oompares 
the mean value of' all presentations of' each annulus during the first half 
of the experiment with that obtained during the second half', i.e., after 
the experimental group had ingested 14 ccs 01' alcohol. 
It can be seen that all second-half' averages are less than their 
corresponding first-half averages, but none aI' these differences are 
s ignif'ic ant • l"urthermore, even the control group reflects this change, 
although this, as inspection at' li"igure 24 indicates, might easily be an 
int'luence at' group partiCipation. In spite of some Ss' reports that a:)parent 
movement seems faster and more easily followed at'ter ingestion of alcohol, no 
essential ohange ocours in the est~cmates of' either these Ss, or of" the group 
as a whole (although a plot of the standard error of the mean as the experiment 
proceeds (Fig. 49) shows that this measure tends to decrease - more than 
likely another indication of group interaotions). None of the ohanges found 
are without parallel in previous experiments on the same Ss or on different 
ones, and it must be concluded that small amounts 01' aloohol do not effect 
the perception of omega-movement lalthough group interactions might easily 
be enhancedl). 
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This finding confirms that of' MacKay (private communication), who also 
used moderate doses. 
xix) Sex differences. 
It was early noticed that ot' those Ss who gave consistently large 
estimates of> p, a higher proportion of' women than 01' men was involved. Sex 
dirferences are fairly unusual in perceptual tasks. Those found by Witkin 
et al. (78) in their studies of the interactions between S's orientation and 
his perceived vertical, and reaction time dif'f'erences in favour of men (79, 80), 
can be explained in terms 01:' muscular andj or eavironmental dit'ferences between 
the sexes. The latter can probably also be invoked to account f'or iraisse 
and Vautrey's finding of a stronger Vertical-Horizontal illusion for women 
than for men (81). As the authors themselves point out, men are generally 
superiorto women in factorial studies involving the aptitude for mental 
manipulation of spatial figures. Their finding that sex differences were 
abolished for men and women of scientific background f'urther implies an 
environmental effect. 
No sex differences are obtained in experimental studies of the phi-
phenomenon thresholds (52, 82), and those obtained in various investigations of 
judgements of duration are non-existent (83, 86) or conflioting (84, 85). 
~'airly well authenticated tifferences do exist in male/female E. :';.G-. 
records, a greater amount of' low voltage f>ast activity (~- rhythm) being 
found in women than in men, with oorrespondingly low alpha indioes (87, 88, 89). 
When various measures of' alpha aotivity (frequency, amplitude, index) are 
oorrelated with apparent movement thresholds, Sugarman (52) finds significant 
sex differences between the ooefficients: for males, high alpha amplitudes 
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for females the reverse is true. This difference she attributes to a higher 
level of cortical excitability in the female. Barthol (90) reports a similar 
difference between male and female correlations when the variables compared 
were the movement-simultaneity threshold for the phi-phenomenon and the 
amount of kinesthetic figural atter-effect. In this case, 20 male Ss gave a 
correlation of' +0.5t), while 1'or 20 female Ss the value was -0.61. 
Thus sex differences as far as perceptual tasks are concerned are not 
often reported, even in oases where environmental factors are not like~ to 
be involved, and it was thought well worth while to follow up the indications 
mentioned in the first sentenoe with a controlled study. 
Thirteen women and fourteen men were presented with a selection of annuli 
and required to make estimates of p in the usual way. Frequency distributions 
for some of' the annuli are shown in Figures 25, 26 and 27. The mean values 
for each stimulus and f'or each group were also calculated, and are shown in 
D .. 
Figure 28 plotted against a stimulus "form fao*or' /JT, which often linearizes 
average estimates of annuli in the range ,most of'ten used. 
The differences between corresponding means for the two groups are all 
signifioant (P( 5%), and it is concluded that there exists a real sex difference 
in estimates of the period of omega-rotation. 
It can be further shown that this difference persists for both naive 
and experienced Ss whether tested in groups or individually, indicating that 
the effeot is not appreoiably modified either by group interactions or by 
practice. 
xx) Effect of fixation. 
Instead of allowing their eyes to freely follow the omega-movement, 
.. D I aft""'}'" ~'''Met,.,. ; T! C~CI"~' "",j~k"eu 
FIGURE 29 
ANNULUS Qnd FIXATION POINTS 
FixAtion point ~ c{? 
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10 Ss were asked to fixate various points presented simultaneously with aN 
annulus {Figure 29) and to de.cribe what they saw. Typioal reports are 
as follows: 
1. Boundaries (of annulus) beoome less distinot and "broken up". 
2. Red, green and blue-purple oolours seen near channel. 
3. Whole thing rotating. 
4. "Eolipse" appearanoe, with sointillating n:aaily's beads" (9i, pg. 70). 
5. Radial spokes emerging from channel. Impression of oiroular movement. 
6. Velvety black around inner bounda~ of annulus. 
7. Movement diverging from fixation point (on boundar,y), whioh beoomes 
"lost" further out. Individual speokles only visible near fixation 
point. 
8. Fast oircular movement but tends to ohange direotion quite often. 
9. No movement in channel, but purple-blaok swirling around its 
borders. 
The subjeots were praotioally unanimous in their desoriptions; 
partioularly oommon were the "eclipse" analogy and the ~8ports of oircular 
motion, whioh tended to ohange direotion abruptly and quite frequently. When 
points at or near the annular ohannel itself were fixated, disorete 
sointillations oould be seen only near the fixation point; there was a fairly 
stable demaroation border between these ,sointillations and the more 
unstruotured, and nearly homogeneous illumination further out in the 
peripher,y (As expeoted, when Ss measured the extent of this region by 
matohing it with a length marked off on a foot ruler held at arm's length, it 
turned out to have ver,y nearly foveal dimensions). 
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Ss were now asked, while still fixating, to make estimates o~ the 
period o~ the motion they reported, by counting out complete revolutions as 
~ timed them. Only three o~ the ten were able to do so; the rest complained 
that the ~requent reversals o~ the motion made it very di~~icul t to i'ollow 
it completely around the annulus. 
When Ss were next instructed not to maintain fixation, but to ~ollow 
the apparent movement with their eyes, six of those who had reported motion 
before were able to see no qualitative or quantitative dif'~erenoes, exoept 
that reversals were not as frequent. Two thought that, in the seoond case, 
motion was somewhat slower, but the estimates of" one of them, who had been 
able to follow it even when fixating, showed no essential change from one 
oase to the other. The other two, who had not previously reported motion, 
were able to follow it around the annulus; when they were now requested to 
re-~ixate a point at the oentre, one agreed that he now was able to disoern 
motion of' about the same velocity which was, however, difficult to distinguish 
because o~ the "flickering lights and colours". 'fhe other said that no 
convincing movement was present. 
It may thus be concluded that, although neither the presence nor the 
velocity of omega-movement is dependent on eye movements, the latter are 
probably implicated in the £'requency o~ its reversals; when smooth pursuit 
movements are exeouted, reversals are relatively few. It is postulated that, 
under conditions of or.linary fixation, small involuntary eye movements 
facilitate reversals, Unfortunately, no sufficiently aoourate equipment was 
available to test this hypothesis on a sufficiently large number of subjeots. 
FIG-Ul{;~ 30 (right): 
COr.lparison of dominant and 
nondominant eyes. 
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Comparison of' monooular and 
binooular regards. 
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xxi) Binocular vs monocular presentation. 
It has been observed by MacKay (91) that when a field of' random visual 
noise is viewed monocularly, there are qualitative differences in its 
appearance from that evoked by the same field presented binocularly; in 
particular, the monocular field appears more densely populated, its "Brownian" 
motion less "oily", and its scintillations more rapid. If these subjective 
dit'f'erences in noise quality are indicative of the total effect of the 
different modes of presentation, then we should expect to find no significant 
difference between estimates of' the period of omega-rotation, for, as has 
been ShOVffi, t::is is independent of the statistics of visual noise. 
A preliminary investigation indicated that there was in fact no 
dif'f'erence, but as this conclusion depended on subjective comparisons which 
could easily have been in error, the experiment was repeated on a more 
quantitative basis. 
Subjects were nine volunteers, six of whom had never seen the omega-
effect before. They were tested individua.lly ancl on a variety of annuli, 
and at the beginning of the experimental session, each S's dominant eye was 
determined by having him sight a distant object thDough a small circular 
hole in a piece of' cardboard. (92, 93). The subject was then asked to make 
estimates using his dominant eye, his non-dominant eye, or both eyes, the 
orders being randomized in the usual w~. 
Results are shown in Figures 30 and 31. There does not appear to be 
any significant difference between dominant-eye and non-dominant eye 
presentations (l!'igure 30), and so these results were pooled to give the 
Monocular curve of Figure 31. In this case, proportionately more estimates 
are seen to be grouped at the leading edge of the Binocular curve, 
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i.e. estimates ot' p tend "Co be smaller in the Binocular than in the 
Monocular case. 'l'his dit't'erence is ref'looted in the calculated mean values 
or the two distributions: p = 2.104 secs., while p = 2.353. It is, ~ m 
bowever, not 8igni~icant at the 1~s level either when the distributions 
are considered to be independent or when a paired variate test is per~ormed. 
It must be concluded that binooular or monooular modes of stimulus 
presentation have little effect on perceived apparent motion. 
xxii) Haploscopic presentatlon • 
. 
If' an annulus l ei ther black on a white background or white on a black 
background) is presented to one eye and a 1'ield of visual noise is 
presented to the other, the reports of' 5 Ss indicate that no convincing 
omega-movement can be seen. ~his, acoording to the Ss, is due mainly to 
the suppression of' the visual noise in the im;'lediate vicinity of the 
",0 0 
annulus and extending about 2' - 1 from its borders. Retinal rivalry 
operates strongly in this situation and occasionally, if the relative 
brlghtnesses of the stimuli are suitably adjusted, a "neck" of' visual 
noise is seen to cross the annulus, joining the interior and exterior 
noise fields, and then to widen rapidly, until all that is visible is a 
homogeneous noise field. Under no ciroumstances was it possible to view 
a complete, stable annulus in close proximity to noise. 
It' a point near the annulus was f'ixated, results were essentially 
the same, although the period.s of dominance of the noise field tended to 
be longer. .l!'or more distant f'ixation points !,.greater than about 40 from 
.;he border of the annulus), the annulus usually dominated to such an extent 
that lfor the bright annulus on a dark ground) its central region was 
p-distributions for 7 subjeots. 
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completely noise-free, and of a homogeneous dark black appearance. 
Under normal conditions, without fixation, there were a few reports of 
swirling of' tIle noise f'ield in the central region ot' the annulus, but as this 
ei'fect is occasionally observed when both patterns are presented to the same 
eye ~and can be easily distinguished from omega-movement, which occurs only 
in the immediate vicinity ot' the contour, and is mucn slower) it cannot be 
considered as evidence that higher than retinal centres are involved in the 
production of' omega-movement. 
All that can be concluded t'rom these results is that the appearance of 
omega-movement during haploscopic presentation is prevented by rival~ between 
the two stimg.li; because of' the latter it is impossible to view both stimuli 
in sufficient proximity for the production of' apparent movement. 
xxiii) 'i'he form of the distribution of p. 
As has alrea~ been indicated, the distribution of p for a group of 
subjects is noticeably skew, rising to a maximum in the vicinity of' 
p=2.0 seconds, and tailing of'f gradually for higher values (Jdg. 7, 11, 25, 
26, 27, 30, 31). Individual Ss, when required to give a sufficiently large 
number of' responses, present a similarly-shaped distribution, although the 
position of the maximum, and the mean and variance of' the distribution 
differ from subject to subject (Figures 32, 33,and ~). 
When the results of a large number of Ss are pooled, inter-subjeot 
differences exert a smaller effect, whereas their similarities become 
enhanced; this is accompanied by only a relatively small increase of 
variance. 'l'hus the size of' the maxima at 3.25, 4.25 and 6.25 seconds, in 
Fig. ~, is due mainly to the contributions of subjects K.M., M.G. and A.C. 
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of these Ss, but it is often of the same order of magnitude as another peak 
elsewhere. 
fhese seoonda~ peaks are themselves of interest, but it is the purpose 
of this seotion to investigate Ss' similarities, and not their dit'ferencea. 
Figures 35, 36 and 37 show the frequency-distributions of the pooled results 
of a sufficiently great number of subjeots to rule out any but gross inter-
subj eot diff'erenoes. As is indioated on these figures, a normal curve gives a 
reasonable fit to the results, provided that the frequenoy of eaoh olass-
interval is plotted against log p, rather than p. To demonstrate this, the 
values of ~~g. 37 have beenreplotted, after the proper transformation, 
in Figure 38. 'l'he normal curve fitted to the data in Fig. 38, and those 
fitted to the data of' li88. 35, 36 and 37 (after taking antilogs), were 
determined graphioally by the method. to be desoribed later. 
1'hat a logarithmio transformation should tend to normalize the results is 
certainly not implausible, for muoh the same reason that a logarithmic 
transformation normalizes the distribution 01' r, the ooefficient of correlation, 
if' it is signifioantly dif'f'erent from zero: whereas there is no theoretioal 
upper limit to positive values of p, negative ones are not allowed, and the 
range of possible estimates is thus oonstrained to non-negative values. 
A logarithmio transformation, of oourse, makes the range (0,1] symmetrical with 
the range [1, .. ), and allows a normal ourve to be fitted direotly 'to the data. 
When a x2-test of Goodness of Fit is applied to the ourve fitted to the 
data, as a rule the value of X2 found is highly significant. This turns out 
to be due mainly to the oont~ibutions to the normalized squared deviations 
assooiated with the higher values of Pi an inspeotion of Figure 37 shows that 
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relatively large deviations start to occur at p=3.75 seconds, and that from 
about this point, observed frequencies "oscillate" about the fitted curve. 
This alternation of positive and negative deviations is also apparent in 
~igures 35 and 36, and is usually to be found in the other distributions 
obtained. 
Thesedeviations are artefaots of the method of measurement used, and 
arise as follows. Given a combination of i) a fixed set of stimulus exposure-
times and ii) a specified distribution class-interval, it can be demonstrated 
that a set of perfeotly random number" considered as the set of Ss' estimates 
of the number of perceived revolutions per time interval, will result in the 
disproportionate filling or' some olass-intervals at the expense ot' others, 
provided that the numbers mentioned are reotangularly distributed and that the 
magnitude of the differences between adjaoent numbers is not too variable. 
In practice, as far as these ex~eriments are concerned, all these oonditions 
are f'ulfilled; in particular, since Ss tend to make their estimates of the 
number of revolutions per interval to the nearest half-revolution, dis-
proportionate olass representation is practically assured. 
As an example of' the presence of this ei'fect, suppose that an experiment 
consists of the presentation of a variety of stimulus-annuli for randomly-
spaced intervals chosen from the set (6, 9, 12, 15) seconds. Now let t11e 
estimates of' the number of revolutions per given interval be chosen at 
random from the set (i, 1, 1~ ••• 19~, 20), each number of the set being 
equally likely, with the only provision being th~t no choice, in combination 
with the corresponding interval, should result in a value of p less than 
0.75 seconds (this stipulation is, of' course, arbitrary, and is only made 
FlGU Hi'; 39 (right): 
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because, in practice, such values are in ~act quite rare). Then i~ periods 
are calculated, and their ~requency distribution plotted (Figure 39), it can 
be seen that purely random variation can result in the type of' seoonda~ 
maxima o~ten ~ound in actual, experimental distributions (Compare Figure 39 
with, ~or example, Figure 34). 
It must be conclud.ed "that such secondary maxima cannot be considered to 
be real ef~er;ts, but '"hat they oould easily arise ~rom the method used to 
measure apparent motion. 
'l'he distorting inf'luenoe o~ these arte~aots is an obvious disadvantage 
o~ the method used, but the oonvenience of the latter, especially in the group 
situation, more tan oompensates for this. Ji'urtdennore, there exist several 
methods of minimizing the effect of the distortion. For example,the use of' 
a dif'ferent set of presentation time:-intervals would re-distribute the spurious 
maxima and give a check on the extent of' their inf'luence, or large class 
intervals could be used to smooth them. Both these methoris were used from 
time to time with adequate results. 
Better still, however, is a consideration of' aocuuulative ~requencies, 
since in this case, spurious maxima have a muoh smaller percentage ef'fect 
on the area under the whole distribution than they have on any given class 
~requency. Figure 40 is such a plot for the data of' :b'igure 57. As is 
apparent, an asymmetrical ogive is obtained. l!'inally, if' a plot of relative 
accumulative frequency is made against log p, using f'or convenience Log X 
Probability paper, as in Figure 41, a straight line can be made to fit the 
plotted points over the greater part of their range. From measurements made 
on this line, the parameters of' a normal distribution can be found, and these 
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KJ17 distribution resolved into two normal curves. A logarithmic 
transformation has been made., as usual, on the prima.ry curve. 
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Figures 42 and 43 are similar plots made for other groups of' Ss under other 
oonditions, and corresponci to Figures 35 and 36, respectively. 
A finding mentioned earlier, in connection with projector speed 
(Experiment v» and noise-field brightness (Experiment ii» complicates the 
situation. In these e~eriments, it was found that there appeared to exist 
a secondary maximum, in tile vicinity of' p=4.0 seconds. ~'hat this effect is 
real, and not due to artefacts of measurement is indicated by inspeotion of 
Figures 41 and 92. Besides the deviations from linearity whioh often ooour 
for extreme values of the variable, there is an indication that non-normality 
oocurs in the region p=4.0 seoonds, as previously suspected. This is not 
apparent from the original frequenoy distributions (Figs. 37 & 35), and 
illustrates an advantage of the accumulative-frequency method of' presenting the 
data. 
Figure 44 is a plot of the results of a group of' 16 naive Ss, and gives 
a good indication of the presence of a real effeot. Owing to the relatively 
small numbers of' estimates whiCh oompose the seoondary maximum, it proved 
impossible to make precise tests as to its nature; however, it cel'tainly 
has the appearanoe of' a near-normal distribution superimposed on the 
distribution of the main effect. By a method of successive approximation it 
is possible to determine the parameters of this secondary distribution, and 
to express the total distribution as the sum of two others (Figure 45). 
Formally, it is possible to interpret the presence of the secondar,y 
maximum as being due to nothing more than systematic mistakes on the part 
of Ss. thus, if' tklere existed a small tendency for Ss to be taken by 
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and this caused S to miss the f'irst revolution or two before commencing his 
count, one could exuect a seconda~ peak to be built up in a position 
p = 3t,-z(¥)1 seconds, where -; is the number ot~ revolutions mistakenly missed, 
and t is the duration of the stimulus exposure-time. In the expression given, 
-2 is a. number about 2, and represents the position of' the primary maximum of 
the distribution. It therefore indicates the approximate mean value of p 
in the absence of any mistakes (-; = 0). 
-Since it is plausible to assume i) that n is independent of' t but that ii) 
-n might tend to increase as the difficulty of making an estimate increases, 
the hypothesis predicts that i) as t increases (making the effect of the 
fixed number of errors relatively unimportant), the secondary maximum should 
shift back towards the primary one and ii) for a difficult stimulus there 
should exist a more prominent secondary maximum than for a f'airly easy 
stimulus. 
These predictions do in fact seem to be borne out, as is shown by an 
inspect_~on of Figures 46, 47 and 48. Figure 46 is a comparison of the total 
distributions of two different annUli, one of' which is assumed (from the 
criteria listed earlier) to be 'difficult' with respect to the other. (It 
should be pointed out that the secondary maximum in this case is somewhat 
more prominent than is usual). Figure i7 shows the 'dit't'icul t' distribution 
of Fig. 46 partitioned into the three different stimulus exposure-time 
intervals which were used. By far the most prominent secondary maximum is 
associated with the shortest time-interval, and as this interval increases 
there is a tendency for the predioted shift to ooour. Figure 48 gives a 
more typical result; the magnitude of the secondary maximum amounts to only 
about t of that of the primary. Again, it can be seen that the peak 
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ocourring at about p=*.O seconds is a feature of the distribution for the 
shortest time-interval, and that there are signs of tnis peak shifting to 
smaller values of p as the time-interval increases. 
It was originally hoped that the etiology of secondary maxima might 
somewhere involve a definite neurological faotor giving rise to pret'erential 
angular velooities occurring as first, second ••• nth harmoniDs of some basic 
value. It is to be seen from the above oonsiderations, however, that the 
present evidenoe oi'fers no support for this hypothesis ; it seems that 
secondary maxima are merely effects of Ss' indecision or lack of attentiveness, 




he presence of' secondary maxima for certain values ot' frame speed. or 
of' intensity, mentioned at the beginning of this seotion, must, acoording to 
~he evidence, be attributed to random variations of the ~elative frequenoies 
of the contributory time-intervals. When this was checked, it was found that, 
in both cases, those distributions with large secondary maxima had a 
disproportionate number of' smaller exposure-time intervals, as was expeoted. 
Another check was made, similar to experiments already performed, by 
impressing upon 5 Ss the neoessity to follow apparent motion as rapidly as 
possible. As has been shown, instruotions 01' this sort have little effect 
on the primary maximum, and should have little effect on Ss' hesitanoy, 
- -i.e. on the value of n (the effect might even be an inorease in n, if Ss 
beoame anxious enough). On the other hand if S's responses are based on an 
harmonic series of standards, the ohoioe being under his consoious oontrol 
to a oertain extent, then the effeot of' the instructions is to tell him to 



















Deso ript ion 
Ciroular annulus; diameter = 3" ; thiokness = -tit 
" " " 3" ; " i" 
" 
It 
" 5" ; " -l:" 
" " 
11 5" ; It i" 
" " 
It 8" ; " i" 
" 
11 
" 8" ; " i" 
ootogonal It • diami:ier.' of oircumscribed t 
oirole = 9"; thickness = i" 
Square 
" sides 8" long; thickness = -l:" 
As 8N, except annular channel is occluded by 25 
opaque t" bars at regular intervals 
Ai BN, exoept for 5 equally spaced ~I ocolusions 
As aN, except for 3 equally spaced 4" ocolusions" 
Elliptical annulus, oriented so that major axis (of 
length 5") is horizontal, Eccentrioity = l. 
Thickness = i" 5 
Identioal with HE, except that major axis is no" 
vertioal 
Linear ohannel; length = 18"; continuously variable 
thickness 
Arc of circle of radius 18"; thickness = i" 
Three conoentric circular annuli, 01' diameters ;", 
5" and B"; all of thiokness i". 
ut .$ 
Variable-thickness oiroular a.nn.dUI j diameter of 0 , 
border ~ 5"; diameter of inner border = 4"1, 41, It, 
3, 1 inoh. 
Stim "Cl, 11, 2.55 n K28 n K30 n S6 n S8 n K29 n K25 n 
3N 2.32 28 2.29 89 2.35 83 
3'1 1.48 11 1.72 29 1.53 39 2.12 85 2.08 79 1.&" 5lf. 
5N 2.75 29 2.56 16 2.04 29 2.80 69 2.08 57 , 
5W 1.79 12 2.40 74 2.53 61 2.04 17 
8N 2.'2 29 2.52 31 2.56 40 3.61 85 3.38 71 2.68 55 
8IJ 2.82 96 2.86 78 
OCT 3.39 25 2.96 36 5.47 11 
Sq 2.75 17 2.77 24- 5.16 7 
8NB 4.75 9 1.70 19 2.80 21 
BN5B 3.71 11 
8113B 3.80 11 
HE 2.08 17 
VB 2.30 18 
---- - ---- ------
----------.--~ 
----------
TABLE XVII: Group Means p and Numbers of Estimates 
Stimulus Annulus 
SUbJ. 1 2 ~ 1 8 .2 
- - -
51' BN5B 3N 
" 
SW OCT Avera.ges 
DB 1.41 1.91 1.36 1.16 1.26 2.15 1.542 
MT 1.43 1.42 1.22 1.23 1.17 2.07 1.423 
AL 3.29 6.85 2.29 1.57 1.88 5.45 3.555 
BG 2.63 3.37 2.04- 2.02 2.60 3.88 2.757 
BW 1.23 2.76 1.40 1.25 1.16 2.50 1.717 
JBG 1.21 1.64- 1.09 0.95 1.05 2.02 1.327 
104 2.63 2.69 1.50 1.10 1-60 3.00 2.087 
cc 1.64- 2.58 2.06 1.50 1.61 2.18 1.928 
PMC 1.32 1.59 2.13 1.50 1.29 1.40 1.538 
J4B 1.37 1.;6 1.24- 1.12 1.24- 1.84- 1.395 
JG 1.86 2.92 1.44- 1.16 1.46 3.18 2.003 
MC 2.10 2.58 1.89 2.06 2.21 2.50 2.223 
Averages 1./34.3 2.656 1.638 1.385 1.544- 2.681 1.9579 
TABLE XVIII: lJld1yidual Meanl (seconds) . tor 111fteren~ ADnuli. 
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'tune in' to his fundamental frequency, and the representation of large values 
of' p in his set of responses should decrease. 
'l'he results of the experiment were consonant with the former argument; 
the secondary maximum was still present, and its size and position were not 
unusual. It would seem tr.at we have here more evidence for the 'inattentiveness! 
hypothesis, as opposed to its alternative. 
xxiv) Correlates of the stimulus pattern. 
As has already been indicated, a variety of' annular patterns were used on 
various occasions during the experiments. ]!'or ref'erence purposes, the ones 
most f'requently employed are listed in 1able 16, along with a short description 
of' their dimensions. 'l'able 17 gives representative vaJuea:of' the average 
estimated period for some of' the annuli, as obtained from different groups of' 
Ss at various times. All Ss were naive, never having seen the omega-effect 
bef'ore. An analysis of variance of selected values of Table 17 shows that 
both differences between groups and differences between stimuli are significant, 
although the latter usually contributes most heavily to the total sum of 
squared deviations. e'or any given group, however, much the same pattern emerges: 
small circular annuli are associated with the smallest values of' p, there is a 
more or less continuous gradation to larger values as annuli become larger, 
and the largest p values of all are found for incomplete annuli, or annuli 
composed of' straight-line segments. 
Much the sailie pattern is obtained when individual Ss are given a ohanoe 
to make estimates on various stimuli. Table 18 gives p for each of' 12 Ss and 
6 dif'ferent stimuli; each 'talue of,.p_is based on 3 or 4- individual estimates. 
An analysis of the results again indicates significant differences both 
between subjects and between stimuli; in this case the former acoounts for the 
greater variation of the results. 
% :I It S , p • .,(secs)'" 
i!'lG-unl~ 50 (oontinued). 
t _ 3 ~ S , 
r'N(StcS) .... 
li'lGUkE 20: 
Various stimuli. Compa.rison of PS'l'IM a.nd PSN for 21 subjects. 
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other typical 1'indings are d.emonstrated in l"igure 50. 'llwenty-two 
Ss were required to make estimates 01' the perioQ oI' apparent motion, using 
patterns 311, 5N, eN, HNB, QC'l' and SQ; three or four presentations 0:1:' eaoh 
:t'igure were made. Arbitrarily ohoosing average estimates of' the eN figure 
as absoissae, the oorresponding average values f'or eaoh of the other five 
tigures have been plo1ited as ordinates f'or each S (One of' the Ss made a 
mistake early in the experiment which resulted in his estimates being reported 
out of order; his result s are there1'ore not inoluded). 11he 450 -line drawn on 
each diagram ai'f'ords a quick visual check on the null hypothesis that there 
exist. no dif'f'erence between average estimates of the aN f'igure and those 
of the other five; for this hypothesis to be tenable, the plotted points of 
the diagram under oonsideration must be randomly distributed about the 
450 -line. Several conclusions may be drawn f'rom the figures: 
1. 'l'here is a positive correlation between estimates ot~ PSN and estimates 
of' p for each 01' the other stimuli; that is, a S who tends to report a large 
value of PSN also makes large estimates of' the rest. 
2. Estimates made on the 3W stimulus are olear~ lower, and estimates 
on the OCT and SQ stimuli clearly higher, than the corresponding 8N standards. 
Results in the other two cases are equivocal, and do not provide sufficient 
evidence to rejeot the null hypothesis. The 5N estimates do, however, tend 
to be lower, and the 8NB estimates somewhat higher, in agreement with other 
f'indings. 
3. The variance of' the distributions Oi' the simple oircular annuli is, 
in agreement with the general finding, signit'icantly smaller than th'l.t for the 
more complex f'igures. Other things being equal, this is inrlioated by an 
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increase 01' the slope of' the regression line drawn tJ the plotted points. 
4. Although all 21 ::>s were able to report apparent movement in the :>1~ 
3w and 81" annuli, 3 were unable to do so for OC'l' , 4 i'or SQ and 5 f'or bl'iB 
"14/,,0, 1 910 and 24jo,respectively). 'ihis is a rel'lection oi' the diff'iculty Ss 
have in viewing an,i i'ollowing apparent movement in tl1e latter type oi' stimuli; 
even those 3s f'or whom an average has been calculated and plotted were rarely 
able to make an estimate for each presentation of the stimulus. 1'ypically, 
it is found that fully 2~o-40% of all resp0ni.,es attempted by all Ss on the 
8NB, eN5.B, eN3B, OC'l' and SQ t'igures cannot be used. 'l'his is in contrast to 
the 2jl>-10}0 rejection rate for simple circular annuli. 
As far as the annuli consisting ot' straight-line segmen'ts (OCt, SQ) 
are oonoerned, Ss' comments give some indication of' their difficulty: 
"very little impression 01' rotation"; "disconcerting flash in corners"; 
"angles are obstruotion to eyes trailing dots". Soma Ss report "pouringll 
motion of the noise particles into and out ot' tne corners, and base their 
estimates on an extrapolation 01' this movement. 
A plain, straight channel does not, in general, sustain an impression 
of' apparent movement. Ilhen stimulus S, set for various widths between 
:in an,i 1ft, was viewed by 8 Ss from a distanoe of l feet, random 'Brownian" 
motion was reported for the greater widths but no S spontaneously reported 
movement along tl1e onannel, even though five of' them were fairly experienced 
with the omega-effeot. When pressed, six said they sometimes saw a very slow 
'trickling' motion of' the uOin partioles along the border of the channel, 
and were occasionally aware ot' a very fast transitory 'flash' w.hioh 
travelled rapidly in either direotion lthe latter particular~ when fixating). 
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Of' the practised Ss, none ti'lought that anythint; he saw resembled omega-
movement, which is much smootiler and mOi~e regular. When two straigl:lt cnannels 
intersecting at a right angle were viewed, motion was evidence in the vicinity 
of' the angle and t'or perhaps 20-40 along its arms, but beyond. t"is it was 
very dit'ficult to be able to report its presence. In none of' the cases, 
however, was movement as compelling as -.:;hat obtained with a regular, circular 
annulus. 
Although movement associated with angles is variable and not particularly 
strong, the greater number ot' angles in an octogon, as opposed to a square, 
coupled witll the relatively shorter straight-line segments joining tnem, 
should favour the perception of apparent movement around the f'ormer. Some 
hint of this is, in f'act, found; in one experiment, f'or exal!1ple, 32"fo of' 
the presentations of' ti"le square did not evoke apparent movement, while 24% 
of the Oe'll estimates had to be rejected. Althougn this dif'ference is not 
signif'ioant, it is at least suggestive. 
If' difficulty was experienced in making estimates on patterns S, SQ 
and OC~, the situation is not much better f'or BN3B, BN5B and 8NB; in fact 
the latter are o:t'ten associated with a greater number of' unusable responses 
than the former. It was originally hoped that by patterning the background, 
in a manner analogous to Brown's experiments on real motion (41) the per-
ception of omega-motion would thereby be enhanced, but this effect was not 
obtained either for the present patterns or for a differen"t set, in which 
semi-opaque occ1asions were employed. By Ss' own comments, any gap or 
discontinuity in an annular ring is a source of dif'ficulty in following the 
apparent movement present, and although the impression of movement still 
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exists, reversals and oscillations are f'requent. It is to be expected that 
a breakdown of eye 'pursuit' movements are also implicated in the significantly 
greater values of p obtained, since with a number of' the Ss tested, both 
periods and numbers of errors increased with the number of occlusions present. 
When the eyes of' a number ot' Ss were watched during the course of an 
experiment, it was indeed i'ound that pursuit movements were discontinuous 
and tended to be interrupted by momentary fixation, but as this was an 
observation f'requently made in diIficult cases, it would be necessary to f'ind 
a significant correlation between the occurence of' such p~uses and the 
presence of a corresponding occlusion at the site of fixation. The effect 
was not thought to be of sufficient importance to warrant the careful 
measurements needed to test this hypothesis. 
In general, it may be concluded that occlusions or straight-line 
segments in a pattern make the perception or omega-movement much more 
difficul t and much more variable. 'l'he increased periods obtained in the 
former case are probably due to distorted estimates associated with frequent 
movement-reversals and momentary fixations, while in the latter case it has 
been shown that omega-movement is not s:ustained by linear boundaries. 
For circular annuli, the two variables studied were diameter D and 
thickness T. These were varied within ranges imposed by the conditions under 
which the experiments were carried out; for example, since the size of the 
visual noise fiel~ (as determined by theprojector leas characteristics) 
at a distance of 10 feet was about 18" by 24", it was impossible to use a 
complete annulus whose diameter was greater than 18" at this distance, and 
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distance o:t' even 10 i'eet between proj ector and annulus, a size of' D=12" 
was the practical maximum. Inoomplete annuli, such as A (Table 16) oould 
of course be used, but in tIUS case group experiments could not easily be 
made, and Ss had to be tested individually. 
As is indicated by the entries of Table 17, as the diameter of the 
• 
stimulus-annulus is increased, the period of percejived apparent movement 
also goes up. l'ypical distributions of perceived periods f'or 4 different 
diameters are &hown plotted in Figure 51. Other general tendencies may be 
noted from these: large diameters tend also to be associated with large 
variances and a greater number of errors on the part of Ss (this latter is 
indicated, not only be the greater proportion of responses greater than 7 
seconds, as indicated by Figure 51, but also by the increasingly greater 
percentage of non-responses). 
l'he means of different groups of' Ss were calculated for the narrow 
annuli presented to them, and the results plotted in Figure 52. It can be 
seen that differences between group means can be quite large but that, 
independently of this, there always exists an approximately linear relationship 
between the average estimated period and the annulus diameter, whose slope 
seconds is 01' the order of' 6.2 linch. 
D cannot be increased indefinitely, of course, and still be accompanied 
by an impression of apparent movement sufficiently strong to be measured 
aocurately. Wben 5 Ss were each given 15 ohanoes to estimate the time 
TA taken for omega-movement to traverse the arc-stimulus A, they were able 
to follow a oomplete 'crossing' in onlY 61% of their attempts, and the 
spread of the responses aotually made was quite large. The average value 
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be calculated that the time necessa~ for a revolution of the complete 
36"-annulus, 01' which A is a segment, would be P36=4.2TA; in this case, 
P36=4.2X1.80 = 7.55 seconds. This is of about the same size as one would 
expect if the linear relation found i'or smaller annuli extended to larger 
values, and for all practical purposes such a relationship may be assumed 
to hold. 
If, for an annulus of constant diameter D, the thickness T is allowed 
to increase, this is usually accompanied by a reduction in ~he period of 
omega-movement. The results of 3 Ss, who were required to make estimates 
on figure V, as the thickness was varied, are shown in Figure 53. ~or 
thicknesses greater than, 1" (which subtended about 10 at the distanoe of the 
Ss) motion became very rapid and difficult to distinguish, and this thickness 
was therefore considered to be the practical upper limit for the conditions 
of the experiment. 
It can be seen that over the range of T considered, p can be described 
by an equation of the form 
p = a + b log T (1) 
This relationship was also verified for larger and smaller diameter 
annuli; in general, the constants a and b vary with both diameter and 
subjeot, the slopeb tending to inorease with increasing diameten (It should 
be noted that, in the experiment as described, it cannot, strictly speaking, 
be assumed that D remains constant, so far as the underlying perceptual 
mechanisms are concerned. Whereas the outer diameter of the annulus remains 
unchanged at 5", T is varied by varying the diameter of' the inner border; it 
is probably true that this results in an accompanying functional decrease in D. 
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Thus for an outer diameter of 5" and. an inner Jiameter 01' 3" (so that 
T=1"), D would more accurately be given as a value of about 4". However, 
this should result in a change of p of only about 1 inch x 0.2seconds/inch = 
0.2 seconds at the worst, a magnitude that can be resolved only with 
difficulty in the results of an individual subject. ~here is nothing in 
the data to suggest that relationship 1) would break down if the correction 
ware applied). 
In the main experiments, only 2 different widths T were employed, 
0.25 and 0.50 inches, both values which are well within the range f'or optimal 
omega movement. Group comparisons have already been made for narrow annuli 
in Figure 52; some typioal values for p are given in Figure 54. It can be 
w 
seen that, as before, the slopes of the lines joining the plotted points are 
each about 0.2seconds/inch, while mean values are lower than f'or corresponding 
narrow annuli. (The figure 0.2 is, of course, an order of' magnitude from 
which an actual result will normally deviate. 2urthermore, as will turn 
-out, the slope of' the p vs D does in fact depend on '1'). 
If' the central position of' stimulus V is offset, so that the annulus is 
not of constant thickness, a ve~ conpelling impression of omega-movement is 
obtained, and the continuous change of its velocity as it passes from 
narrower to wider regions is well marked. No measurements were ma~e of the 
period of apparent movement for this coni'iguration. 
As a consequence of the findings reported in this section, wilson's 
observation (22) of the dependence of the angular velocity on the stimulus 
diameter is verified. This is demonstrated in Figure 55, which shows the 
average values of' angular and linear velocities as calculated from the 
YIGU&.~ 55 ( continued) • 
. Angular velooi ties ,f,.): 
3 
If 5' , 
DIAMETER D (it\) 
WIDE ANNULI (T: !4") 
l<'IGUR~ 55: 
Group ST. Linear and angular velocities as a function of annulus 
diameter D. 
Linear velocities, V: 
NARROW ANNUL I (T = Y.,. ,.) 
WI'DE ANNUL I (r s }z") 
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results of 3 groups of subjects. (The only f'igures presented to these Ss 
were 3N, 3"1", 5N, 5W 8N and EM, an,l the 3 groups thus represent the most 
intensive study perf'ormed on simple, circular annuli). In general, as 
f'ound by Wilson, angular velocity decreases as stimulus diameter goes up, 
and (not recorded by '"i130n) increases as annular thickness increases. 
Corresponding statements can be made for linear velocity as far as '£ is 
concerned, but an increase of' diameter is accompanied by an increase lOt' 
linear velocity. (l'he latter is just a reflection of the fact that the rate 
of' decrease of the angular velocity with j) is not suf't'icient to of'fset the 
rate of increase of the annulus radius with D). As has been mentioned 
previously, the variation of' p with D for constant 'f is approximately linear 
i.e. 
p = c + d D (2) 
It follows that the anbular velocity, being an inverse function of' p, 
oan be expeoted to deviate f'rom linearity, and this tendency can be seen 
in the data. of Figure 55. l'he linear velocity, on the other hand, is given 
by 1T D/_ , so that both numerator and denominator are linear functions of D. p 
Thus, provided the range of' D is not too large, it is possible to describe the 
dependence of the linear velocity on D in a linear form: use will be made of' 
this t'act in a later section, but f'or the present, the~effect oan be seen 'by 
an inspection of' the plotted points of Fig. 55. 
From equations 1) and 2), it follows that the f'ollowing fundamental 
relationship holdS between p and the diameter D and thickness T of a 
circular annulus: 
p = K1 D log T + K2 log T + K3 D + ~ , (3) 
::<'IGUfh 55: 
. 
Group ST. Linear and angular velocities as a function of' annulus 
diameter D. 
Linear velocities, V: 
NARROW ANNUL J (T:: Y.,. ") 
3 
WI1>E ANNULI (r s }l") 
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results of 3 groups of subjects. (1'he only figures presented to these Ss 
were 3N, 3vi, 5N, 5W 8N and SvV, and. the 3 groups thus represent the most 
intensive study performed on simple, circular annuli). In general, as 
found by Wilson, angular velocity decreases as stimulus ,iiameter goes up, 
and (not recorded by 'ililson) increases as annular thickness increases. 
Corresponding statements can be made for linear velocity as far as l' is 
concerned, but an increase of diameter is accompanied by an increase IQf' 
linear velocity. ('fhe latter is just a reflection of the fact that the rate 
of' decrease of" the angular velocity with .lJ is not suf'f'icient to of':fset the 
rate of increase of the annulus radius with D). As has been mentioned 
previously, the variation of p with D for constant '1' is approximately linear 
i.e. 
p = c + d D (2) 
It follows that the an[ular velocity, being an inverse function of p, 
oan be expected to deviate :fro:a linearity, and this tendency can be seen 
in the data of Figure 55. l'he linear velocity, on the other hand, is given 
by 1T D/_ , so that both numerator and denominator are linear functions of D. p 
Thus, provided the range of' D is not too large, it is possible to describe the 
dependence at' the linear velocity on 1) in a linear form: use will be made of 
this i'act in a later section, but i'or the present, the)ef:fect oan be seen 'by 
an inspection ot' the plotted points of Fig. 55. 
From equations 1) and 2), it follows that the f'ollowing :fundamental 
relationship holds between p and the diameter D and thickness T of' a 
circular annulus: 
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where K1 , K2, K3 and K4 are constants depending only on the subject or 
group of subjects under consideration. 
For any individual case, the K. can be determined either by seleoting 
l. 
-4 experimentally determined values of p, substituting these in the equation 
with corresponding values of D and T, and solving the resulting f'our 
simul taneous linear equations f'or the Ki , or by a graphical method. The 
former method, which obviously results in an exact fit for 4 points, 
disproportionately weights these points by assuming them to be exact; the 
extent of the approximation thus ma~l.e can be measureu. by the deviations from 
prediotion of the unused points. 'rhe graphical method, on the other hand, 
accepts the variability of the results and smooths it, giving eaoh 
experimental point equal weight. The method is based on the following 
deductions from equation l3): 
1. If two stimulus-patterns 01' thicknesses N and W have equal 
diameters ~ = OW • D, then substituting and subtracting in (3) yields 
Thus the difference between the average period of a narrow and a wide annulus 
is a linear function of the (common) diameter. A plot can be made of these 
two vari~bles, a straight line fitted, and the slope and intercept of the 




/ = intercept give estimates of' K1 and K2 respeotively_ 
2. If, 6.or the t'iv'O patterns of uiameters B and S, TB = TS = T, then 
[- Group K1 ~ ~ ~ 
SJ6 -0.4-13 0.680 0.015 1.908 
SJ8 -0.173 -0.375 0.103 1.~99 
KJ7 ,11,25 -0.206 -2.16 0.020 0.619 
SR -0.095 -0.780 0.150 1.089 
Group 8.16 8.18 KJ7,11,25 BR 
STIM. PRED. EX.P.rL. PRED. EXPTL. PRED. EXPrL. PRED. EXPTL. 
3N 2.29 2.29 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.32 2.18 2.22 
3'1 2.12 2.12 2.08 2.08 1.52 1.4-8 1.86 1.81 
5N 2.82 2.80 2.76 2.80 2.64- 2.75 2.60 2.53 
5YI 2.40 2.40 2.39 2.53 1.68 1.79 2.22 2.27 
eN 3.61 3.61 3.38 3.38 3.07 2.92 3.22 3.27 
8W 2.82 2.82 2.85 2.85 1.93 2.75 2.72 
TABLE XIX: Ki, and predicted p. for lr groups 
TABLE IX: Kt and fitted values for 2 Ss. 
-
!\AS !CB 
KAS !CB PRED. EXPTL. PRED. EXPTL. 
K1 -o.}82 -0.041 3N 2.44- 2.45 2.50 2.4} 
~ 0.581 -1:.821 3W 2.26 2.22 1.91 1.88 
K} 0.0}8 0.050 5N 2.82 2.92 2.65 2.74 
5W 2.42 2.25 2.04 2.17 
Kq. 2.208 1.179 
aN }.40 ;,.08 2.87 2.76 
SW 2.65 }.06 2.23 2.22 
-
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a linear function of ~D = (DB-DL), with slope (K1 log T + K3 ) and intercept 
zero. A plot can then be made of ~ D P vs A j), a measurement made of its 
slope and, from a knowledge 01' l' and K1 , as i'ound above, K3 can be calculated. 
It' several different values of '1' are available, each results in an estimate 
01' K3 , and in this way an average value of K3 can be found. 
3. Having determined K1 , K2 and K3' a set of' values (p - K4 ) can be 
calculated, one f'or each combination of 'r and D. 'rhese are now subtracted 
from the corresponding experimental values ol' p, and estimates of K4 obtained 
in this way. The value of K4 finally used is that found. by averagin~; those 
estimates. 
The Ki were calculated for four groups of Ss, and predictions made from 
equation (3) and compared with the actual experimental results. 'llhe values 
are shown in 'l").ble 1 9. }I'or groups SJ6 and SJI:3, the K, were found by the 
1 
first method, using the results oi' stimuli 8N, 8W, 3N and 3W; the graphical 
method was employed for the other two groups. It can be seen that, 
irrespective of' the meti'),od used, the fits are quite good; the largest 
'deviations are of the or:ier of 0.15 seconds, a value comparable to the 
standard errors of the means under consideration. 
As far as individual Ss are concerned, a surprisingly gooi fit is often 
attained by the graphical approximation method, even when the straight lines 
are drawn by eye, and despite considerable variability. l'able 20 shows the 
results of 2 Ss ohosen at random. Again, deviations are not significantly 
greater than the standard errors of tne means. 
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xxv) .J5f'feot of' distance. 
_. __ ._---_._-
MacKay (2!) reports that the period of' omega-movement is not oritically 
dependent on the anb~lar subtense of' the annulus being used, and, under 
certain conditions, tnis was found to be the case. In MacKay's experiments, 
8Ilgular subtense was varied by changing the distance between the stimulus-
annulus (Which remained of constant dimensions) and the observer. It is 
obvious that the ef' 'ect of tnis is to c:lange all linear dimensions of the 
retinal image of the annulus by a factor a = d/d1 , where d is the original 
distance of S from the annulus and d1 is the second distance. Suppose for 
the moment that the period of the apparent movement depends only on the 
retinal dimensions of the annulus, and that d1 is greater than d. Then 
a<1, the diameter of the retinal projection at d1is less than it was at d, 
and, other things bein£; equal, the period of omega-movement should decrease. 
But this is only the case if' the thickness '1' of' the retinal projection 
remains unaltered; in f'act, Twill sui'fer a propol'tional reduc tion which, 
of course, will tend to increase p. 
'l'hus a cLlange in distance involves the interaction of two antagonistic 
factors, and the net change to be expected in the value of p will be 
i) less than the change resulting from independent variation of' the 
parameters D and T, and ii) dependent on the relative strengths of these 
two variables, as far as the visual system is concerned, in producing a change 
of' the period. Nor can it be said that these relative strengths act 
independently of' one another. Partially di:t'ferentiating equation 0) with 
resoeot to .D and 'i', and setting the ratio of the derivatives,~/}t, 




where M = constant = 10g10e. Since there generally exists a positive solution 
(D,'11) to this equation for values of' the K. nonnally encountered, small changes 
1-
about these values will have no ef'f'ect provided they are in the same direction. 
Larger deviations, on the other hand, will lead to the ascendancy of' either the 
D-effects or the T-effects, depending on the sign of' these deviations and the 
particular values 01' the Ki involved. 
It can be seen that, for example, group and individual dit~erences in 
sensiti vi ty to angular subtense will be just as marked as ait'ferences in some 
function of tile coeff'icients K.. Thus one would expect different subtense 
1-
effects (even to the extent of' sign changes) f'rom subject to subject and 
stimulus to stimulus, and, since the effect is small in any case, the overall 
chcmge measureCl. could quite easily be zero. 
(Implicit in all that has been said is tIle assumption that changes in the 
characteristics of the visual noise, contingent upon changes in distance, do 
not result in any significant effect. In view of' the experiments on the 
noise statistics already desoribed, this assumption is probably justified). 
From the fundamental equation, (3), it is possible to make an explicit 
prediction of the effect which should be observed when distance is changed. from 
an old value d to a new one d1 • If a = d/d1 , then D1 = aD an~ T1 = aT, where 
the notation is as before. Substi tuting , 
p1 = aK1 J) log '1' + K2 log '1' + a(K3 + K1 log a) D + (K4 + K2 log a). (7) 
'1'he new period is p1, and tile coefficients are the t"ormer values of' the Ki , as 
determined at distance a, modified by tenns depending on a. 'l'he expression for 
-the change in neriod, p to be expected, is 
ll"p = p1-p = ~ (a-1) j) log T + (~lo{; a + K3(a-1» D + K2lot;; a (8) 
and it can be seen, in agreement with the i'ormer qualitative arguments, to 
be a complicated function of both stimulus and group-ta-group variables. 
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To put the above predictions to the test, the following experiment was 
peri'ormed. Stimuli used were the simple circular annuli 3N, 3W, 5N, SW, 
81'1 and 8'1;; subjeots were 22 volunteers who each participated in tVI"O group 
sessions within three days of one another, alti10ugh, since other Ss were 
present during the experiments, the groups were not co;nposed of the same 
members. 'l'hus a total of' 44 response sheets were obtained from the 22 Ss, 
reoresenting test and retest conditions. Since each pattern was presented 
-either 3 or 4 times during a single session, values of' p based on up to 
132 or 176 separate responses, respectively, to each pattern could be 
calculated, pooling all the results of' each S for each stimulus, Values 
of' the Ki were then found, and equation D), for all the results, turned 
out to be 
p = -o.1~7 D log T -0.531 log l' + 0.137 1) + 1.293 ~9) 
l'he goodness of i'it of' this expression can be evaluated i'rom the predioted 
and aotual results presented in Table 21(a). The average distance r 
of all Ss taken over both sessions (and therefore a total of 44 values) 
was calculated and found to be 6.973 + 0.3 units, and this was taken as the 
value of' d below ('Units' are not Ss' aotual distances, but are in direct 
proportion to these: 10 units approximately equal 1 foot). 
Now considering the 2 x 22 = 44 Ss as members or' a single group, whose 
performance is desoribed by equation (9) above, it is assumed that any random 
selection of' a sut'ficiently large number of Ss from the group will result in 
a set of p which a~proximate those predicted by (9). The 44 Ss were then 
redivided into two groups of' 22 each, called for oonvenienoe F and N, 
aooording to the i'ollowing criterion: since each S was tested twice, and 
sinoe he generally observed from a different distance during each session, 
TEST Ca) Predicted and actual values of pooled /RETEST results of 22 Ss. 
STIMULUS: 3N 3W 5N 5W 8N 8W 
PRED: 2.27 1.99 2.71 2.35 3.37 2.88' 
EXPTL: 2.30 1.97 2.65 2.36 3.41 2.87 
(b) -Predicted and actual values cf PN for N group 
PRED: 2.31 2.00 I 2.79 I 2.39 I 3.53 12•98 lIIPl'L: 2.23 1.91 2.58 2.30 3.59 2.91 
(c) Predicted and actual values of PF for F group. 
PRED: 2.24 1.97 2.64 2.30 3.24 2.79 
EXPl'L: 2.43 1.91 2.77 2.40 3.29 2.72 
u:BLE XII : 'D"TANCf fF'FEcT" 
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he was obviously nearer the stimuli in one case than in the other. One of 
his response sheets, then, was placed in catego~ N (near) and the other in 
category .1.1\ (far). '.;.ihe two groups N and 1'\ are thus approximately matched in 
all respects except that of distance; the average values of' the latter were 
calculated and found to be ~f = 5.968 ~ 0.4 units for group N and 
"dF = 7.977 !. 0.3 unLs f'or group b'. 'l'herefore, the ratios a for the two 
cases are, respectively ~ = d/~ = 1.1684 and aF = d/~ = 0.8741. By the 
assumption made, it is possible to invoke equation (i) and, using the values 
of ~, ~, and Ki as obtained f'rom (9), get 
~\f = -0.160 D log '1' - 0.531 log '1' + U.14'3 D + 1.252 (10) 
and 
Pr = -0.120 D log T - 0.531 log l' + 0.127 J) + 1.324 (11) 
The values of p predicted by these formulae for each of the annuli are 
shown in Table 21(b) and (c); the actual experimental averages are also 
entered for comparison. 
It can be Seelj that the fit is not as good as would normally be 
eA~ected, except f'or the larger annuli (where predicted values start to 
diverge significantly). For the rest, the small differences in expeoted 
values probably oannot be expeoted to be resolved even by a more accurate 
fit; the standard errors of the means swamp any difference which might exist. 
What is found, however, is that 4 out of 6 predicted 'F' values underestimate 
the true values, while 5 of 6 predicted 'N' values overestimate these, by 
average values of 0.06 seconds and 0.08 seconds respectively. Since, 
acoording to prediction, fli" averages should be uniformly smaller than 
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corresponding Il~ I avera:;es, this means that experimental values tend to be 
more closely packed than the theory developed predicts: the Ss who were 
members of oche F group behaved as if they were nearer and the Ss in t_~1e N 
group as if' they were farther f'rom the stimuli than they actually were. 
1'his could be interpreted as the presence of a slight degree of' size constancy, 
al though the variability of the results and the slight amount of' constancy 
to be expected under the experimental conditions (95, 96) interact to make 
the effect uncertain. 
The only difference between mean values that is statistically significan~ 
is that obtained for the dl'i stimulus and, assuming that the various predicted 
values are subject to standard errors of 3irailar size, t~1is sta.tement is also 
true of differences between predicted valu';s. As has 0 en mentioned, the 
f'ormer difference is in the direction predicteC1 by theory, and is of about 
the same magnitude. 
One of the difficulties of the experiment just described is the relatively 
srnall difference between the average di:3tances of the ~wo groups which, as has 
been shown, cloes not result in sufficient divergence of predicted values to 
enable theory to be adequately tested. 'l'his situation could. be remedied by 
only using Ss at the extremes of their groups, but both total number of Ss 
and group matching with respect to subjects would then suffer, with 
consequent greater variability of experimental averages (as well as less 
justification for making predictions from an equation basea on the average 
results of all Ss combined). If the ]atter difficulty must be endured, it is 
at least possiblE') to modify its efi'ect somewhat by increasing the total number 
of Ss participating, and this is what has been done in the next ,xperiment. 
The results of a total number of 55 naive Ss, all of whom had been 
STIM. TOTAL GJtCUJl 11 GROUP M GROUP F PRED. EXPTL. PRED. EXPTL. PRED. EXPTL. PEED. EXPl'L. 
}N 2.30 2.33 2.52 2.56 2.25 2.34 2.18 2.00 
" 
2.08 2.04 2.16 2.18 2.05 2.16 2.01 1.72 
5N 2.76 2.71 3.14 3.05 2.67 2.56 2.54- 2.48 
5W 2.41 2.46 2.56 2.76 2.'j7 2.45 2.29 2.08 
8N 3.45 3.49 4.07 3.86 3.31 3.22 3.09 3.28 
SW 2.91 2.87 3.16 ,.25 2.83 2.70 2.70 2.54-
'l'ABLE XXII: Predicted and experimental values of 49 Ss, grouped according 
to distance and stimulus. 
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presented with the usual sLlple, circular t'igures under similar condit:i..ons 
were analyzed according to the method outlined above. Of the Ss, 6 gave 
results that were fragmenta~, either due to mistakes in which the sequence 
of responses got out of order, or due to the absence of a large number of 
responses, and all the results ot' these 6 Ss were J;ejected. The remainder 
were divided into three groups, N,M and F, consisting respectively of 
20 Ss, 15 Ss and 14 Ss; the averaee distances oi' these three groups from 
the stimuli were about 3.50 feet, 7.00 feet and. 8.75 feet. The average 
distance for all Ss in all groups was 6.07 f'eet, and so, f'or the three groups, 
~ = 1.735, \1 = 0.867 and ~ = 0.694, where the ai are, as before, the 
factors by which linear dimensions must be multiplied to allow for a change 
-in distance. Again, for each stimulus, an averate period p was calculated 
from the pooled results of all Ss, and these averages were fitted by 
equation (3): 
p = -0.212 D log T - 0.100 log T + 0.1020+ 1.552 
From equation (7), the Ki exhibited in (12), and ~, ~ and aF , it is 
possible to obtain: 
PN = -o.36~ tl log T - 0.100 log T + 0.089 D + 1.528 
PM = -0.184 D log T - 0.100 log T + 0.100 D + 1.55e 




Values ,of D and Twere then substituted in equations (13), (14) and (15) 
and the resulting predictions compared with oorresponding experimental values 
in Table 22. Data associated with equation (12) &De also included. 
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Although dii'ferences between theory and experiment are often of' the 
same order 01' magnitude as before, it can be seen that predicted va.lues f'or 
the three groups now diverge sufficiently to make the result olear. With 
respect to groups N and J!' it ilaybe stated that 1) eaoh pair ot' experimental 
values dif'fers signif'ioantly 2) this dit'ference is always in the direction 
predioted by theory 3) each pair of predioted values, e::cept for JIV, differs 
signit'icantly 4) no pair of predioted/experimental values dif'fers signifioantly, 
except f'or 8 N (group N) and JW (group F). Furtnermore, in accordanoe with 
prediction, with one exception, there is a continuous gradation of larger 
to smaller values of average periods through groups N, M and F, in that order. 
As for group M, much the same situation exists as for the experiment 
reported previously; sinoe ~ is close to unity, predicted values on the 
whole do not diverge suf'i'iciently to detect differences between group M means 
and those of' all Ss taken together. 
It should be noticed that the finding of systematio over-and under-
estimation of 'N' and 'F' values made during the first experiment, and 
tentatively attributed to size constancy, is reversed in the present 
experiment. These results are difficult to reconoile on a constancy 
hypothesis; the most probable explanation is that both sets of deviations 
are due to random errors. 
The data for the three groups are plotted against angula.r subtense in 
~'igure 56 and 57. 'l'he solid line represents the theoretioal expectation 
for eaoh stimulus, while the plotted points are those values aotually f'ound 
experimentally; the latter can be seen to be grouped fairly well about the 
theoretioal lines. 'l'here is perhaps some indication that the prediotions 
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Average periods vs angular subtense. l'he solid lines drawn represent predicted values. 
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values tending to be lower than expected ones. If' this eff'ect is real, the 
subtense at Vlhicil it starts to appear suggests that foveal characteristics 
are somehow involye~,ruld that when a significant fraction of' the whole image 
of' a figure fa..Lls on the fovea, these characteristics result in increased 
velocity of apparent movement. 
Figures 56 and 57 also 3urnmarize the differences in subtense-sensitivity 
to be expected amonr:; annuli of' different dimensions as subtense varies by a 
l'actor 01' about 2.5; in general, wide annuli are less affected by changes in 
subtense than narrow ones wnile, 1'01' annuli 01' constant thickness, diameter 
differences result in little change of' sensitivity. 
It may be concluded that the fundamental equation (3) can safely be used 
to predict the behaviour of p, not only for independent changes of' D and 1', but 
also f'or more complicated cases, where a chanr:;e of one variable re sui ts in a 
change 01' tile other. ~"or the experimental conditions obtainin[:, variatimns 
in p are a function of' variations of' the retinal image of the annulus. 
xxvi) Ef'fect 01' angle of' regard. 
The results of the precedine: experiment implied that oharacteristics of 
the retinal image of' the stimulus USe(i p18.y a dominant part in the production 
(or at least the mOdification) of omega-movement. If this is true, then it 
mic;ht be suspected that there will exist differences between the results of' 
Ss who are positioned 'l.irectly in i'ront 01' a circular annUlUS, and those who 
are viewing it from some angle. For the former Ss, the retinal projection of 
the annulus is, of course, a circle; for the rest, the retinal projection is 
an ellipse of greater and greater eccentricity as angle 01' regaru 6 increases. 
The projection in any particular case can be described by tIle equation: 
22222 
x + y cos 6 = b cos 6 ( 16) 
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where b is proportioD",-1 to che radius of ti1e circular annulus used, ana t) 
is the .:mgle between S' s line 0 .. : regard CUll. tl1e nO;:'Jnal dravm from the plane 
of the stimulus. 
It is possible to ar[;ue that any effect o~· this ciistortion might be 
modi1'ied by shape constancy; . .,;orbin \97) reported, for example, that under 
similar circumstances the simultaneity-movement thres:101d of' the phi-phenomenon 
remained invariant even though his stimuli were viewed. at visibly oblique angles 
of' up to 60 0 , resultinc in a cllc.nt;e of retinal projection by a factor of' 2. 
Al thouGh the effect 01' size constancy, as shm,n in the precedins section, is 
slic,ht, experimental conditions still afford some cues to depth, and shape 
constancy involvement is a real possibility. 
Havinb made tvlO assumptions , it is possible to make a precise prediction 
oi" the effp.ct of non-zero t)..l.'hese assumptions are: 
1. Constancy effects are absent (A:Jparent motion is D. I'unction of' ~he retinal 
projection alone). 
2. l'he velocity 0:' apparent movement at any point is Cl. linear i'unction o!'Lhe 
local re.dius of curvature at that point only. (Interactions bel,ween contours 
whose projections are V1iclely separated on the re-cina, as 1"ar as the omega-effect 
is concerned, do not occur). 1'hat the velocity of' a'pparent movemen t can be 
approximately described as a linear function of' diameter for a given constant 
annulus thickness has been pointed out in Section xxiv) (cf. Figure 55). It 
follows that, over the rang::of interest, 
V=P+ qp 
where v is tije linear velocity of omega-movement and, is the local radius 
of curvature of' the figure. 
Now, for an ellipse, the radius of curvature p is continuously chanr;int;; 
and by equation (1 t) and the above assumptions, it can be seen tha.t so is the 
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velocity of apoarent movement, the Latter goinf, throu[:h maxima and minima with 
the former. Since the: velocity of apparent movement is therefore not constant, 
it cannot be said that its period will be any simple function of the onnula.r 
parameters; in fact, it can be Sl'.Own to be given by the rather formidable 
expression 
p = ~f dXJ r2'2 [e 4- 2 2 2 ·'SIA. 4- p fa4- 2 2 211 '{ a ~ a -x - a + (b -a ) x ) ~ 1 ua + ~ a + (b -a ) x J) 
o 
where p and q are the constants which a)pear in equation (11), a.nd. 8.2 and 
2 2 
b2 are defined by the equation of the ellipse x/a2 + Y/b2 = 1. 
-Equation (18), then, gives the time p required for a noint to move completely 
around the circumferenoe of the given ellipse, if its linear velocity varies 
with the radius of curvature aocording to equation (17). Ii' a = b, the 









circumference of circle/I" 1 it J.near ve oc y, 
It was not possibl r.-) to obtain a olosed form tJf the solution of the 
general equation, so analytio methods were abandoned and resort had 
to approximations. It turned out that by setting a = 5.0, l'or example, 
l"IGURE 58: 
'l'heoretical variation of average period with angle of regard. 9. 




ECCENTRICITY, e .-.... 
a) 8 Repeats b) 55 8s 
Stim. S L 8 L 
3W 1.95 1.99 2.09 2.21 
51 2.36 2.37 2.25 2.54-
8'Il 2.82 2.93 2.62 ;.07 
TABLE DIlI: Comparison of stimulus period as 
angle of regard varies. 
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and. b = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 ••• 5.0, the ratio oi' p to its value for b = 5.0 
-(that is, the ratio 01' p for ,s.n ellipse, to p for the circle of' equal 
thickness whose radius equ::.lled the (constant) semi-major axis of the 
ellipse), when plotted against e, the ellipse eccentricity, resulted in 
a curve of' the form shown in Figure 58. 'I'he values used for p and. q were 
obtained from the results of Ss for whom 6 was sma_l, but otherwise are 
nothing more than typical. 
rhe theory as developed thus predicts that as the eccentricity increases, 
the period of perceived movement decreases, and the magnitude of this change 
can be obtained from (.18) if' p, C)" a and 6 are kno,m. 
'lihe results of tJ-\e 22 Ss already described in the last section were 
analyzed in a simil8.r fashion as for distance, only instead of each S 
participatin!,' once in a 'near' group and onoe in a 'far' eroup, 11e was now 
assigned to a 'large angle oi' regard' Group, L, and a 'small angle of 
regard' group, S. There Was no siVli1'icant connection bet\\een the two 
variables, distance and angle of' regard, in thisex;)eriment or in either 
of' the others to be described; as was expected, Ss' distributions in the 
laboratory during the experiments were very nearly random. 
- 0 The av~rage angle of' regard, 6L, for the L group was about 36 ; for 
the 3 group, 63 = 160 • Unfortunately, the difference in p to be expected 
because of these variations is very slight, the correspon~ing eccentricities 
being only 0.59 and 0.27, respectively. Average values 01:' p for the 
3W, 5\1 and f5'N stimuli and for each group were calculated, and are entered 
in Table 23(a). 
No significant differences between corresponding means for the t'IO groups 
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existed, and those dif'ferences which did exist were in a direction 
contrary to that expected from the above t11eory. Coet'ficients of correlation 
were also calculated between 6 and d for each figure; these were all positive, 
but not signif'icantly so. 
'fable 23(b) presents similar data obtained from the results of 48 
Ss. Again the predictions of theory are contradicted in all cases, and the 
dit'f'erences between group means for the 5Vi and 8w stimuli are significant 
(P<1C)~o). When the coefficient of oorrelation for the 5vv results was 
oalculated, it was i'oun(l to have the signifioant value of 0.46. 
A study of the results of a third group, oonsisting of 22 Ss, 
completed the pioture of the general trend. There was only one signifioant 
differenoe ooourring for the 8N annulus, and this and diff'erenoes between 
8\~,5lf, 5N an:!. 3N were all in the opposite direotion to that prelicted by 
theory..L'he dif'f'erence between 5N means was in accord with prediotion, 
but was not signif'icantly dit'ferent from zero. 
It is therefore necessary to re-examine the basis on which the theory 
rests, since this has clearly been shown to be deficient by the signif'icant 
differenoes between means which 010 exist, and the general trend of the rest. 
The assumption concerning constancy seems sound, since Ss were attending a 
particular feature of by far the most prominent object in a semi-darkened 
room (and their comments ot'ten indioated that the limited cues available 
were not used, i.e. the annulus was sometimes seen to 'float in spaoe'). 
Furthermore, to explain the direotion of the differenoes found, it would be 
necessary to attribute the meohanism of shape oonstancy with rather 
implausible charaoteri:Jtics. 1'he lack ot' constancy phenomena fout)d 
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previously is at least indioative, although no cheek was made as to the 
relative contributions of' any size or shape constancies which might have oeen 
present. (~ven if' such a control were made , it would be a very dubious 
procedure to apply the results to the experimental circumstances under whioh 
measurement;s ai' apparent movement were made). 
'rhe assumption regarcling looal curvature tilerefore needs examining, 
since if' small retinal areas were not independent of their neighbours a few 
degrees distant" then it is possible to establish a spatial interaction 
mechanism, in terms probably of distance and curvature, which could explain 
the results. The fact that the effeot tends to be greatest f'or the largest 
annuli does notembarrasa the theo~, since supposedly these interaotions 
would also operate in a similar fashion on the peroeived velooity of 
apparent movement in the reference annulus, and the dif'ferences existing as 
size is changed would merely refleot, for exa~ple, differences in the 
parameters of tile interactions acoording to the area of the retina being 
stimulated. The mathematics involved, however, is complex, and closed forms 
for the integrals obtained do not exist. 
Contours falling near the fovea do exhibit inhibito~ effects on one 
another up to distanoes 01' about 40 apart (25, 98), and if they are 
spatially re ,:eti tive, interactions oan ocour over much greater distances 
(22), although these are probably of' a dif'ferent nature. Similar to the 
minimum range found by J .f'. 'ililson for the production of' complementa~ after-
images in these latter eX1)eriments was that reported by M.~. Wilson (44.) in 
his study of' the effect of contours on the phi-phenomenon. Since the 8" 
annuli concerned in the present experiment subtended about 5° at the 
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average distance from which it was viewed, and about 10 at the very 
closest distances, it can be seen that a substantial portion of' the pattern 
falls into the range over wllich inhibitory effects oan occur, although 
longer-range interactions of' the type suggested by J .P. ,dlson, because of 
the absence of' pattern 'saturation' wllich seems to be necessary, are probably 
not involved. 
Equation (17) probably holds over the range of p involved. Although 
some extrapolation from experimentally determined values is involved in 
oertain regions of the projeotions of.' the 3" and 8" annuli, for an angle 
of> regard of 350 , the relation need be valid only within the range D=2" -10". 
Any effeot that variations in T might have should also be able to be 
considered small, although these would, in fact, tend to produce ohanges in 
the observed direotion. If' it were desired, nevertheless, to take 'll-changes 
into account, the mathematics involved becomes prohibitive. 
'fhere is no signif'ican t tendency f'or Ss observing from a large angle to 
make more errors th£~n those almost directly in front of' the stimulus, 
although there often exists a tendenoy for the secondary maxima in the 
response distributions of the former Ss to be somewhat larger than those of 
the latter. 'l'his has previously been shown to have a conneotion with Ss' 
hesitanoy and the general level of difficulty of the task they are required 
to perform, but the change ill estimated period is nOL an artef'aot oaused 
by these variables; the primary maximum itself.' is typically shif>ted towards 
larger values of p if 6 is large. Obviously, allied affeots are to be 
expeoted if 6 becomes too large; the curvature of portions of the projeoted 
image will then, in places, approach zero, with a consequent reduction or 
even elimination of' the impression of apparent movement in those regions. 
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As an auxiliary experiment, 10 Ss were each tested individually and each 
required to make 6 estimates of the perioi of' each of stimuli 5\~, VE and HE, 
while sitting directly in front of' the patterns at various distances. 
Average values P5vj' PVE and PHE were then calculated for each S. Although 
only three differences were significant, between tne means for ellipses and 
circles, these were all in the direction previously found; of' the 
insignificant differences, all but two were also in tnis direotion. None of 
the variances differed significantly, although variances for ellipses were 
generally larger than those for circles. 'l'here was no tendency for ellipse 
averages to dif'fer according to orientat:Lon of tne major axis, and no 
distance effects were detected. 
With the results of' the preoeding observations in mind, it seem f'easible 
to conclude that the effect observed as the angle of' regard changes is due 
to the interaction of' the activity caused by more dis-cant portions of' the 
stimulus projection with that present locally. The spatial charaoteristics of 
this interaction must be 3uch that the net effect on "he perception ol' 
apparent movement is one of' inhibition. 
xxvii) Miscellaneous. 
During the course of the experiments alread.Y desoribed, and others 
performed in conjunction \nth th~, several observations were made chat relate 
to the omega effect but which were not followed up, either because they were 
expeoted or because to do so would require a separate, and cenerally 
extensive, investigation. For reference, these observations are 
enumerated below. 
1. Apparent rotation is still present when the contours 01' tile 
:annulus are not sharp, but are blurred. 'l'hese conditions may easily be 
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realized by projecting a dynamic noise field throut;h an annular 
transparency held close to the projector lens. 
2. There seems to be no essential change in the motion if' de-
synchronized noise is used, ti1at is, if a detuned television set, for 
example, is useJ. as a noise source instead. of the successive frames of' a 
movie film. 
3. An additional noise source, which had also been previously used in 
the Department, also resulted in the motion. 11ilis consisted of' a circular 
disc of static noise which could be rotated at high speeds in a slide 
projector. The lamp 01' the projector had previously been renlaced with a 
stroboscopic flash tube, which was operated at a ra"e whiC!l was indeDendent 
and non-synchronous with the rate 01' rotation 01' the noise disc. 'l'he 
apparatus thus resulted in a dynamic noise field which, unlilce the ;llovie 
projector, consiste,l Oi' 'frames' only a few microseconds long. 
4. '.c'here occasionally, and perha;)s generally, exists a va.ciation in 
the ~:erceived rate of movement, even around a cir::ular annulus. Only a few 
Ss repol'tecL tnis, however, o.nri for these, an,~:le-oi'-reeard effects could. not 
be ruled out. On the other hand, this might be the same effect observed by 
"ilson l22), and probably correlated with eye movements and lack or 
a1;ten1;ion, althousr" S3 in the present study af'~cen associated variations 01' 
speed with direction: "Slower movement goin[; up in circle than comine dovm"; 
"It chant;es across tne top and bottom". 
5. Movement still exists, although its $mpression is much weaker, and 
the adjacent noise field very distraoting, near the borders ot' a black ring 
in a noise field, or those of' a black disc or h:)le in a piece of' black 
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cardboard. It is, however, very difTicult to see under such 
circumstances, an< tends to be very raoid anQ transient in na.ture. 
a) Parameters 01' "t11e noise field. 
i) 'l'he 8J1l0unt; 01' a!..'1bient li:~ntin[; has no efTect on the ~oeriod of' 
omega-movement. 
ii) '.l'he briehtness oJ." the noise scintillations does not af'fect omega-
movement. 
iii) Omega-movement is ind.ependent of' the si ze of' tile noise 'particle$' 
involved in i-\;s 7JrOrlUC tion, even it' tnese are large enoueh to 
overlap. 
iv) 'l'he period of apparent movement is not dependent on the spatial 
density or the noise scintilLations. 
v) 'l'here is a. slight dependence of' the period 01' apparent movement 
on the temporal rate 0:' the noise flicker; that is, as the noise 
1'ilm i'rame speed goes down, so does the period of omega :novement. 
vi) Neither the frequency nor the amplitur5.e of.' an auditol-Y sti!Ilulus 
af'fects the velocity of apparent movement. 
vii) ~Chere is no apparent cna.ngebetween the results arising from noise 
composed or circular particles, and those obtained when the noise 
is made up 0:[' straight line segments. 
b) Parameters of the observer 
viii) 1'here are marked individual dif'rerences in estimates of the 
period ot' apparent movement. 
ix) On the average, there i3 no signifioant tendency 1"or Ss' estimates 
to either increase or decrease during a normal eAperiment. If 
intensive praotice is given, however, 'tnere is 11 s;ual1 tendency for 
the rate ol' apparent rotation to decrease. 'l'here is no tendency I'or 
high or 101'; mean values to be associated vii th a progressive shii't 
either up or down. It is postulated tnat What changes do occur are tHe 
results 01' boredom or drit'ts 01' attention rather than short-term 
adaptation. 
x)_There exists a correlation of' about +0.50 between results obtained 
during dit'f'erent experimental sessions. Ho system tic long-term 
drifts are present. As the test-to-retest interval becomes larger, 
this con-elation becomes smaller, but in general, changes are not 
significant. 
xi) within the range of' stimulus presentation times used, this factor 
does not affect the period 01' apparent; motion. 
xii) Naive Ss tend to make a large number of estimation errors at the 
beginning of' an experiment, but improve as the ex[)eriment progresses. 
Ss with some experience make fewer errors, and snow no such tendency. 
'l'he mean number ot' errors per naive S is about twice as great as that 
per experienc ed S. 
xiii) Overt suggestions by the experimenter as to the period of' w-movement 
do not affect Ss' average estimate. 1'he variance ot the results, 
however, increases u' Ss' expeotation deviates from actuality. 
xiv) Ss tested in groups show a slight tendency to be affected by the other 
Ss present; low positive correlations exist between the responses of'Ss 
sitting near one another. 
xv) Ss' estimates are influenced to some extent by the estimates made on 
immediately preceding stimuli. 'l'his ef'f'eot is, however, small. 
xvi) 'l'he motion 0';:' a spot 01' light moving around an annulus does not 
interf'ere with the perception ol omega-movement. 
xvii) 'l'he vaJ.ue chosen by S when he was requested to aajust the speed of' 
circular movement ot' a light to an 'optimal' value does not correlate 
with the speed of his omega-movement. 
xviii) Moderate dosages ot' alcohol have no effect on the perception of 
omega-movement. 
xix) There exist well-marked ,lif'ferences between average estimates made 
by men and those made by women. 
C) MGde 01' observation. 
xx) Fixation aft'ects neither the presence nor the velocity of omega-
movement, but it becomes less stable and more subject to 
involuntary reversal. It is postulated that eye movements play a 
part in the t·requency of these reversals. 
xxi) There is no difference in the effect as viewed with either the 
dominant or the non-dominant eye. Monocular and binocular modes 
give slightly dit'ferent re sul"ts, but the dif'ference is not 
signif'icant. 
xxii) During haploscopic presentation, apparent movement is not reported. 
This is mainly due to rivalry between the two fields; it proved 
impossible for the two stimuli to be viewed in suf'f'icient proximity 
for the uroduction 01' motion. 
d) Parameters of the stimulus pattern. 
xxijj) 'l'he distribution of individual responses, both f'or single Ss and 
~or groups, is positively skewed. It can be normalized, however, 
by means of a logarithmic transformation. Certain secondary 
maxima which appear in the distribution can be attributed to 
random e~~ec ts, and aris e as artefac ts of' th e method of' measurement 
used. Most 01' these can be smoothed out by the use of 
accumulative ~requency displays; this method often indicates that 
a true secondary maximum exists in the distribution. Evidence 
is presented to show that this maximum is an e~~eot of' hesitancy 
or indecision on the part of Ss. 
xxiv) Any deviation from circular sY:1.lllletry 01' tile annular pattern 
results in increasing difficulty in detecting apparent movement; 
in particular, a straight-line 'channel' does not s~stain the 
impression of' movement. .r'or circular annuli, both means and 
variances increase with diameter and decrease with 'thiokness'. 
As either diameter or thiokness increases, however, apparent 
movement becomes more difficult to detect and is much less stable, 
values of D=36" and T=1" being the practical limits. \ciithin the 
-ranges tested, it was ~ound that the average period p of the 
apparent movement in an annulus of diameter D and. thiokness I' 
is given ~airly aocurately by the equation 
where the constants Xi vary ~rom person to person and from group,to 
group. 
Methods of' determining the Ktp-e desoribed. 
xxv) The period of omega-movement varies with clistance trom the stimulus 
in a manner predicted by the above equation. Variations in p depend 
on the retinal image of the stimulus. 
xxvi) There is found a positive correlation between the average period and 
the angle of' regard Oi.' the stimulus-annulus. This finding is not in 
agreement with predictions based on an assumption of' negligible 
contour interactions, an(1 it was concluded that such interactions 
must exist. 
xxvii) Miscellaneous observations, for which no quantitative measurements 
were made, indicate that the omega efl'ect is indeed largely 
independent of' noise statistics, and that it is still present under 
various conditions of stimulus modification. 
DISCUSSION 
Of' the questions oriGinally to be answoreel in tne course of this 
investigation, one at least has been unequivocally resolved: the omega 
effect is an apparent movement phenomenon in its O'l'ffi right, and has little 
or no connection with the phi-phenomenon. Severa.l pieces of' evidence bear 
out this contention, and these are discussed below. 
In the first place, as has been pointed out in the introduction, the 
evidence arising from the study of various aSgects of LYe influence of 
contours in the visual field upon the perception of apparent movement is 
scanty and often irreconcilable; at best, any net effect would seem to be 
due to ,.,he action of two ap.narently antaGonistic f'actors, as exemplif'i ed in 
the viork of Deatherar;e an 1. Bitterman (4B), who found that the path of 
appal'ent movement 'avoids' a contour in its vicinity, and. in that of 
V:i180n (44), wno reports facilitation. A direct comparison of the two 
experiments is dii'ficult, however, and the diffi.culty hinges on the fact 
that vVilson needed more than one contour, and usually 4-5, before his effect 
became established. It is knovm that such a number 01' parallel contours is 
adequate to give a well-defined complementary after-image (19, 22) which is 
roughly perpendicular to the contours present, and ~iilson' s observations 
could depend on a simil:Jr mecha.nism. Hart (121), however, who measured the 
thresholds, the range a.nd the position of' optimal apparent movement seen 
aga.inst backgrounds which were either vertically-barred, horizontally barred 
or non-figured, found no significant difference between the mean optimal 
ra.tes for figured as opposed to non-figured. groun(ls, nor d.id. the movement- • 
succession threshold che,nge. 'l'he background did, however, influence the 
simultaneity-movement threshold and the ranbe over Wllich movement ocourred. 
Althou~h the summary available on Hart's work is not explicit on this point, 
it is probable that to avoid the complications knovm to arise wnon the 
direction of apparent movement is involved (122), tile cont'igurations were 
such that the path or' movement £'e1l along (horizontal) bars in some oases, 
and across (vertical) bars in others. If this is the case, (;he findings of 
Hart are difficult to reconcile with those 01' lWilson, at least on a. fairly 
peripheral basis. 
It almost certainly cannot be assumed that a single contour, without 
prolonged fixatio~J exerts a measureable effect 011 the parameters of the 
phi-phenomenon. On this basis, the following points found during the present 
study are relevant: 
1. fhe period of omega movement decreases as the annular thickness 
incl'eases. On a phi-hypothesis J one would probably eJqJect the reverse to be 
true for, as the channel is made wider, the possibilities of radial phi-
movements between suitably situated scintillations would go up. '.i.'his 
component would result in an increased number at' equispaced phi 'steps', 
and so the total time required for a complete transit should go up. 
2. 'l'he linear ve10city of' omega-movement increases with the annulus 
diameter. Although it is true that a phi-hypothesis would predict an increase 
of period with diameter, there is no reason to suppose that this would also 
involve an increase of' linear velocity. 
3. Evidence has been pr'esented that indicates that the period of 
apparent motion is a function or' the cflaracteristics of tne retinal projection 
• 
of the annulus. Corbin (97) has shown that this is not always a f'eature 
of the phi-phenomenon, a.nd tile varied experiments of Brown and Voth (123) 
also indicate that other i'actors are involved. 
4. 'l'he lack ot' dependence of the omef;a effect on the statistics of 
the visual noise field is stronr: circumstantial evidence against the phi-
hypothesis. 
5. Omega movement cannot be seen in a straight channel or, if' it can, 
it is very much weaker than corresponding movement in a circular channel. 
'rhere is no reason, on the other hand, for phi-movement to show this 
preference. 
Most of the above arguments are open to ob.jection it' it can be granted 
that contour curvature, as such, is able to condition phi-movement. In the 
absence of any independent evidence of' this, however, all such objections must 
be of an a::l hoc nature, anll would find it difficult to account for certain 
other f'indings. 
For example, as has been seen, there exist signif'icant sex differences 
in estimates of' the period of omega rotation, which are never reported in 
studies of the phi-phenomenon, and although the only legitimate basis of 
comparison between the two would be measurements of' the apparent velocity of 
phi-movement made under similar circumstances, this, as far as the present 
writer is aware, has yet to be done, and positive results would be unlike~. 
There is also a formal similarity between the omega effect and some of' the 
o~s.~~«tion. made by Zapparoli and Farradini (23), although a quantitative 
cc..mparison is not possible. 'l'heir Ss reported stre:~ming or revolving light 
tf'lux' around circular or elliptical annuli, but not around squaresor incomplet. 
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annuli. J!'urthermore, the effect was enhanced for annuli 01' non-constant 
thickness. A.U ti]ese observations are ;3ucgestive of analocous findings in tile 
present experj.mencs, ::.nd it is possible chat Zapparoli and ierradini IS 
streaminc phenomena are related. to the omega effect. 11' tl1is is true, the 
phi-phenomenon r.1ust be ruleu out, for Zapparo.li and ~'erradini used sincle, 
repetitive I'lashes, and aii parts 01' the stimUlus were thus illuminateCl at 
the saTJle time. (Since a flash stimulus of t.i1is sort can be consiuered as n. 
noise fiel:l 01' very large 'd.ensity', an1. ",ince this :parameter has little e1'1"ec1; 
on the velocity of the omet;a movement at least in tile rang8s tried., it '.lOuld 
not be surprisin;! it' tile two eft"'.;cts matched in this resn.ct as we.Ll). 
Another hypothesis tllat was at one time considerecl to account for omega-
movement, but which subsequently had to be rejectoli, is one based on the 
latency dil'f'erences lmol-.n'to exist betweengeripheral and foveal areas and 
amountin2; to about 20-30 ms (124). If, for example, one were t'ixating a 
point on the circumference of a circula.r annulus at a time when a noise f'ield 
was flashed upon it, then the signals arrivinC centrally would be spread out 
in 1;ime OWl'" to these latency differences, and although these are not large 
iniiividual.l.y, if enough 01' them were recruited by tile centres responsible, 
they might collectively suste.in iln impression oi' movement. i'his, it can bu 
seen is a.m many ways similar to, and makes the sa:Je predictions as the phi-
phenomenon hypotllesis. It can tl1eret'ore be rejecte,l 1'or the same reasons 
plus one 01' two others: it would supnosecLly pre~lict thatd,xation at the 
centre or' the annulu:5 'I'lould preventaotion :'(rom be_,n/.:.' seen at aLL, a.nti tha.t 
inspection oft noise f'ir:da in 'C11e absence ai' any annulus at all would still 
reveal radial move l;1ent. :i:-feitner effect has been observed. 
the ma.in ,'acts tna.c any account 01' the omeGa eI'1'ect must talce into 
considera.tion are its variation rli th the diameter Ol:' the stimulus-annulus and 
that with its thickness. It is on the f'ormer point that MacKay's idea of 
incorporating a 'neural standard of angular velocity' breaks down in its 
simplest formi neither the angular velocity nor the linear velocity remains 
constant as the diameter increases, bat respectively decrease and increase as 
this happens. Nor is the variation with annulus tnickness accounted 1'01' by 
the hypothesis, but this is probably not as serious. 
Since the two boundaries of the annuli used in the present experiments 
were never sepa.rated by more than about 10 , •. hich was the practical upper 
limit that could be attained without apparent movement becoming obsoured by 
the random noise in the channel, it is to be expected that there were 
interactions between them. Such interactions are ordinarily 01' an inhibitory 
nature, and operate over Y4~'$ of up to 4°, the generalization being that 
formed contours exert an inhibito~ influence upon similar processes in their 
immediate surround (98). Various ohysiological evidence which makes 
probable the existence of' contour-sensitive receptive fields in tile visual 
system (37, 38, 39).suggests that perhaps direct interaction between the 
units upon which such receptive fields converge could account for this effect, 
in much the same way that activity in a unit of the compound eye of' Limulus 
can suppress simil •. r activity in nearby units (125). That contour sensitive 
elements fatigue easily is known from studies on stabilized images; sham 
edges present in the stabilized field fade from view f'irst, leaving only a 
poorly-defined remnant of the image to disappear in its turn (A. Fior*ntini, 
private cOIllillunication). One other effect of contour 'satiation I is of' 
interest: if a circular outline is t'ixated for a f'ew seconds, its continuous 
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curvature disa ~pears and is replaced by short, strai[,:ht-line segments 
meeting at angles, much like the appearance of a threepenny bit (56). 
Of' course, these two eI'i'ects are the result oJ.' receptive-i'ield f'atigue which 
takes some time for establishment, and. cannot as such j)lay a d.irect role in 
ordinary cant our interactions. 'l'his does not prevent particularly the last 
one l'rom being sUGgestive: if' curvature-sensitive elements are strongly 
stimulated., the phenomenal curvature becomes progressively snaller. 
"or an annulus whose borders are very clo:.:;e together, then, there will 
supposedly e"dst stronr: mutual inhibition between the contours and perhar>s, 
althougn this is not necessary, distortions or the curvature itself. AS 
the borders are moved apart, tile mutual inhibition will decrease, but ao 
-:.-ill the a:;')ount 01' contour overlyin[: a given area. the net change of contour 
information ti1at will occur tnen depend.s on tne relative importance 01' tnese 
two 1"actors anu. hence liirectly on the amount of' interaction between different 
rece}Jtive fields. It seems possible tL1aL the characteristics of the omet:a 
e!'.i:"ect also deDend to some extent ulJon this interaction. 
MacKay (19, 27) has used the c mcept 01' 'directional satiation' to 
account for the spatial relationshi" usually t'ound between a series 01' 
parallel contours and the complement··,.ry imaGe they invoke. In his view, 
directions at right angles are treated as 'competitive' by the directionally 
sensitive part of the visual system, so thlt if' hiGhly redundant contour 
inf'ormation causes fatigue of the units sensitive to a certain direction, 
this leads to enhanced sensitivity of the units responsible for the 
orthogonal direction. '1'his interpretation fits the observed facts quite well, 
and coupled with l'lilson's finding (21) that faint complementary images can 
be evoked even by a single contour, it might at first sight be expected·)to" be 
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applicable to the presem; case. Hovlever, no C ooplementl'.lry-lil<:e phenomena 
were ever observed; t118 'riailey':3 beads' seen by sar,le Ss while x'ixatin::; are 
easily un(lerstoo<i in terms 01.' contrast enhancement. In view 0:( toe lack of 
direct evidence as to t:;rle applicability OL' !.lac!.:':q's prini::->le of contour 
in"Gc::raction, Wf13,t ~'ollo,'ls must be purely specutatory. 
In order to get an impression 01' movemeilt from one part 01' tile visua..l. 
I'ield to another, a u some l3vul of the:: contour-processinS portion of' tne 
visual system,c:J.ere mus u exist a spatial grao.ient 01' <:tctivity whic!} itself 
is changing vd, th tL:e. '-'.'his state 01· affairs can arise either from the effects 
01' externnl sti:nulation, SUCll as tile passage of' an ooject throu(;h the visual. 
:t'ield, or as a manifesta.tion 0.( some internal organization, such as a return 
to a steady-ste. :;e position 01' equilibrium. Now, evidence has been 
presented by.iilson l22) to tHe elTect that contour interactions can occur 
over a wide area o.t' t.le visual .l.·ield (althouch,robably not; at the retinal 
level) an'L some ol' tne .i'in:lings 01' t11e present study, in connection with 
ellipticil.l annuli, crm be im;er)reted as signs of' similar, lon{;;-range 
interactions. If' it cantle assumed tnat dir8ctions at right ant:1es to one 
another act in cO)QplementaJ.'y pairs, such that stronE; stimulation ot" one 
direction enhances ·(;11e sensitivity of' tLe other, and tilat these e1'1'80ts are 
not completely local, but can extend over an aopreciable distance lwith 
suitab.Le attenuation as distance increases), t:1Cn il· one is l'ixating a point 
on ttle circumference 01' an annulus, it is apparent i) that "the excitatmry and 
inhibitory effects of' all uarts of' the annulus, depending on the 100-8.1 
curvature and distance of each point, are active at the site of fixation and 
ii) that any inhom0t::eneities e:dstint: in eitherppatial distributions or 
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connective ;1roperties of' tne direction-sensitive elements could result 
in unequal patterns at' interaction arouno. tile circumference 0:( tne annulus. 
If now the whole system is 'shock-excited' by visual noise, as in the 
present experiment, or by more extensive f'lash stimuli, as in tl1at oi' 
Zapparoli andti'erradini, these patterns would be ,-:Listur~ed, anci oilleg~­
movement might arise in association r.d. th whatever tide-constant is involved 
in their re-establishment. 
'l'he dJ.:rficulty with such a model is ti1a t tnere are too many degrees of.' 
freedom available for any decisive tests to be made in the light of' 
present physiologioal and psychophysical knowledge. In a sinilar fashion, 
MacKay's 'neural standard of angular velocity' hypothesis, as he anticipated, 
would have to und.ergo serious mocl.ification, per11a.r~i to such an extent as to 
make questionable the use of tIle word" standard". Until data is available 
concerninr long-and short-range interactions between the responses to 
curved edges in the visual field, the mechanism subserving tile omega e:rf'eot 
must remain obscure. 
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SUGG.~S'l'IONS FOR FU°.ru~lJ~ (IORK 
1) 'l'he dominant requirement i'or a satisfactory explanation ot' 1;he omega 
efTect is that ot' more extensive knowledf,e o.t' the interactions of Bontours. 
Several psychophysical investigations would elucidate this problem; one ot' 
particular value would involve making judgementsoi' the directions of sInall, 
tachistoscopically presented strait;ht line segments in the vicinity ot' 
contours of various curvatures. 
2) A direct test of MacKay's hypothesis of' 'directional satiation', by 
a consideration oc' single unit activity in the visual cenl..res oi" some higner 
mamo.Gals, should be possible, an,1 is hi6h1y desirable. 
3). An extension 01' M.J.i,ilson' s experiments on tne perception of the 11-
phenomenon in the presence ot' contours could be made with profit. It is 
possible that the behaviour of' apparent movement 0::':' this sort, for a 
su:t'f'iciently practiced S, might prove to be a sensitive method of deteoting 
'preferfCd directions' induced by the contours 1)resent. Any interaction that 
might exist between complementary afterimages and real or apparent movement 
would also be 01' interest. 
4) Studies ai' omega movement between blurred contours should be pen'ormed; 
these would give an iJildication of the amount 0:( contour inf'ormation necessary 
to sustain the illusion as weoll a.s f'urther information as to tne relative roles 
of short-and long-range interactions. 
5) Some ot' the experiments resulting in differences or' marginal sta.tistical 
significance would be worth repeating. 'l'here i:1, for example, a small 
tendency for binocular estimates of the pr.~riod 01' apparent motion to be 
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somewhat smaller than monocular estimates. If this is real, then analysis 
of the differences between the two modes, for annuli of' different dimensions, 
will perhaps in.dcate what additional interactions exist. l';or such 
experiments, it would probably be necessary to work with fewer Ss for longer 
periods .01' time. 
6) The origin of indiv1.dnal dii'ferences, includine; sex differences is a 
problem in itself. It mi[::ht be possible -GO a:ssociate in"elligence or 
personality, for example, with certain aspects 01' 1;he response pattern. 
7) Certain physiological variables, like the basal metabolic rate and the 
E.E.G., could possibly be implicated in the production of omega movement 
and also have relevance to 6) above. 
8) Certain drugs have a f'airly we.Ll known effect on specific parts of the 
nervous system. It would be of interest to see what e~fects arise in the 
perception o.t' omega-movement as such drugs and their dosages are varied; 
this could give valuable information as to the origin of' the movement. 
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Appendix: A Possible Physiological Correlate of' the Omega Et'£ect 
When contours are present in the visual field, it is known from various 
studies that anomalous ef£ects occur that are not observed, or that exist 
in a modified £orm, in the absence of' these contours. Besides "che eft'ects 
already noted, the following phenomena, for example, have also been found. 
1. Visual acuity varies systematically with the size of' the surrounding 
f'ield provided that there exist brightness differences between test and 
surrounding fields (99). 
2. Judgements of the point of apparent luminance equality are 
influenced by the spatial relationships of the test, comparison and inducing 
stimuli (.100). 
3. the critical fusion frequency varies both with surroundedness 
(101, 102) and with contour proximity (103, 104). 
4. Shape and orientation of the visual surround exert a predictable 
e££ect on the vertical-horizontal illusion. (105). 
5. l'he relative weights which can be assigned to the two eyes in 
order to predict binocular brightness, when :;:'ields of dif':eering luminance 
are presented to contralateral eyes, must be adjuste:l in favour of that 
eye which also received. contour inf'ormation. In the region close (less 
o than 1 ) to a monocular contour, the relative weight for that eye approaches 
unity, and binocular brightness becomes dependent 011 the luminance of' the 
£ield for that eye only (106). 
Some ot' these effects are contingent upon the brightness enhancement 
and inhibition which occur in the immediate vicinity of' an euge in the 
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visual field, while (1istortions in the metric of' the latter, due to the 
contours present, can account for others. Since in none oi' the investi::ations 
known to this author was contour curvature a varia.ble 01' main interest with 
respeot to a parameter relevant to the present study, it was decided to 
oon4udt a few supplementary experimen0s in an attempt to determine the 
ini'luence of' this f'aotor. 
'1.'he dependent varia.ble studied was the latency L, at various levels of 
the system of' res:oonse, of' a small flash of' light (an attempt was made to 
maintain the size and brightness of' the latter in the range of those 
generally obtaining t'or an individual noi se ,I partiole t, in the main 
experiments). 'l'he ind.ependent variable was curvature of' either black/white 
borders, or single or multiple parallel lines which oould be presented 
simultaneously with the flash, at various distanoes from the latter, and at 
various orientations in the visual field. It' a relationship ot' the f'orm 
L = f (C (d), d) can be obtained from such a study, where C is the amount 
of contour ourvature at a distance d from a ret'erence point, in most oases 
the point of' fixation and ot' the occurence of' the f'lash, then since in 
general the distribution of' curvature about diff'erent points in the visual 
field will be different, f'or a i'lash occurring at the same time on two 
distinct retinal points there will exist a latency di1~erence L between 
the visual responses to the two f'lashes, other things being equal. If in 
addition there exist inhomogeneities of' the snati'tl pattern of the sensitivity 
ot' the visual system to contour inf'ormation, tnen the function f' must also 
vary with the l1irection angle CC of' each contour present, as measured from 
some t'ixed ret'erence line. 
By such a model, then, upon stimulation, latency din'erences would be 
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expected to exist between the points of any t'igure ot' vari_ble curvature, 
or between..,he points of any figure of' constant curvature whose orientation is 
different from thc: points 0.( vi'~w of stimulated retinal areas. No such 
l1.it'ferences would exist, however, between points stimulated along a str~8ht 
line, provided ~hat the length 01' the latter Was large with res;;ect to the 
distance over wnich interactions can occur. It is ap;_'arent that such an 
organizat~ion of' the visual system could formally approximate the actual 
mechanism which subserves the omega effect; what remains to be seen is 
whether the latency differences predicted by it actuaLly exist. 
'l'hree preliminary studies, designed to answer this question, are to 
oe described. dince no systematic dift'erence was founci in any of' the three 
except some which can be attributed to brightness enhancement, independently 
ot' the curvature or the proximal contours, this description will be mainly 
restricted to a summary of the methods employed. 
1. heaction time studies. 
The total elapsed time between the onset of a visual stimUlus and Sls 
reaction to this may be considered as the sum 01' four arbitrary components: 
first, time is required for photosensitive pigments in the retina to be 
broken down and for afferent impulses to reaCr1 the visu"l cortex via the 
optic pathways; second" there is a lag while this viSUal information is 
being processed and transmitted to the motor cortex; third, there is another 
lag While ef'ferent impulses travel along motor fibres to initiate muscular 
contraction; and f'inal.ly, due to the mechanical inertia, for example, ot' the 
hand/response-key system, there is a time delay between the beginning ol:' the 
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the first lag, or 'latent period', amounts to only 10;,,-207'0 of' the total 
reaction time (a typical value for which is 180 ms), and since most of the 
variabili ty of the results is contributed by the other f'actors, in order 
to measure latency differencGs by this method it was realized that i) a very 
large number of measupements and ii) pre:t'erably a semi-automatic method of 
processing these, once they were obtained, would prove to be desirable 
features of the experiment. 
These features were implemented in the i'ollowing fashion; a schematic 
diagram of' the apparatus employed is presented in }iligure A1 (a). An 
asymmetrical, f'ree-rupning multivibrator Was used to operate a neon bulb, 
which provided 1;he flash stimula.tion.. 'l'he duration of the flash was 150 ms, 
and the time between succeJsiva flashes about 4 seconds. 'llhe neon bulb was 
connected to the multivibrator through a series i'oot-switch, which could be 
operated by S. l'he neon side ot' this switch was also connected to the 
external trigger input 01' an oscilloscope, so that when S closed the switch, 
he was presented with a fLash stimulus sometime between 0 and 4 seconds 
afterwards, and simultaneously with the appearance or' the l'lash, the 
oscilloscope was triggered and started a single scan. I responded to the 
appearance of' the flash by closing a telegraph key, whose spring was as 
light as possible, and wnose contaots were very close together. 1'his action, 
by means of' a suitable circuit, discharged a small capacitor, the resulting 
impulse being led to the Z-input (brightness modulation) of the same 
oscilloscope. l'he brightness control of the oscilloscope was then adjusted 
so that the trace was invisible at all times except when an input-signal 
appeared on the Z-terminal. A oamera, whose shutter was left open, was 
mounted in front 01' the oscilloscope screen so that a record ot' each of' SI s 
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reactions, in the form 01' a small spot somewhere along the path of' the 
oscilloscope scan, could be made. A series of reactions, then, appeared as 
a distribution 01' these spots along a horizontal line; a calibration trace 
was added to the top of the exposure at the beginning and end of each 
experiment. 
The neon bulb was mounted on a white, cardboard background about 6 feet 
in i'ront of S. Different background fields were provided by a slide 
projector, which was positioned near S and. directed at the white cardboard. 
In order to facilitate rantiomization of' these background f'ields, a rotatory 
slide-holder was constructed in which positions were provided for up to five 
different slides. As a refinement, and to obvlate the necessity of varying 
the Y-shift controls of tne oscilloscope for each change of background, a 
resistor chain was mounted on the rotatory slide-holder. The ends of the ohain 
were connected, via sliding contacts, to a low voltage battery; each junction 
between adjacent resistors was made available vn1en a different slide was in 
position, and when this was the case, contact was made between the appropriate 
junction and a fixed spring termingl connected eventually to the Y -input of' 
the oscillosoope. Thus, for each slide, there was available a different 
voltage level, and by this means the reaction-time distributions corresponding 
to each background configuration were able to be distinguished. 
S took his place in front of the soreen, and was told how to operate the 
apparatus. The usual reaction-time instructions were given, the room 
semi-darkened, and he then did a number of' practice reaotions, while E 
adjusted the oscilloscope time-base oontrols to a suitable value (this was 
usually in the neighbourhood of 200-250 ms f'or one com::>lete scan). 
During the experiment, ~ varied 'background patterns in a predetermined, 
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random fashion. After each change, ~ gave a 'Ready' signal, and S olosed 
the foot-switch and tapped the key as rapidly as he could after the flash 
appeared. Up to about 50 responses perbaokground could be obtained in 
praotice before overlapping oi' the exposures on the film beoame a problem 
(~is limitation could have been overcome quite simply, if necessary-,by 
superposing a low-amplitude, high-frequency A.C. signal on the stea~ out~ut 
of' the resistor chain. However, sinoe by the time this number 01' responses 
had been attained for each of 5 baokgrounds, and S was f'eelin f< the effects 
of' fatigue, the experiment was usually terminated before this). 
After the completion of the experiment, the exposed film was removed 
from the oamera and developed, resulting in up to five rows of point exposures, 
each now consisting of up to 50 of the latter. Of course, the position of 
each individual point in relation to the time calibration lineoould be 
determined by direct measurement, enabling distribution means and varianoes 
to be t'ound, but to do so is very tedious, even if' an enlargement of the 
negative is prepared. Accordingly, a devioe suggested by Professor MacK$y 
was constructed which enabled the distribution median to be determined very 
simply and rapidly. Figure A1(b) is a sohematic diagram of' tuis. 
A bridge circuit was oonstruoted, each arm of which consisted of an 
ORP60 photodiode in series with a resistor; into one of the arms was also 
inserted a small rheostat for fine balanc.Lng adjustments. The two photodiodes 
were mounted about 5 om from the open end of an otherwise lightproof metal 
box, one on each side of a thin lightproof' metal partition which extended from 
the closed end of the box and between the photodiodes to the open end. 'l'hus 
eaoh of the diodes was in its own separate oompartment, segregated from the 
other. The interior of both seotions was painted a matt blaok. A 60-volt 
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H.T. batte~ was used to supply the bridge circuit and the output, which 
after the bridge had been balanced was a measure of the dit'ference in the 
amounts 01' light incident on each diode, was amplified by a small D.C. 
amplifier and registered on an ordina~ multimeter. The bridge was balanced 
to n null readine by turning the open end of the box towards a field of 
homogeneous brightness, and adjusting the rheostat. Af'~er this had been done, 
it was found to be sensitive to ve~ small luminance imbalances • 
.l"or the purposes of' measurement, an inverted copy was made of' the 
original negative so that the exposed points appeared as transparent areas 
on an otherwise opaque film. This copy was then placed in a suitable masking 
envelope, which occluded all distributions except the one or ones of interest, 
and was then mounted on a sorew-operatered oarriage. Beneath the distribution 
to be measured was a homogeneous light field, and above it, suoh that its 
open end was almost in oontaot, was rigidly fixed the metal box containing the 
photodiodes. The partition separating the diodes thus effeotively split the 
distribution into two portions, one of which was presented to each diode, and 
any inequality of the number of spots of light present in each field, due to 
the homogeneous source beneath, then turned up as an illlbalance of the bridge 
circuit. The screw could then be adjusted until balanoe was re-established, 
and at this position, the thin metal partition must be over the median point 
of the distribution. A reading was made of the screw position for each of' 
four settings; since the backlash of the system was approximately nil, these 
readings were essentially the same. 
It should be. noted that i) due to the height of the photodiodes above 
the film to be measured, and the restricted spatial extent of the obtained 
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distribution, each point of' the latter wa.s approximately the same distance 
away from a diode, an,l its light was incident at about the same an[le. 
(l'hi::: preoaution is necessary only f'o1' a markedly skewed distribution) and 
ii) overlapping Ol-' images, and consequent greater 'storage' oapacity can now 
be allowed, provided tha.t care is taken to operate on a linear pox'tion of' 
the film characteristics. J:he sensitivity of' the metl1od. is more than adequate 
1'or the purposes required; even a shif't of' a single light-point from one side 
of the partition to the other caused an easily noticeable deflection of the 
multimeter. 
Other advantages of' the methods described are: 
1. '£he easy availability of the instruments and equipment needed, 
obviating expensive and complicated timers and lengthy calculations. 
2. 'l'he adaptability of the method. to {';roup experiments, simply by 
providing each S with his individual telegraph key, the outputs of' which are 
pooled before being applied to the Z-terminal. 
3. The fact that, for particularly intensive or time-consumint: studies, 
~ can act as his own S, the experimental circumstrulces contriving to ensure that 
no regular stimulus-response rhythm is inadvertently acquired. 
4. A permanent photographic record is always a.vailable f~or closer scrutiny, 
if' required. 
Background fields always consisted of one homogeneous bright field, one 
homogeneous dark field, anti three fields from a seleotion consisting of single 
or multiple oontours of various ourvatures, white or blaok squares or discs, 
anti white or black half'-fields of various orientations. Ss, who in"all Cases 
fixated the position of the flash, were b volunteers,each of whom participated 
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in two to four sessions at v;:;rious times. l!: also acted as his own S for 
nine sessions. 
Although systematic differences usually existed between the R.T.'s 
obtained under b~t-f'ield as opposed to dark-field conditions, and were often 
found between either or both of these a.n~l the :;:'est, there WO.s no indicati ___ 
that the amount or type of' contour information in the field was a significant 
factor. '.1.'hus, as far as these studies are concerned, latency dif'ferences, if' 
they exist, are too small to be detected. 
2. Perception of simultaneity. 
In an attempt to eliminate one source of the variability of the results 
of' the reaction-time study - that which arises from the ef'ferent or motor 
side of the response - it was decided to see if the effects of contours made 
themselves felt in tne position of apparent simultaneity of a flash of' light, 
which appeared in their vicinity, and an independently presented click or 
tone. It was considered desirable to use an auditory stimulus as a reference, 
rather than a visual ono, to prevent any complications which might arise f'rom 
interactions of two visual stimuli. 
Early work by Exner (107), who introduced the idea of' measuring the 
relative speeds 01' visual and auditory peroeption, and by Miohotte (108), 
substantiated the findings of astronomers, who were aware tllat the 
appearance of subjeotive simultaneity of' a star or planet orossing the 
meridian, and of the clicks of a pendulum by which the transit was to be 
timed, was not a true refleotion of the physical temporal relationship 
between the two events, but was distorted by the so-called 'personal 
equation' of' the observeri The 'oomplication experiment' stUdied. by 
Michotte and others, hOYvever, is more involved than what is of interest here, 
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in that Ss were required to estimate the time of passage of a moving 
indicator over a point on the scale. 
It is generally thought (76, P.106) that perception ot' simultaneity 
depends upon simultaneity of cortioal excitation, although Titchener's 
'prior entry' theory (109), regarding the effects of attention, is still 
applioable under certain circumstances. Thus, Halliday and Mingay (110), 
using shook stimulation, find that factors other th':'n conduotion .delays are 
operative. 
Roufs (113), however, in a comparison of' reaction-time, and perception of 
auditory/visual and visual/visual apparent simultaneity methods of determining 
the denendenoe of peroeption lag an stimulus luminance, foUDd i) that the 
methods could be arranged, in order of decreasing variability, as reaotion 
time, auditory/visual apparent simultaneity, and visual/visual apparent 
simultaneity ii) that, in agreement with the latency hypothesis, auditory 
perception oocurs 20-50 ms before visual peroeption iii) that tnere existed 
only a weaK dependence of' the perceptual lag of auditory perception on 
auditory intensity over the ranges used, and iv) that all methods gave 
E 
simila.r resul(;s, which could be desoribed by the equation T=T log 1/E 
o 2 ' 
where T is the perception lag between two stimuli causing retinal 
illuminations of' E1 and E2 trolands, and To is a constant close to 10 ms. 
In the present experimen~s, in order that Ss could be tested in small 
groups, t11e method of' oonstant stimuli was use:l, that is, cliok/flash pairs 
were presented to Ss, and they were required to report which of the stimuli 
preoeded the other; if they were not sure, they were instruoted to guess. 
Stimuli were controlle:l by an eleotronic millisecond ohronometer which was 
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adjusted to reset itself automatically and recommence its cycle once eve~ 
2~ seconds. Output pulses were available from the chronometer at any or all 
of up to six preset times during the cycle. 
The flash preset control was left untouched at 1.555 seconds during 
the experiment; relative temporal positions 01' the flash anu click were varied 
by adjusting the click preset control in 20 ms steps either forward or 
backward from this value • 
.L'he flash stimulus itself was provided by a neon bulb placed across one 
of the valves of a monostable multivibrator, and was of about 150 ms. duration. 
The electronic timer provided the pulses to operate the multi~brator. The 
former also was found to produce suita-ole clicks when attached ciirectly to 
high-impedance earphones, and this was the method most often used. If' a 
continuous tone was required, instead of' a click, a second JJonostable 
multivibrator was avai19.ble which, on receipt of a pulse from the timer, 
operated an electronic gate between a 1000 cps source and the set of' earphones 
worn by S. 
Ganged switches were placed in the two control lines, and were closed 
by E after each adjustment of the click preset control. '.L'hree flash/click 
pairs were presented to Ss and the switches opened while E made the necessary 
changes for the next presentation, and S wrote down his estimate of' which 
stimulus came t'irst, on thu sheet provided. Generally each of 7 or 9 flash-
click ~na tions was presented 60 times, in twenty groups of' 3, during the 
experiment, the order of presentation being randomized. 'l'he whole session 
lasted somewhat over one hour. 
After the experiment, the number of "flash f'irst" responses made to each 
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of the total number of' responses made for that category, were plotted 
against the corresponding flash leads. Some typical results are snown 
in J.<'igure A2. 
at' a total of 14 Ss tested, only the 3 experienced observers gave any 
degree of' day-to-day consistency, and even with these, 10-15 ms shifts of' 
the point of apparent siJ1Ultaneity were common. There were gross changes 
in the results of' the rest, and a f'eature w,lich was com'Tlon to many was a 
significant tendency to report "click first" even Wtlen the flash preceded 
it by more than 100 ms. ~xpectation seemed also to play a large part in 
their patterns of res qonses; f'or example, some Ss showed Cl. signif'icant 
tendency to 'bet' , that is, it' they were required to make a difficult 
judgement, or found. themselves in a position of having to guess, they were 
likely to base their response on the way they had responded to the past 
few stimulus-pairs. Results for tones were similar. 
It was realized tnat t'or Ss to adopt any consistent criterion .of 
successiveness and simultaneity, extensive practice would be necessary. 
Since this was not practicable, and because 01' the large variability 
otherwise, no attempt was made to test the ei'fects of' di1'f'erent background 
configurations, and the method was abandoned. 
3. ~voked cortical potentials. 
11' S is stimulated with a f'lash of' light then, according to the 
latencies of the retinal processes and transmission times of the optic nerve 
and pathways, acti vi ty of' the visual cortex can first be detected only after 
a small time has elapsed. Acoording:j;o Cobb and .J.)awson (111) the f'irst signs 
of activity at the scalp appear 20-25 ms ai'ter the i'lash. Hereaf'ter f'ollows 
a series of alternating ~ositive and negative waves 01' varying amplitudes 
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(but never more than about 10 uv) and CLurations, the whole complex of which 
requires a.bout 250 ms I. 112). A ri1ythmic after-discharge then starts, builds 
up to a maximum (01' about 10 uv) and declines. The first phase, known as the 
'evoked potentia.l', reflects such changes as the intensi'~Y and i'requency of' 
the stimulatin[:. 1'lasn (111, 112, 114, 115) and tne state of awareness or 
amount. 0:1:: concentration of the subject (111, 116, 117). 
Dii'!'erences in the form of' the visual evoked potential are so marKed 
from subj ect to subj ect as to cause iierre and 3mi th (11 a) to speculate as 
tOl.heir possible uses for the study of individuality. It is known that, 
even t'or the same subject, variation occurs because 0:1:' habituation (119), 
as well as the factors already mentioned, and this :t'act makes tne detection 
of SIDa.ll systematic changes in latency or amplitude very difficult. 
Since most of the studies done on visual evoked po"tentials have been 
confined to the eff'ects of stimuli covering a large pero8ptage 01' the total 
visual f'ieId, there was some question as to whether a point stimulus could 
be measurabll"! at all; in any case, it was anticipated "that the results of 
a larLe number of stimuli would have to be averaged be!'ore any conclusions 
could be drawn. 
Bipolar electrode conf'iguration was always used in the present stUdy. 
'.Llhe ref'erence electrode was attached on the midline about 6 cm above the 
external occipital protuberance, anti one or tile active electrodes 3-4 cms 
o 
above this. 'llhe other active electrode was placed at 90 e~ ther to the 
left or to the right ot' the midline, again 3-4 ems i'rom the rei'erence 
electrod.e. '.i.'heearth electrode was attached to S' s mastoid., behind his ear. 
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'l'he electrode lea.ds we:cc led to two standard E.:C;.CT. ampli1'iers, which 
in turn supplied inputs to two channels 01' a. Mnemotron Computer of Average 
Transients (C.A.T.); the latter perf'ormed the necessary data reductions, and 
the result after any number of reSiJOntle summations could be displayed on a 
C.H.l'. and be photographed if required. 
/lash stimulation could be provided either at equal or at random 
intervals, and both modes were used from time to time. l{ef,ularly-spaced 
flashes were controlled by the millisecond chronometer described in the last 
section; one channel of' the apparatus was connected to the C.A.l'. to trigger the 
summation scan, while another triggered a strobosoope at the same time. It'or 
random flashes, two methods were variously used. One of these involved 
attao"ing a white noise gonerator, ad.justed to a suitable output amplitude, 
to the reset circuits of the milliseoond chronometer. The latter then was 
reset at rando:n interva.ls, anJ whether a 1'lash and sumdation scan occurred or 
not Was then dellendent on tbe (random) len8th of' time the ohronometer ran 
before beine; reset. The second method, althou[';h similar, used as a source of' 
random pulses the output of a tape reoorder on wllich was played an endless 
loop of pre-recorded, randomly dispersed olic~s. Both methods proved to be 
quite adequate, provided that not too many summattons were required to be 
acoumulated in any period of time; oth:.Jrwise, since the sma.ll amount of hum 
pickup present biassed the voltage level at which reset occurred, the hum 
tended to build up, rather than oanoel out, on the C.A.T. screen. 
'l'he flash tube 01' the 
small, oiroular hole about 
strobosoope was completely masked, eXoeTJt for a. 
1" . 16 J..n diameter. 'l'his hole appeared in a soreen of 
white cardboard, adjaoent to the strobosoope, upon which could pe projeoted 
a variety of different baokground patterns (in other eXperiments, a half-
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silvered ~rror was used to combine the i'lash and background). A smaLL, 
red fixation light could also be projected onto the screen. 
Backgrounds tested were similc::.r to those used in the reaction time 
eX;jeriments; in every ;3ession a homogeneous bright and homogeneous dark field 
we~e used in corabination with various oti1ers, mo:ce or less structured. It 
generally proved necessary to summate the result of from 150-200 f'lashes 
bef'ore a well-defined evoked response was available; since i'lash rates used 
were 0:;:' the order of 2/ sec, this meant thr~t each background was exposed f'or 
about 1~ minutes before being changed. Each of' the 3 or 4 structured 
backgrounds used during the experiment was presented randomly 2 or 3 times, 
one ot' the homogeneous fields being tested between each successive pair of' 
structured backgrounds. Thus, if' .l) is the dark background and B the bright 
one, a typical sequence might have been B, 81 , D, 82, B, S3 ••• • A few 
runs were also inter3persed in the series to check that a response to the 
noticeable click made by the stroboscope discharge was not being recorded with 
the visual evoked potentials. 
Three Ss were used, each of whom particpated in 3 or 4 separate one-hour 
sessions. 
Results were negative as far as any eff'ect of curvature was concerned, 
different degrees of curvature resulting in much the same response. 
Another feature of the experiments was the very long latencies 01' the i~irst 
discernable activity on the traces; these were often of the order of' 
60-70 ms or longer, indicating that the initial part of the response, 
supposed by Ciganek (114, 120) to be due to the primary aotivity of the 
visual centres, wa.s largely too small to rise above the noise, even if the 
results of 3uO-4Q0 f'lashes were summated. In general, smaller latencies 
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and more complex evoked responses were obtained when the flash appeared against 
the dark, homogeneous background. than against 't;11e bright one, anti intermediate 
resul"Cs were i'ouneI when backgrounds were structured - all 01' which did not 
contradict the hypothesis tnat contrast, rattler than curvatu 'e, was the 
operative factor. Although latenoies were not affected to the same extent, 
there were marked iif'ferences of the relative magni tudes of tile components 
of the response to any given background f'rom present,;atlon to presentation, 
and day-to-day reproduoibility, except f'or one S, was not good. '.£'o oheck 
the extent to which adaptation was ocourring (lUrins a typical presentation, 
occasionally successive blocks of' !jO responses were alternately added and 
subtracted from the C.A.l'. stor@;ge; it was found that for more 'than about 
200 summations, complications of this sort arose, although randomizing the 
flash presentations ameliorated the situation. 
Various conclusions could be drawn from the negative results of the 
three series of' experiments described. The first, anj most likely, is that 
the effect being looked for ia too small to be resolved by the methods in 
the f'orm in which they were used. In the second place, even if more 
sensitive and better controlled extensions f'ailed to detect an et'fect of 
curvature, this would at the best only indicate that the processing of' contour 
inf'ormation does not occur in series with the optic tracts under consideration. 
'rhat for at least one stage of the produotion of the omega effect this is 
true is probably without question; the ranges over which the oontours 
interact are greater than those usuallY found to be possible on a purely 
retinal basiS, and no sex differences have been reported to occur in viSUal 
evoked potentials (D.A. Jeffreys, private communication). It seems that the 
question must await further direct physiological evidence before being 
i'inally resolved. 
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